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Abstract

This research is focused on the numerical analysis method of liquefiable soil. The aim is to improve the approximate quality of nonlinear numerical simulation of liquefaction process with large deformation. Two main parts are included in the thesis: three-dimensional FE-FD analysis of liquefiable soil considering large deformation with the cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive model and the fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive model; $h$-adaptive FE analysis of liquefiable soil. The new methods are suitable to solve the problems of the seismic analysis of soil structures and soil-pile interaction in liquefiable soil with large deformation.

In the first objective, the cyclic elasto-plastic model and the fluidal elasto-plastic model are adopted as the constitutive models of liquefiable soil in FE-FD coupled method. The material nonlinearity of saturated sand is simulated effectively with these constitutive models. Updated Lagrangian formulation, which belongs to finite deformation theory, has also been applied to three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method to deal with the geometrical nonlinearity of liquefiable soil due to large deformation. The efficiencies of this three-dimensional analysis considering large deformation are demonstrated with two simple examples of the compression of saturated sand and the flow of Newton viscous fluid. The further tests were also conducted with two practical examples of the seismic analysis of embankment and the dynamic analysis of soil-pile interaction system. The development of this method in three-dimensional analysis is a new try and shows special worth to practical engineering.

In the second objective, adaptive technique is applied to non-linear FE analysis of saturated soil considering large deformation including liquefaction phenomenon. We used fission procedure belong to the $h$-refinement indicated by the error estimator which is a posteriori error estimate procedure depending on $L_2$-norm of strain and superconvergent patch recovery method. The adaptive FE method is developed not only in two-dimensional analysis but in three-dimensional analysis. The convergence of this error estimates method to the mesh quality and the effectiveness of $h$-adaptive mesh
refinement are demonstrated with two- and three-dimensional simple examples. The adaptive FE method was also used in two- and three-dimensional practical analysis of embankment and soil-pile interaction, the efficiency was tested in detail. The application of adaptivity to nonlinear analysis of saturated soil including liquefaction process, especially in three-dimension, is a valuable attempt in the developments of adaptive techniques. The special treatment of slave nodes in the joint sides or side surfaces is proposed in the fission procedure of soil-pile interaction analysis. It is a new progress of adaptive techniques and helpful to increase the accuracy of the soil elements surrounding the pile.

**Keywords:** liquefaction, flow of liquefied ground, seismic analysis, saturated soil, soil-pile interaction, the cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive equation, the fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive equation, large deformation, updated Lagrangian formulation, error estimate, adaptive mesh refinement
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Chapter 1

Statement of Research

1.1 Research Background

Soil structures such as river dikes, high way embankments and earth dams have been frequently damaged during past major earthquakes. This damage was often mainly caused by liquefaction of the embankment and foundation soils. In most cases, unacceptable, large, permanent deformation occurred due to liquefaction of the supporting loose cohesionless foundation soil, resulting in cracking, settlement, lateral spreading, and slumping. Sevier liquefaction of embankment and river dike foundations was reported during the 1960 Alaskan earthquake, the 1964 Niigata earthquake, the 1983 Nipponkai-Chubu earthquake, among many others. During the 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake, nearly 1200 small earth embankments suffered some level of damage.

The damages caused by liquefaction also occurred in the structures constructed on the piles in liquefied soil due to the failure of the piles. Depending on the occurrence of
liquefaction, the pile foundation may undergo substantial shaking, while the soil is in a fully liquefied state and soil stiffness is at a minimum. During this shaking phase, the pile is prone to suffering severe cracking or even fracture. Liquefaction leads also to substantial increases in pile cap displacement comparing to the non-liquefied case. After liquefaction, if the residual strength of the soil becomes less than static shear stresses developed by gravity force of ground sloping or movement of river dike, significant lateral spreading or downslope displacements may occur. The moving soil can exert damaging pressures against the piles, leading to their failure. Such failures were prevalent during the 1964 Niigata, Japan earthquake and the 1995 Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake.

Loose cohesionless sands and silts below the water table develop high pore water pressures and liquefy during strong earthquake shaking. The high pore water pressures may lead to a significant degradation of soil strength and stiffness. This phenomenon is referred to liquefaction. Although the liquefaction process has been understood since the 1964 Niigata earthquake, the seismic design of soil structures and pile foundations in these liquefiable soils poses very difficult problems in analysis and design. Undoubtedly, such earthquake liquefaction hazard necessitates further development not only experimental investigation but numerical modeling of the phenomenon.

In computational analysis, saturated soil is described as a kind of porous media. The Biot's two-phase mixture theory leads to the application of some effective nonlinear finite element method through the derivation of the governing equations expressed u-p formulation, for example, a finite element and finite difference (FE-FD) coupled scheme (Akai and Tamura, 1978). It was used to analyze liquefaction with an infinitesimal strain condition. This method can reduce the total degrees of freedom of the coupled equations. It avoids shear locking under the undrained condition and involves less computational effort than the generalized finite element method.

In nonlinear analysis of saturated soil, an appropriate constitutive model is also important. Many effective constitutive models were developed in recent few decades. The cyclic elasto-plastic model (Oka, 1992) is one of most effective ones. It has been proposed as a numerical method to simulate the liquefaction of saturated soils based on the non-linear kinematic hardening rule. The fluidal elasto-plastic model (Sato and Moon, 2001) has been developed recently based on mechanical and numerical modeling
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of seismic liquefaction and the ground flow phenomenon in saturated loose sandy soil in order to unify the phase transformations from solid to liquid as well as liquid to solid of saturated loose sand. It combines the cyclic elasto-plastic behavior of sand and the Newtonian viscous fluid characteristics of liquefied sand by defining the phase transformation-controlling function. This constitutive equation can express the entire process of liquefaction from the initial to post-liquefaction state. The advantage of the later one can solve liquefaction problems by combining the concepts of solid mechanics and fluid mechanics, but the first model is only based on solid mechanics. It is evident that, the treatment based on fluid mechanics is more appropriate to the flow problems of liquefied soil than solid mechanics.

Because the deformation caused by liquefaction is usually very large, finite deformation theory was introduced to finite element method. The further developments of FE-FD coupled scheme is also achieved in two-dimensional analysis with updated Lagrangian formulation (Sato and Di, 2001; Sato and Moon, 2002). In engineering design, a two-dimensional analysis is often used because three-dimensional finite element analysis is time consuming to conduct. This simplification often however raised a question whether the two-dimensional simplification is reasonable or not in practical cases. For this reason, we develop three-dimensional FE-FD coupled scheme with updated Lagrangian formulation. The applications of the two constitutive models introduced above to the three-dimensional FE-FD method with updated Lagrangian formulation are one of the major topics of this thesis.

On the other hand, as a type of numerical approximation method, errors are inevitable in analysis results obtained by the finite element method. The finite element method solution does not always guarantee the desired accuracy, sometimes causing serious analysis problems, especially in the analysis considering large deformation. The error mentioned here is the error caused by discretization in a FEM process. In a practical problem of liquefied soil flow caused by earthquake, the deformation of the soil is not uniform and unable to predict at where the large deformation is developed. In the elements with large deformation large numerical error is developed. Evidently, reducing the size of the elements uniformly during discretization minimizes error, but the number of nodes and elements are increased at the same time. That means a heavy burden of calculation. In fact, the region with small deformation does not need finer
mesh. It is better to use a fine mesh in the region with large error and a normal or coarse mesh in the low error region.

A method called the adaptive technique or adaptive mesh refinement has been developed and used to reduce the discretization error. It has been used successfully in many fields including solid and fluid mechanics, for linear and nonlinear problems, to solve static and transient behavior of two-dimensional continua; however, extensions to three-dimensional, dynamic applications are in their infancy. It is a big challenge to apply adaptive mesh refinement to seismic analysis of liquefaction.

1.2 Research Objectives

The first objective of this research is to simulate the soil flow caused by liquefaction considering the material and geometrical nonlinearities of liquefiable soil. At same time, improving the accuracy of finite element by mesh refinement is another objective of this research. The effort of this research is focused on the development of three-dimensional FE-FD method considering large deformation and the application of adaptive mesh refinement to dynamic analysis of liquefiable soil.

For the first objective, the cyclic elasto-plastic model and the fluidal elasto-plastic model have been adopted as the constitutive models of liquefiable soil in FE-FD coupled method. The material nonlinearity of saturated sand is simulated effectively with these constitutive models. Updated Lagrangian formulation, which belongs to finite deformation theory, has also been applied to three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method to deal with the geometrical nonlinearity of liquefiable soil due to large deformation. The efficiencies of this three-dimensional analysis considering large deformation are demonstrated with two simple examples of the consolidation and the flow of saturated sand. The further tests were also conducted with two practical examples of the seismic analysis of embankment and the dynamic analysis of soil-pile interaction system.

For the second objective, adaptive technique was applied to non-linear FE analysis of saturated soil considering large deformation including liquefaction phenomenon. We
used fission procedure belong to the $h$-refinement indicated by the error estimator which is a posteriori error estimate procedure depending on $L_2$-norm of strain and superconvergent patch recovery method. The adaptive FE method is developed from two-dimensional analysis to three-dimensional analysis. The convergence of this error estimates method to the mesh quality and the effectiveness of $h$-adaptive mesh refinement are demonstrated with two- and three-dimensional simple examples. The adaptive FE method was also used in two- and three-dimensional practical analysis of embankment and soil-pile interaction, the efficiency was tested in detail.

1.3 Outline of Contents

In general, this thesis includes two main topics, three-dimensional FE-FD analysis of liquefiable soil considering large deformation and adaptive FE analysis of liquefiable soil. The first topic is presented from chapters 2 to 4 and the second topic is presented in chapters 5 and 6. Chapter 7 reviews the foregoing chapters and summarizes the principle results obtained. The content in each chapter is introduced individually in the following.

Chapter 2 presents the application of the cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive model of saturated soil to liquefaction analysis and the development of three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method using updated Lagrangian formulation to analyze large deformation caused by liquefaction. Principle of updated Lagrangian method for porous media is also introduced. The governing equations for FE-FD method are derived in detail. Two simple effective examples are calculated to demonstrate this method.

Chapter 3 presents the principle of fluidal elasto-plastic model of saturated soil, and the derivation of the three-dimensional FE-FD equations with updated Lagrangian method and the constitutive equation of the fluidal elasto-plastic model. The method is demonstrated by a simple example, the flow simulation of liquefied soil in three-dimensional space using the Newtonian viscous fluid constitutive equation in updated Lagrangian formulation. The adaptability of this method in dynamic analysis of saturated soil is tested.
Chapter 4 introduces two practical examples of seismic analysis of embankment constructed on liquefiable soil and soil-pile interaction analysis in three-dimension. Two constitutive model of saturated soil, the cyclic elasto-plastic model and the fluidal elasto-plastic model are adopted in the examples. The efficiency of this method is demonstrated with comparison of the results calculated with updated Lagrangian formulation and with infinitesimal deformation assumption.

Chapter 5 presents the application of adaptive mesh refinement to seismic analysis of liquefiable soil. A posteriori error estimate procedure depending on $L_2$-norm of strain and superconvergent patch recovery method is introduced first and the convergence of this error estimator in two- and three-dimensional problem is studied with two examples of partial compress of saturated soil. The $h$-refinement algorithm including fission process in soil elements and the technique to deal with the soil elements beside concrete elements of piles is also presented. The efficiency of this method for liquefiable soil analysis is shown in the two- and three-dimensional simple examples.

In chapter 6, the posteriori error estimates based on superconvergent patch recovery smoothing technique and the $h$-adaptive mesh refinement are applied to four practical examples of seismic analysis with finite deformation theory. These examples include two- and three-dimensional, the seismic analysis of embankment constructed on liquefiable soil and the soil-pile interaction analysis. The efficiency of the $h$-adaptive FE method is tested further by these practical examples.
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3-D Analysis of Liquefaction Process Using Updated Lagrangian Method

2.1 Introduction

As a main reason of damage to structures during strong earthquakes, liquefaction has been studied intensively after Niigata earthquake (1964). Liquefaction is a phenomenon of loosely deposited saturated sandy soil which occurs during strong earthquakes. Pore water pressure of saturated sandy soil is raised to a high level by earthquake vibration of the ground if the pore water cannot dissipate quickly. Development of pore water pressure leads to loss of stiffness of saturated soil due to the decrease of effective stress and causes liquefaction finally. Usually, large deformation of ground happens with flow of liquefied soil.

In the early researches, two-phase mixture theory (Biot, 1941, 1956, 1962) was developed for saturated soil. Displacement of solid phase and the relative displacement of pore liquid to solid were used as state variables based on the Darcy’s law. In 1970’s,
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generalized form of finite element solution were developed using displacement of solid and pressure of pore water as variables (Zienkiewicz et al, 1980 and 1984; Prevost, 1980 and 1982). A finite element and finite difference (FE-FD) coupled method was proposed (Akai and Tamura, 1978) and extended to liquefaction analysis of saturated soil (Oka et al, 1994) with infinitesimal strain assumption. In this method, the equilibrium equation for saturated soil is discretized in the space domain by the finite element method, and terms of pore pressure in the continuity equation are discretized in the space domain by the finite difference method. This method reduces the total degrees of freedom of the coupled equations and the final matrix form of governing equations is symmetric. In recent years, nonlinear material behavior of soil and geometrical nonlinearity due to large strain have been introduced to soil analysis (Zienkiewicz et al, 1990 and 1996). In a new research (Di and Sato, 2003 and 2003), updated Lagrangian method was applied to FE-FD coupled method according to finite deformation theory to deal with large deformation of saturated soil caused by liquefaction. It has been achieved in two dimensional analysis of liquefaction. In this research, the author extend FE-FD coupled method using updated Lagrangian method to three dimensional analysis of liquefaction in order to solve practical engineering problems.

In the numerical nonlinear analysis of saturated soil, the constitutive model of saturated soil is also an important problem. During the last 50 years, many constitutive models of soil have been developed with context of plasticity and visco-plasticity. Among these models, a great deal of attention has been paid to constitutive models which predict the cyclic behavior of saturated sand. This is because of the many occurrences of disastrous damages to the sandy soil caused by liquefaction.

An effective cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive model based on the non-linear kinematic hardening rule has been proposed (Oka, 1992) as a numerical method to simulate the liquefaction of saturated soils. In addition, non-linear expression of the stress-dilatancy characteristic relation and the cumulative strain-dependent characteristic of the plastic shear model have been taken into account in this constitutive relationship (Oka, 1999). The model performs well for describing soil behavior under dynamic loading and has been used for such numerical simulations of liquefaction problems as the shaking table test of deposits, the behavior of seabed deposits under wave action, and seismic analysis of embankments. This constitutive model of saturated
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Soil is adopted in this research.

In this chapter, Section 2.2 introduces the cyclic elasto-plastic model of saturated soil. Section 2.3 presents the development of three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method using updated Lagrangian formulation. Principle of updated Lagrangian method for porous media is introduced. The governing equations for FE-FD method are derived in detail. Section 2.4 gives two simple effective examples to demonstrate this method. Section 2.5 summarizes the chapter briefly.

2.2 Elasto-Plastic Model of Saturated Soil

A cyclic elasto-plastic model is proposed by Oka based on modified flow rule and the nonlinear kinematic hardening rule. A new stress-dilatancy relationship and cumulative strain-dependent characteristics of the plastic shear modulus have been mainly incorporated into the proposed model. The improvements of this constitutive model for saturated sandy soil are:

1. Taking account of the stress state of the rotational main stress by using stress parameter and relative stress ratio;
2. Considering hardening rule and non-linear kinematic hardening rule; the hardening parameter should be initialized in stress rotating during cyclic loading;
3. Introduced boundary surface and over consolidated boundary surface, the decrease of dilatancy with over-consolidating can be expressed.
4. The relation between stress and dilatancy can be modified by generalized flow rule.
5. The behavior of sand to 10% shear strain can be simulated by shear parameter depends on plastic strain.

The basic assumptions adopted in development of this model are introduced as follows:

1. Infinitesimal-strain theory.
2. Elasto-plastic theory.
4. Overconsolidation boundary surface.
(5) Non-linear kinematic hardening rule.

As a constitutive model to describe the material nonlinearity of saturated sandy soil, some nonlinear characters of saturated sandy soil are taken into account.

(1) By use of generalized flow rule, the stress-dilatancy characteristic relations are modified. Introducing a non-linear expression for the coefficient of dilatancy $D_0$, it becomes possible to describe the behavior of the stress path better than by the original modal. The liquefaction strength curve from the modified modal is similar to that from the experimental results.

(2) The cumulative plastic-strain dependence of the plastic shear modulus is taken into account to reproduce the continuous increase in shear strain during cyclic mobility for loose sand. Using a non-linear function which provides a decrease in the shear modulus, the development of shear strain and the reduction of the mean effective stress after cyclic mobility are consistent with the experimental results.

(3) The fading memory characteristic of the initial anisotropy was incorporated to describe well anisotropic consolidation. Introducing the fading memory characteristic into $\xi$, it became possible to describe the behavior of both anisotropically and isotropically consolidated sands with the same material parameters.

In the constitutive equation of this cyclic elasto-plastic model, the relation between stress and strain is expressed in a increment form as:

$$d\sigma'_y = D^{pe}_{ijkl}d\varepsilon_{ik}$$

(2.2.1)

where $D^{pe}_{ijkl}$ is a instantaneous elasto-plastic stiffness matrix of this model.

The derivation of the main equations of this model is introduced as follows.

Yield function

The yield of soil includes consolidation yield and shear yield. In the analysis of liquefaction, yield is induced by decrease of mean effective stress of saturated soil. For this reason, shear yield is considered in here. The yield function for changes in the stress ratio is expressed as:

$$f = \tilde{\eta}(\chi) - k = [(\eta_y - \chi_y)(\eta_y - \chi_y)]^{1/2} - k$$

(2.2.2)

where $k$ is a numerical parameter which controls the size of the elastic region;

$\tilde{\eta}(\chi)$ is relative stress ratio;

$\chi_y$ is kinematic hardening parameter;
The evolution equation for the hardening parameter is defined according to nonlinear kinematic hardening rule as:

$$dX_{ij} = B(Ade_{ij}^p - X_ij d\gamma^p) \quad (2.2.3)$$

where $A$, $B$ are material hardening parameters. And can be expressed by the stress ratio at failure $M_j$, and the initial plastic shear modulus normalized to the mean effective stress $G_P$.

$de_{ij}^p$ is the current plastic deviatoric strain, defined as

$$e_{ij}^p = e_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} e_{ik}^p \delta_{ik} \quad (2.2.4)$$

where $e_{ij}^p$ is plastic strain tensor.

$d\gamma^p$ is second invariant of plastic deviatoric strain increment $de_{ij}^p$, and defined as

$$d\gamma^p = (de_{ij}^p de_{ij}^p)^{1/2} \quad (2.2.5)$$

In Eq.(2.2.3), the second term of right hand is the nonlinear term that depends on the magnitude of the increment of plastic shear strain. If it is neglected, Prager's linear kinematic hardening rule is derived from Eq.(2.2.3):

$$dX_{ij} = BA de_{ij}^p \quad (2.2.6)$$

Assuming in the undrained simple shear condition ($\sigma'_{12} \neq 0, e_{12}^p \neq 0$, and the values of other stress and strain are zero), Eq.(2.2.3) is integrated explicitly, the hardening rule is derived in an exponential function as

$$X_{12} = \frac{A}{\sqrt{2}} \left\{ -\exp(-\sqrt{2} Be_{12}^p) \right\} \quad (2.2.7)$$

If $e_{12}^p$ becomes maximum, we get

$$X_{12} |_{e_{12}^p \to \infty} = \frac{A}{2} \quad (2.2.8)$$

And if $e_{12}^p$ become minimum, the gradient of $X_{12}$ is rewritten as

$$\frac{X_{12}}{e_{12}^p} \biggr|_{e_{12}^p \to 0} = AB \quad (2.2.9)$$
On the other hand, if with the assumption of simple shear condition, the hardening rule is derived in an hyperbolic function as

$$\eta_{12} = \frac{M_f G^p e_{12}^p}{M_f + \sqrt{2}G^p e_{12}^p}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.2.10)

If $e_{12}^p$ becomes maximum, we get

$$\eta_{12} \bigg|_{e_{12}^p \to \infty} = \frac{M_f}{\sqrt{2}}$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.2.11)

And if $e_{12}^p$ become minimum, the gradient of $\eta_{12}$ is rewritten as

$$\eta_{12} \bigg|_{e_{12}^p \to 0} = G^p$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (2.2.12)

Comparing Eq.(2.2.8) with Eq.(2.2.11) and Eq.(2.2.9) with Eq.(2.2.12), we get the relations between the hardening parameters $A$ and $B$ with the stress ratio at failure $M_f$, and the initial plastic shear modulus normalized to the mean effective stress $G^p$.

The relation of Prager’s linear hardening rule Eq.(2.2.6), Eq.(2.2.7) and Eq.(2.2.10) in the simple shear strain condition are given in Fig.2.1. In this figure, $A=2.0$, $B=250$ and $M_f=2.0$, $G^p=500$.

![Fig.2.1 Hardening Function](image_url)

To simulate the liquefaction behavior of saturated sand, the mean effective stress of sand should be made to 0 under the cyclic load. That means a reduction of shear parameter. A method for reducing shear parameter $B$ is introduced as follows.
The method for reducing shear parameter $B$

The plastic shear stiffness depends on strain. It can simulate the increment of shear strain after the stress path across the phase changing line. This method is used to reducing the deviatoric plastic strain when stress path arrives the phase changing line.

$$\dot{B} = \frac{B_0}{1 + \gamma_{DA}^p / \gamma_r^p}$$

where $B_0$ is the initial value of $B$.

$\gamma_{DA}^p$ is the value of $\gamma^p$ after arriving phase changing line.

$\gamma_r^p$ is plastic reference strain.

In the same way, elastic constants (Lame constant $\lambda$, $\mu$) are reduced as

$$\dot{\lambda} = \frac{\lambda_0}{1 + \gamma_{DA}^p / \gamma_r^p}$$

$$\dot{\mu} = \frac{\mu_0}{1 + \gamma_{DA}^p / \gamma_r^p}$$

This method is adapted to the complex states of stress in earthquake, and the numerical analysis results with it are stable.

Overconsolidation boundary surface

The overconsolidation boundary surface $f_b=0$ is defined as

$$f_b = \bar{n}_{(0)} + M_m \ln(\sigma_m^p / \sigma_{mb}^p) = 0$$

where, $M_m$ is the value of the stress ratio when the volume compression strain is maximum during shear deformation; $\bar{n}_{(0)}$ is the relative stress ratio after consolidation, it is defined as

$$\bar{n}_{(0)} = \left\{ \eta_y - \eta_{y(0)}(\eta_y - \eta_{y(0)}) \right\}^{1/2}$$

where $\eta_{y(0)}$ denotes the value of $\eta_y$ at the end of consolidation, and defined as

$$\eta_{y(0)} = (s_y / \sigma_m^p)_{(0)}$$

The condition $f_b<0$ means that the stress state stays in an overconsolidation region, while $f_b \geq 0$ means that the stress state stays in a normally consolidated region. Herein, $\sigma_{mb'}$ in Eq.(2.2.16) is denoted as

$$\sigma_{mb'} = \sigma_{mb} e^{\frac{1+e}{\lambda - k} \nu^p}$$

where $\sigma_{mb}^0$ is the initial value of $\sigma_{mb}$ and is equal to the value of $\sigma_{mb(0)}$, that is, the
mean effective stress at the end of consolidation. $e$ is the initial void ratio, $\lambda$ and $\kappa$ are the compression index and the swelling index, respectively, and $\nu^p$ is the volumetric plastic strain. Furthermore, $\sigma'_{mc}$, which is the effective mean stress at the intersection of the overconsolidated boundary surface and the $\sigma'_n$ axis, is defined as

$$\sigma'_{mc} = \sigma'_{mb} \exp \left( \frac{\eta_{c}}{M_m} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.20)

**Plastic potential function**

Based on the relationship between the stress ratio and the increment of plastic strain, the plastic potential function is denoted as

$$g = [(\eta_0 - \chi_0)(\eta_y - \chi_y)]^{1/2} + \tilde{M} \ln \left( \frac{\sigma'_{mc}}{\sigma'_{ma}} \right) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.21)

where $\sigma'_{ma}$ is a constant; $\tilde{M}$ is a variable depending on the stress state, it controls the direction of the plastic strain increment. It is defined by

$$\tilde{M} = \left\{ \begin{align*} 
\frac{M_m}{\eta} & \quad f_b \geq 0 \\
\ln(\sigma'_{mc}/\sigma'_{ma}) & \quad f_b < 0
\end{align*} \right.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.22)

where $\eta$ is stress ratio, $\eta = (\eta_y/\eta_0)^{1/2} = \sqrt{2J_2/\sigma'_m}$, and $J_2$ is second invariant of deviatoric stress. $\tilde{M}$ controls the direction of the plastic strain increment. When the stress state is inside the overconsolidated region, $\tilde{M}$ takes a value that is less than that of $M_m$.

The plastic potential function and the overconsolidation boundary surface are shown in Fig.2.2.

**Flow rule**

The flow rule is given as

$$de^p_{ij} = H_{ijkl} \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma'_{kl}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.23)

where, $H_{ijkl}$ is a fourth-rank isotropic tensor:

$$H_{ijkl} = a\delta_k \delta_{ij} + b(\delta_k \delta_{il} + \delta_i \delta_{jk})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2.24)

where $a$ and $b$ are the parameters depending on the states of stress and strain. From Eq.(2.2.23) and Eq.(2.2.24), deviatoric strain increment tensor $de^p_{ij}$ and plastic column strain increment $dv^p$ are obtained as
\[
\begin{align*}
  d\gamma_p^p &= 2b \frac{\partial g}{\partial \gamma_g} \\
  dv^p &= d\varepsilon_{kk}^p = (3a + 2b) \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma'_m} \\
  \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma'_g} &= \frac{\eta_g - \chi_g}{\eta(\chi)\sigma'_m} + \left\{ \tilde{M} - \eta_m (\eta_m - \chi_m) \right\} \frac{\delta_{ij}}{3\sigma'_m}
\end{align*}
\]  

From Eqs.(2.2.5), (2.2.25) and (2.2.27), we can get the second invariant of plastic deviatoric strain as:

\[
d\gamma^p = 2b \frac{1}{\sigma'_m}
\]  

From Eqs.(2.2.26) and (2.2.27), we can get the plastic volumetric strain increment:

\[
dv^p = (3a + 2b)(\tilde{M} - \tilde{\eta}(\chi)) \frac{1}{\sigma'_m}
\]  

where, \( \tilde{\eta}(\chi) \) is defined as
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\[ \vec{\eta}(\vec{\chi}) = \frac{\eta_{mn} (\eta_{mn} - \chi_{mn})}{\vec{\eta}(\vec{\chi})} \]  
(2.2.30)

From Eqs.(2.2.28) and (2.2.29), the relation between stress and dilatancy is obtained:

\[ \frac{d\gamma^p}{d\gamma^p} = D(\tilde{M} - \vec{\eta}(\vec{\chi})) \]  
(2.2.31)

where, D is so-called coefficient of dilatancy and defined by

\[ D = \frac{3a}{2b+1} \]  
(2.2.32)

It controls the ratio of the plastic deviatoric strain increment to the plastic volumetric strain increment.

\[ D = D_0 \left( \frac{\tilde{M}}{M_m} \right)^n \]  
(2.2.33)

where, \( D_0 \) and \( n \) are dilatancy parameters. In normally consolidated region \( \tilde{M} = M_m \)

Considering the consistency condition, we can derive 2d which effects the value of plastic deviatoric strain increment. Because the failure function is the function of kinematic hardening parameter \( \chi_{ij} \) and the effective tensor \( \sigma_{ij}' \) in Eq.(2.2.2), the consistency condition is given as

\[ df = \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}'} d\sigma_{ij}' + \frac{\partial f}{\partial \chi_{ij}} d\chi_{ij} = 0 \]  
(2.2.34)

Substituting Eqs.(2.2.5), (2.2.6) and (2.2.25) into Eq.(2.2.34), the equation to evaluate 2b is obtained

\[ 2b = \frac{\frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}'} d\sigma_{ij}'}{B \left( \chi_{mn} \frac{\partial g}{\partial s_{ij}} \frac{\partial g}{\partial s_{kl}} \right)^{1/2} - A \frac{\partial g}{\partial s_{mn}}} = h \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma_{ij}'} d\sigma_{ij}' \]  
(2.2.35)

where \( h \) is hardening coefficient

**Elastic strain increment.**

The elastic deviatoric strain increment tensor is given as

\[ de_{ij}^e = \frac{1}{2\tilde{\mu}} ds_{ij} \]  
(2.2.36)

where elastic shear coefficient \( \tilde{\mu} \) is calculated by Eq.(2.2.15). \( \tilde{\mu}_0 \) in Eq.(2.2.15) is assumed to be proportional to the mean effective stress.
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\[ \mu_0 = \frac{G_0}{\sigma_m} \sigma_m' \]  

(2.2.37)

where \( G_0 \) is initial elastic shear coefficient, \( \mu \) is initial mean effective stress. The elastic volumetric strain increment is calculated by

\[ dv^e = d\varepsilon_{kk}^e = \frac{\kappa}{(1+e)\sigma_m'} d\sigma_m' = \frac{1}{K} d\sigma_m' \]  

(2.2.38)

where \( \kappa \) is swelling index, \( K \) is volumetric elastic coefficient.

The total strain increment tensor \( d\varepsilon_{ij} \) is the sum of elastic strain increment \( d\varepsilon_{ij}^e \) and plastic strain increment \( d\varepsilon_{ij}^p \). From Eqs. (2.2.25), (2.2.26), (2.2.32), (2.2.36) and (2.2.39), we can get:

\[ d\varepsilon_{ij} = d\varepsilon_{ij}^e + d\varepsilon_{ij}^p \]

(2.2.39)

where, \( d\varepsilon_{ij}^e \) is elastic deviatoric strain increment tensor, \( d\varepsilon_{kk}^e \) is elastic volumetric strain increment, \( d\varepsilon_{ij}^p \) is plastic deviatoric strain increment tensor, \( d\varepsilon_{kk}^p \) is plastic volumetric strain increment tensor given as

\[ d\varepsilon_{ij}^e = \frac{1}{2\mu} ds_{ij} \]  

(2.2.40)

\[ d\varepsilon_{kk}^e = \frac{k}{1+e_0} \frac{d\sigma_m'}{\sigma_m'} \]  

(2.2.41)

\[ d\varepsilon_{ij}^p = 2b \frac{\partial g}{\partial s_{ij}} = 2b \frac{\eta_{ij} - \chi_{ij}}{\eta_{(x)}} \]  

(2.2.42)

\[ d\varepsilon_{kk}^p = (3a + 2b) \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma_m'} = (3a + 2b) \frac{1}{\sigma_m'} \left\{ \frac{\tilde{M} - \eta_{mn}(\eta_{mn} - \chi_{mn})}{\eta_{(x)}} \right\} \]  

(2.2.43)

The parameters of soil used in the equation are: void ratio \( e \), compression index \( \lambda \), dilatancy index \( \kappa \), initial elastic shear coefficient \( G_0 \), failure stress ratio \( M_f \), phase transformation ratio \( M_m \), the initial value of kinematic hardening parameter \( B_0 \), the lowest value of kinematic parameter \( B_l \), material parameter \( C_f \) for the control of decrease in kinematic hardening parameter \( B \), dilatancy parameter \( D_0 \) and \( n \), reference parameters \( \gamma^p \) and \( \gamma^e \). Control parameter of anisotropy \( C_d \). The initial stress state and the stress state of pre-consolidation are also needed in this equation. All parameters introduced above are test values. But usually, it is not easy to get the values of the
parameters from $B_0$ to $C_d$ in test. In this case, these parameters are fitted by the comparison between the simulation curves and test curves.

**Stress increment and strain increment relation**

First, using elastic matrix, the relation of elastic strain increment and elastic stress increment is given as

$$d\sigma'_y = D'_{ijkl}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} = \tilde{\lambda}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl}\delta'_{y} + 2\tilde{\mu}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} = (\tilde{\lambda} + \frac{2}{3}\tilde{\mu})d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl}\delta'_{y} + 2\tilde{\mu}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} \quad (2.2.44)$$

where $\tilde{\lambda}$ is calculated by Eq.(2.2.14). $\tilde{\lambda}_0$ in Eq.(2.2.14) is calculated by

$$\tilde{\lambda}_0 = K - \frac{2}{3}\tilde{\mu}_0 = 1 + e^{\alpha_0} - \frac{2}{3}\tilde{\mu}_0 \quad (2.2.45)$$

From Eqs.(2.2.25), (2.2.26) and (2.2.32), the plastic strain increment is calculated by

$$d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} = 2bD'_{ijkl}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} + D'_{ijkl}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} \quad (2.2.46)$$

The derivative of plastic potential function respected to stress is given as

$$\frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_y} = \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma'_y} + D\cdot 2b\frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma'_y} \quad (2.2.47)$$

From Eqs.(2.2.45) and (2.2.46), the plastic strain increment is expressed using the scalar hardening coefficient as

$$d\varepsilon = 2b\frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_y} \quad (2.2.48)$$

From Eqs.(2.2.35) and (2.2.38), we can get:

$$2b = h\frac{\partial f'}{\partial \sigma'_y} D'_{ijkl}d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} \quad (2.2.49)$$

Substituting Eq.(2.2.39) into Eq.(2.2.49), we can get:

$$2b = h\frac{\partial f'}{\partial \sigma'_y} D'_{ijkl}(d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} - D\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl}) \quad (2.2.50)$$

Substituting Eq.(2.2.48) into Eq.(2.2.50), we can get:

$$2b = h\frac{\partial f'}{\partial \sigma'_y} D'_{ijkl}(d\varepsilon'^{i}_{kl} - 2b\frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_y})$$
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\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma'_{ij}} D_{ijkl}^e d\varepsilon_{kl} = \frac{1}{h} \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma'_{mn}} D_{mn}^{epq} \frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_{pq}} \quad (2.2.51)
\]

Substituting Eqs.(2.2.39) and (2.2.48) into Eq.(2.2.44), we can get stress increment and strain increment relation as

\[
d\sigma'_{ij} = D_{ijkl}^e (d\varepsilon_{kl} - 2b \frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_{ij}}) \quad (2.2.52)
\]

Substituting Eq.(2.2.52) into Eq.(2.2.51), the stress increment and strain increment relation is obtained as

\[
d\sigma'_{ij} = D_{ijkl}^{ep} d\varepsilon_{kl} = (D_{ijkl}^{ep} - \frac{1}{h} \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma'_{mn}} D_{mn}^{epq} \frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_{pq}}) d\varepsilon_{kl} \quad (2.2.53)
\]

where, \(D_{ijkl}^{ep}\) is elastic-plastic matrix. The elastic matrix is given as

\[
[D^e] = \begin{bmatrix}
\lambda + 2\mu & \lambda & \lambda & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\lambda & \lambda + 2\mu & \lambda & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\lambda & \lambda & \lambda & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 2\mu & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2\mu & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 2\mu
\end{bmatrix} \quad (2.2.54)
\]

The derivative of failure function respected to stress is derived from Eq.(2.2.1) as

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma'_{ij}} = \frac{\partial f}{\partial s_{ij}} + D \frac{\partial f}{\partial \sigma'_{ij}} \frac{\delta_{ij}}{3} = \eta_y - \chi_y + \frac{(\eta_{kl} - \chi_{kl}) \eta_{kl}}{\eta(\chi) \sigma_m^3} \frac{\delta_{ij}}{3} \quad (2.2.55)
\]

The derivative of plastic potential function respected to stress derived from Eqs.(2.2.27) and (2.2.47) as

\[
\frac{\partial g'}{\partial \sigma'_{ij}} = \frac{\partial g}{\partial s_{ij}} + D \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma'_{ij}} \frac{\delta_{ij}}{3} = \eta_y - \chi_y + \frac{D(\eta_{kl} - \chi_{kl}) \eta_{kl}}{\eta(\chi) \sigma_m^3} \frac{\delta_{ij}}{3} \quad (2.2.56)
\]

The reciprocal of the hardening coefficient is given as

\[
\frac{1}{h} = B \left( \chi_y \left( \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma_{kl}} \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma_{kl}} \right)^{1/2} - A \frac{\partial g}{\partial \sigma_{ij}} \right) \quad (2.2.57)
\]
2.3 Updated Lagrangian Formulation Applied to 3-D FE-FD Analysis of Porous Media of Which the Constitutive Equation Defined by Elasto-Plastic Model

A FE-FD coupled method (Oka et al, 1991 and 1994) has been proposed for liquefaction analysis of saturated soils. In the space domain, the equilibrium equation for fluid-saturated soil is discretized by the finite element method, and terms associated with excess pore pressure in the continuity equation are discretized by the finite difference method. This method can reduce the total degrees of freedom of the coupled equations and avoid shear locking under the undrained condition. The method is extended in two dimensional problem based on the updated Lagrangian method (Sato and Di, 2003 and 2004) to deal with the large deformation due to liquefaction caused by large earthquake. Resulting equations of the coupled system are solved incrementally with the time step \( \Delta t \). In this section, the principle of this method are introduced and the derivation of the three dimensional equations of this method are derived with updated Lagrangian formulation. The left superscripts of a quantity here indicate the configuration at which this quantity occurs.

2.3.1 Conception of Updated Lagrangian Method for Porous Media

First, the principle of updated Lagrangian method and the definition of the important variables used here are introduced as follows.

Consider large displacements of a porous deformable soil body composed of a skeleton with a fluid flowing through its pore space. A fixed rectangular frame with a Cartesian coordinate system describes the motion from the reference configuration at some time, \( t \), to the current configuration at time \( t + dt \). As shown in Fig.2.3, the porous body occupies a region in space, \( V \), bounded by a surface, \( A \), at time \( t \), and a material point position of the soil skeleton is represented by \( X_i \). At some later time, \( t + dt \), the porous body will have moved to the region, \( (t+dt)V \) bounded by the surface \( (t+dt)A \) at time \( t + dt \). \( x_i \) corresponds to the position of skeleton particle \( X_i \) in the current
configuration after deformation,

\[ x_i = X_i + u_i \]  

(2.3.1)

The quantity \( u_i \) represents displacement of the skeleton measured relative to the position of the body at time \( t \). The soil skeleton deformation gradient is

\[ F = \frac{\partial x_i}{\partial X_j} \]  

(2.3.2)

![Diagram showing motion and configuration of soil](image)

**Fig.2.3 Motion and configuration of soil**

Vector \( dX \) at point \( X \) in the reference configuration and \( dx \) at point \( x \) in the current configuration are related by

\[ dx = FdX \]  

(2.3.3)

From this equation, the volume change between the reference and current configurations is

\[ d^{t+\delta}V = \det Fd'V = Jd'V \]  

(2.3.4)

where \( J \) is the Jacobian determination of the deformation gradient tensor.

The Lagrangian strain tensor, \( E \), is expressed by

\[ E_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial X_i} + \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial X_i} \frac{\partial u_k}{\partial X_j} \right) = \varepsilon_{ij} + \eta_{ij} \]  

(2.3.5)

where the small subscript after a comma denotes the partial derivative with respect to the reference coordinate \( X_i \); \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) is the linear part of strain; \( \eta_{ij} \) the nonlinear part and
defined by \( \eta_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial X_i} \).

The displacement gradient tensor \( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} \) is decomposed into the sum of the symmetrical part \( \varepsilon_{ij} \), and skew-symmetric part \( \Omega_{ij} \):

\[
\frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial X_i} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} - \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial X_i} \right) = \varepsilon_{ij} + \Omega_{ij}
\]

(2.3.6)

where \( \varepsilon_{ij} \) is the strain tensor for the small displacement condition, and \( \Omega_{ij} \) the rotation tensor. They are defined as

\[
\varepsilon_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial X_i} \right) \]

(2.3.7)

\[
\Omega_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial X_j} - \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial X_i} \right) \]

(2.3.8)

Defining \( v_i \) as the velocity vector of the soil skeleton for a current particle at \( x_i \), the relative velocity \( dv_i \) in the neighborhood of \( x_i \) is

\[
dv_i = \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j} dx_j
\]

(2.3.9)

where \( \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j} \) is the velocity gradient expressed as the sum of the symmetric rate of the deformation tensor \( l_{ij} \) plus the antisymmetric spin tensor \( \omega_{ij} \):

\[
\frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial v_j}{\partial x_i} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial v_i}{\partial x_j} - \frac{\partial v_j}{\partial x_i} \right) = l_{ij} + \omega_{ij}
\]

(2.3.10)

### 2.3.2 Constitutive equation

In this research, the effective cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive model is used to describe the non-linear behavior of saturated soils. The rate of deformation tensor is suitable for the application to a constitutive law because it vanishes when the body exhibits a rigid-body motion. Thus, the stress rate used for a constitutive law must be invariant with respect to the rigid-body rotation. The material derivative \( d\sigma_{ij} / dt \) does not in general satisfy the invariance by a rigid-body rotation. To extend this model to a large deformation problem, for the constitutive relations it is necessary to use an
invariant stress rate with respect to rigid-body rotation. The Jaumann effective stress rate, an objective measure of the stress rate, was adopted for the present formulation;

\[ \dot{\sigma}^{I} = \dot{\sigma}^{I} - \dot{\sigma}^{I} \omega_{kj} - \dot{\sigma}^{I} \omega_{ik} \]

where \( \dot{\sigma}^{I} \) is the effective Cauchy stress, and \( \dot{\sigma}^{I} \) the effective Cauchy stress rate. Another expression in the incremental form is given as

\[ d\sigma^{I} = d\sigma^{I} - \dot{\sigma}^{I} \Omega_{jk} - \dot{\sigma}^{I} \Omega_{ik} \]

The linear relationship between the objective stress and deformation rates (i.e., the effective stress-strain law) is

\[ \dot{\sigma}^{I} = \dot{\sigma}^{I} - \dot{\sigma}^{I} \delta_{ij} = D^{\sigma}_{\dot{\sigma} \dot{\sigma}} I_{ij} - \dot{\sigma}^{I} \delta_{ij} \]

where \( \dot{\sigma}^{I} \) is the rate of pore pressure, and \( D^{\sigma}_{\dot{\sigma} \dot{\sigma}} \) the elasto-plastic tensor of the constitutive model introduced in Eq.(2.2.1).

The relationship between the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress rate tensor \( \dot{S}^{I} \) and the Cauchy stress rate tensor \( \dot{\sigma}^{I} \) is expressed as follows.

\[ \dot{S}^{I} = J \frac{\partial X_{i}}{\partial x_{k}} \frac{\partial X_{j}}{\partial x_{l}} \dot{\sigma}^{I}_{kl} \]

Using Eq.(2.3.12), The incremental form of this equation is rewritten as

\[ dS^{I} = J \frac{\partial X_{i}}{\partial x_{k}} \frac{\partial X_{j}}{\partial x_{l}} \left(d\sigma^{I}_{ij} + \sigma_{kl} d\Omega_{lm} + \sigma_{ml} d\Omega_{kl}\right) \dot{\sigma}^{I}_{kl} \]

Generally, large deformation cannot be expressed linearly in terms of displacements, because the elastic and plastic parts of the deformation rate are not summable. If each time step of updated Lagrangian analysis is small enough, the total Lagrangian strain rate \( \dot{E}^{E} \) can be decomposed into the elastic component, \( \dot{E}^{E} \), and the plastic component, \( \dot{E}^{P} \).

\[ \dot{E}^{E} = \dot{E}^{E} + \dot{E}^{P} \]

### 2.3.3 Equilibrium Equation

Motion of the soil skeleton based on the Lagrangian description, and motion of fluid based on the pseudo-displacement \( \omega_{i} \) relative to the skeleton of soil were described. The average seepage velocity \( \dot{\omega}_{i} \) is given by

\[ \dot{\omega}_{i} = n(v^{f}_{i} - v^{s}_{i}) \]

where \( v^{s}_{i} \) is the velocity of the soil skeleton and \( v^{f}_{i} \) the velocity of the fluid phase.

The average acceleration of the fluid phase is expressed by
The local equilibrium equation of motion for the total saturated porous media is
\[
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ji}}{\partial x_j} + \rho b_i - (1 - n) \rho \dot{\mathbf{v}}_f^i - n p_f \dot{\mathbf{v}}_f^i = 0
\]  

(2.3.19)

Substituting Eq.(2.3.18), Eq.(2.3.19) is rewritten as
\[
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ji}}{\partial x_j} + \rho b_i - \rho u_i - \rho^f \left( \frac{\partial \dot{\mathbf{v}}_f}{\partial t} + \dot{\mathbf{w}}_k \right) = 0
\]  

(2.3.20)

where \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the Cauchy total stress in the combined solid and fluid mixture, and \( b_i \) the body force acceleration.

For the pore fluid, the equation of motion is
\[
- \frac{\partial (np)}{\partial x_i} + n \rho^f b_i + R_i - n \rho^f \dot{\mathbf{v}}_f^i = 0
\]  

(2.3.21)

where \( p \) is the pore pressure (taken as positive when compressive), and \( R_i \) the viscous drag force acting on the fluid phase by the soil skeleton, which according to Darcy’s law can be written as
\[
R_i = -n \frac{\gamma_f}{k_{ij}} \dot{w}_j
\]  

(2.3.22)

where \( k_{ij} \) is the Darcy permeability coefficient. In isotropic condition, \( k_{ij} \) is a constant \( k \), Darcy’s law is rewritten as
\[
R_i = -n \frac{\gamma_f}{k} \dot{w}_i
\]  

(2.3.23)

where \( \gamma_f \) is the unit weight of the fluid.

Substituting Eqs.(2.3.18) and (2.3.23) into Eq.(2.3.21) gives
\[
\frac{\partial (np)}{\partial x_i} - n \rho^f b_i + n \gamma_f k_{ij} \dot{w}_j + \rho^f \left( n \dot{u}_i + \left( \frac{\partial \dot{w}_i}{\partial t} + \dot{w}_k \right) \frac{\partial \dot{w}_i}{\partial x_k} \right) = 0
\]  

(2.3.24)

We assume that the acceleration relative of the fluid phase to the soil skeleton can be neglected. The u-p approximation (Zienkiewicz et al., 1982 and 1984) is valid for low frequency problem of dynamic analysis. The equations of motion for the total mixture given by Eq.(2.3.20) can be simplified to
\[
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ji}}{\partial x_j} + \rho b_i - \rho \dot{u}_i = 0
\]  

(2.3.25)
and the pore fluid motion equation (2.3.24) is rewritten as

$$\frac{\partial (n\rho)}{\partial x_i} - n\rho' h_i + n\gamma/k \frac{\partial \omega_i}{\partial t} + n\rho' \ddot{u}_i = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.26)

Defining the excess pore pressure \( p_E \), by

$$\frac{\partial (n\rho - np_E)}{\partial x_i} = n\rho' h_i,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.27)

Eq. (2.3.26) becomes

$$\frac{\partial (np_E)}{\partial x_i} + n\gamma/k \frac{\partial \omega_i}{\partial t} + n\rho' \ddot{u}_i = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.28)

From Eq. (2.3.28), we obtain

$$\dot{\omega}_i = -k \left( \frac{1}{\gamma} \frac{\partial (np_E)}{\partial x_i} + \rho' \ddot{u}_i \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.29)

### 2.3.4 Continuity Equation

Consider any arbitrary deformed volume \( V \), the total mass \( m^s \) of its soil particles, and the total mass \( m^f \) of its fluid given of densities by the volume integrals;

$$m^s = \int (1-n)\rho^s dv$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.30)

$$m^f = \int n\rho^f dv$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.31)

According to the law of mass conservation, the material time derivatives of these masses are zero. For the soil skeleton, the derivative is

$$\dot{m}^s = \int \left( \frac{\partial (\rho^s (1-n))}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho^s (1-n)\dot{v}_i^s)}{\partial x_i} \right) dv = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.32)

With the localization

$$\frac{\partial (\rho^s (1-n))}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (\rho^s (1-n)\dot{v}_i^s)}{\partial x_i} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.33)

Similarly, for the fluid it is

$$\dot{m}^f = \int \left( \frac{\partial (np^f)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (np^f \dot{v}_i^f)}{\partial x_i} \right) dv = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3.34)

With the localization
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\[
\frac{\partial (n \rho^f)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (n \rho^f v^f)}{\partial x_i} = 0 \tag{2.3.35}
\]

After manipulation (Oka, et al., 1994), Eqs. (2.3.33) and (2.3.35) give

\[
\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} + \frac{\partial v^f_i}{\partial x_i} + n \frac{\dot{\rho}^f}{\rho^f} + (1 - n) \frac{\dot{\rho}^s}{\rho^s} = 0 \tag{2.3.36}
\]

which can be rewritten as

\[
\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} + l_{ii} + n \frac{\dot{\rho}^f}{\rho^f} + (1 - n) \frac{\dot{\rho}^s}{\rho^s} = 0 \tag{2.3.37}
\]

where \( l_{ij} \) is the symmetric rate of the deformation tensor. \( \rho^s \) is constant and \( \dot{\rho}^s \) is zero since skeletons in soils are assumed to be incompressible. \( \dot{\rho}^f \) is the material derivative of the fluid phase density related to the material derivative \( \dot{p}_E \) of the excess pore pressure by

\[
\dot{\rho}^f = \frac{\dot{p}_E}{K^f} \rho^f \tag{2.3.38}
\]

where \( K^f \) is the bulk modulus of the fluid phase.

Substituting Eq. (2.3.38) in Eq. (2.3.37), gives

\[
\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} + l_{ii} + n \frac{\dot{p}_E}{K^f} = 0 \tag{2.3.39}
\]

From Eq. (2.3.29), the sum of the partial derivatives of \( \dot{\omega}_i \) with respect to the coordinate \( x_i \) is

\[
\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} = -k \left( l_{ii} + \frac{1}{\rho^f} \left( \frac{\partial^2 p_E}{\partial x_i \partial x_i} \right) \right) \tag{2.3.40}
\]

Form Eq. (2.3.38),

\[
\frac{\partial p_E}{\partial x_i} = K^f \frac{\partial (\ln \rho^f)}{\partial x_i} \tag{2.3.41}
\]

Substituting it in Eq. (2.3.40) gives
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\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} = -k \left( \dot{u}_i + \frac{1}{\rho^f} \left( \frac{\partial^2 p_E}{\partial x_i^2} \right) \right) - \frac{k}{g \rho^f} \left( K^f - p_E \right) \left( \frac{\partial (\ln n)}{\partial x_i} \frac{\partial (\ln \rho^f)}{\partial x_i} \right) - K^f \left( \frac{\partial (\ln \rho^f)}{\partial x_i} \right) + p_E \left( \frac{\partial^2 (\ln n)}{\partial x_i^2} \right) (2.3.42)

where \( g \) is the acceleration caused by gravity.

If the gradients of \( \ln(n) \) and \( \ln(\rho^f) \) are so small that their quadratic terms in the above expressions can be ignored, then

\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} = -k \left( \dot{u}_i + \frac{1}{\rho^f} \left( \frac{\partial^2 p_E}{\partial x_i^2} \right) \right) + p_E \left( \frac{\partial^2 (\ln n)}{\partial x_i^2} \right) (2.3.44)

The distribution of porosity is assumed to be smooth enough in the soils, therefore satisfying

\left( \frac{\partial^2 (\ln n)}{\partial x_i^2} \right) = 0 (2.3.45)

Then Eq.(2.3.44) is expressed by

\frac{\partial \dot{\omega}_i}{\partial x_i} = -k \left( \dot{u}_i + \frac{1}{\rho^f} \left( \frac{\partial^2 p_E}{\partial x_i^2} \right) \right) (2.3.46)

Finally, substituting Eq.(2.3.46) in Eq.(2.3.39), the final form of the continuity equation is

\frac{k}{g} \dot{u}_i - \dot{u}_i + \frac{k}{\gamma^f} \left( \frac{\partial^2 p_E}{\partial x_i^2} \right) - \frac{n}{K^f} \dot{p}_E = 0 (2.3.47)

Clearly, Eqs.(2.3.25) and (2.3.47) together with the constitutive law define a coupled set of equations for saturated soils, in which \( u_i \) and \( p_E \) are the only unknown variables.

2.3.5 The u-p Equations in Spatial Discrete Form

The equilibrium equation is satisfied at the end of each time step, \( t + \Delta t \). In the updated Lagrangian method, the relevant quantities, such as stress and strain, are correlated with the reference configuration at time \( t \), and the weak formulation of Eq.(2.3.25) is obtained
where \( \sigma_{ij} \) is the Cauchy stress tensor at time \( t \), and \( \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{F} \) the external virtual work done by the applied body forces and tractions. Let \( \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{b}_i \) be the force acceleration per unit volume and \( \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{t}_i \) the traction, then \( \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{F} \) is

\[
\mathbf{F} = \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{b}_i \delta t + \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{t}_i \delta t + \int_{t}^{t+\Delta t} \mathbf{\rho} \delta c \delta v \delta t \mathbf{d} \mathbf{V}
\]

Using Eqs. (2.3.13)-(2.3.15), the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress rate can be approximated in the following form.

\[
\dot{\mathbf{S}}_{ij} = (D_{ijkl} + \psi_{ijkl}) \dot{\mathbf{E}}_{kl} + \rho \delta \dot{\mathbf{g}}_{ij}
\]

where \( \psi \) is the 4th-order tensor (Chen and Mizuno, 1990) given as

\[
\psi = \begin{bmatrix}
-\sigma_{11} & \sigma_{11} & \sigma_{11} & -\sigma_{12} & 0 & -\sigma_{13} \\
\sigma_{21} & -\sigma_{22} & \sigma_{22} & -\sigma_{23} & 0 & -\sigma_{23} \\
\sigma_{31} & \sigma_{33} & -\sigma_{33} & 0 & -\sigma_{33} & -\sigma_{33} \\
0 & 0 & \sigma_{12} & - \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{11} + \sigma_{22}) & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & - \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} \\
\sigma_{23} & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{22} + \sigma_{33}) & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} \\
0 & \sigma_{13} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12} & \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{11} + \sigma_{33})
\end{bmatrix}
\]

By use of the standard finite element approach procedure, the displacement and velocity fields within an element are explained in terms of its nodal values;

\[ \mathbf{\delta u} = \mathbf{N} \mathbf{\delta u}_N \]

where \( \mathbf{N} \) is the displacement shape function, and \( \mathbf{u}_N \) is the respective displacement at the nodes.

The incremental strain rates are

\[ \mathbf{\delta e} = \mathbf{B}_L \mathbf{\delta v}_N \]

\[ \mathbf{\delta \dot{e}} = \mathbf{B}_N \mathbf{\delta v}_N \]

In the FEM-FDM method used, pore water pressure \( \mathbf{p}_E \) is defined at element’s center of gravity, but is expressed as the value of a certain node of the element.

Substituting Eqs. (2.3.52)-(2.3.54) in Eq. (2.3.48), the weak form of equilibrium equation is derived as

\[ \mathbf{M} \mathbf{\ddot{u}}_N + (\mathbf{K}_L + \mathbf{K}_N) \mathbf{\dot{u}}_N + \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{p}_E = \mathbf{T} \]
where the mass matrix \( \mathbf{M} = \int_{V} \rho \mathbf{N}^T \mathbf{N} dV \);

\[
\mathbf{K}_B = \int_{V} \mathbf{B}_B^T (\mathbf{D} + \psi) \mathbf{B}_B dV;
\]

\[
\mathbf{K}_{NL} = \int_{V} \mathbf{B}_{NL}^T \mathbf{A} \mathbf{B}_{NL} dV;
\]

\[
\mathbf{Q} = -\int_{V} \mathbf{B}_V^T dV
\]

\[
\mathbf{T}_{el} = \int_{V} \mathbf{B}_B^T \sigma dV
\]

where \( \sigma \) is the effective stress vector at time \( t \), and

\[
\mathbf{B}_{NL} = \begin{bmatrix}
N_{i,1} & 0 & 0 & N_{i,1} & 0 & 0 & \cdots & N_{i,8} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & N_{i,2} & 0 & 0 & N_{i,2} & 0 & \cdots & 0 & N_{i,8} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & N_{i,3} & 0 & 0 & N_{i,3} & \cdots & 0 & 0 & N_{i,8} \\
N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & 0 & N_{i,1} & 0 & N_{i,1} & \cdots & 0 & N_{i,1} & 0 \\
0 & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & 0 & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & \cdots & 0 & N_{i,1} & 0 \\
N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} & \cdots & 0 & N_{i,1} & N_{i,1} \\
\frac{1}{2} N_{i,2} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,1} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,2} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,1} & 0 & \cdots & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,8} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,8} & 0 \\
0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,3} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,2} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,3} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,2} & \cdots & 0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,8} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,8} \\
-\frac{1}{2} N_{i,3} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,3} & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,2} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,3} & \cdots & -\frac{1}{2} N_{i,8} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} N_{i,8} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
(2.3.56)
\]

\[
\mathbf{A} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{11} & 0 & 0 & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12} & 0 & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & 0 & -\sigma_{13} \\
-\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12} & 0 & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & 0 & -\sigma_{23} & 0 & \sigma_{23} & 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & 0 & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & 0 & \sigma_{33} & 0 & -\sigma_{33} & 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{12} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{12} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{33} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{33} \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{13} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{23} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{13} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{23} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{23} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} \\
-\sigma_{13} & -\sigma_{23} & -\sigma_{33} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{13} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{33} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{33} \\
2 s_{12} & -\sigma_{21} & -\sigma_{31} & 2 s_{23} & -\sigma_{21} & -\sigma_{31} & 2 s_{31} & -\sigma_{31} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
(2.3.57)
\]

\[
\text{Symmetric}
\]

\[
s_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{ij} + \sigma_{ji})
\]

\[
\tau_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{ij} - \sigma_{ji})
\]

\[
\mathbf{B}_V = \{N_{1,1}, N_{1,2}, N_{1,3}, N_{2,1}, N_{2,2}, N_{2,3}, \ldots, N_{8,1}, N_{8,2}, N_{8,3}\}
\]

\[
(2.3.58)
\]

Integrating Eq.(2.3.47) for element volume gives
Substituting Eq.(2.3.43) in Eq.(2.3.46), gives

\[ \rho f \gamma f l_0 d'V - \int_V \left( \frac{\partial^2 (p_E)}{\partial x_i^2} \right) d'V - \int_V \frac{ny f}{kK_f} \hat{p}_E d'V = 0 \]  

(2.3.59)

By use of the FE-FE coupled method (Oka et al, 1991 and 1994), the derivative in the third term on left side of Eq.(2.3.59) can be replaced by a difference expression in terms of pore pressure values at the gravity centers of the element and neighboring elements (see Fig.2.4). In other words, the terms associated with excess pore pressure in Eq.(2.3.60) are discretized by the finite difference method in the space domain in a grid pattern that is name as the mesh for the finite element method. Using the Gauss theorem, the third term on the left side of Eq.(2.3.60) is expressed as

\[ \int_V \nabla^2 p_E d'V = \int_A \frac{\partial p_E}{\partial x_i} n_i d'A \]  

(2.3.61)

where 'A' is surface of the element and \( n_i \) the normal direction vector of 'A'.

The value of partial derivative \( \frac{\partial p_E}{\partial x_i} \) on the common boundary of two elements is approximated by a difference expression in terms of excess pore pressure values at the gravity centers of the element and adjacent elements. It is calculated by

\[ \int_A \frac{\partial p_E}{\partial x_i} n_i d'A \approx p_E \sum_{i=1}^6 (n_i^A \cdot n_i^E) A_i + \sum_{i=1}^6 p_{Ei} (n_i^A \cdot n_i^Ei) A_i \]  

(2.3.62)

where \( p_E \) is the excess pore pressure value at the gravity centers of the element; \( p_{Ei} \) that of adjacent element; \( A_i \) area of joint surface between the element and its adjacent element \( i; n_i^A \) the normal direction vector of \( A_i; n_i^E \) the norm direction vector of dissipation from the element to its adjacent element \( i; n_i^{Ei} \) the norm direction vector of dissipation from its adjacent element \( i \) to the element as shown in Fig.2.4.

Using Eqs.(2.3.61) and (2.3.62), Eq.(2.3.59) then is rewritten as

\[ \rho f \gamma f l_0 \hat{u}_N - \frac{\gamma f}{k} Q^T \hat{u}_N - H p_E + L \hat{p}_E = 0 \]  

(2.3.63)

where \( H p_E \) is calculated by Eq.(2.3.62) and \( L \hat{p}_E = \int_V \frac{ny f}{kK_f} \hat{p}_E d'V \). This is the weak form of continuity equation.
2.3.6 Discrete Equations in Time Domain with Newmark-β Method

Adding the Rayleigh damping, the complete FE-FD coupled method equations at time \( t + \Delta t \) are given as

\[
\begin{align*}
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\left( t + \Delta t \right) M \left( t + \Delta t \right) \ddot{u}_N + \left( t + \Delta t \right) C \left( t + \Delta t \right) \dot{u}_N + \left( t + \Delta t \right) \left( K_L + K_{NL} \right) u_N + \left( t + \Delta t \right) Q \left( t + \Delta t \right) p_E = \left( t + \Delta t \right) T \\
\rho \int \left( t + \Delta t \right) Q \left( t + \Delta t \right) \ddot{u}_N - \frac{\gamma}{k} \left( t + \Delta t \right) Q \left( t + \Delta t \right) \dot{u}_N - \left( t + \Delta t \right) H \left( t + \Delta t \right) p_E + \left( t + \Delta t \right) L \left( t + \Delta t \right) p_E = 0 \\
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

(2.3.64)

The Newmark method is used for the time domain integration, and the variables and their derivatives at time \( t + \Delta t \) are expressed as functions of their values at time \( t \) (Zienkiewicz et al., 1990 and 1995);

\[
\begin{align*}
\left( t + \Delta t \right) \ddot{u}_N &= t \ddot{u}_N + \Delta t \dot{u}_N + \gamma \Delta t \ddot{u}_N \\
&= \ddot{u}_N + \Delta t \left( 1 - \gamma \right) \dot{u}_N + \gamma \Delta t \ddot{u}_N \\
\left( t + \Delta t \right) u_N - t u_N &= \Delta t \dot{u}_N + \frac{1}{2} \Delta t^2 \ddot{u}_N + \beta \Delta t \Delta \ddot{u}_N \\
&= \Delta t \dot{u}_N + \left( \frac{1}{2} \Delta t^2 \ddot{u}_N + \beta \Delta t \Delta \ddot{u}_N \right) \\
\end{align*}
\]

(2.3.65) (2.3.66)

where \( \gamma \) and \( \beta \) are the parameters of this method.

Using difference in time domain, the velocity of pore water pressure is calculated by

\[
\left( t + \Delta t \right) \dot{p}_E = \frac{t \dot{p}_E - \dot{p}_E}{\Delta t}
\]

(2.3.67)
Substituting Eqs. (2.3.65)-(2.3.67) to Eq. (2.3.64), gives the discretized system of equations valid in each time step;

\[
\begin{align*}
+i^{+\Delta} & M^{-+\Delta} \ddot{u}_N + i^{+\Delta} \Delta \beta^{+\Delta} C^{-+\Delta} \dddot{u}_N + \beta \Delta \mathbf{i}^{-+\Delta} \mathbf{K}^{-+\Delta} \dddot{u}_N + i^{+\Delta} Q^{-+\Delta} P_E = i^{+\Delta} R_u \\
+i^{+\Delta} & Q^T \left( \rho' - \frac{\gamma f}{k} \right) i^{+\Delta} \dddot{u}_N = \left( i^{+\Delta} H + \frac{i^{+\Delta} L}{\Delta t} \right) i^{+\Delta} P_E = i^{+\Delta} R_p
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
i^{+\Delta} R_u &= i^{+\Delta} T^{-i^{+\Delta}} C^{-i^{+\Delta}} \left( \dddot{u}_N + (1-\gamma) \Delta \dot{u}_N \right)^{-i^{+\Delta}} \mathbf{K} \left( \frac{1}{2} - \beta \right) \Delta t^{-2i^{+\Delta}} \dddot{u}_N + \Delta \dot{u}_N \\
i^{+\Delta} R_p &= \frac{i^{+\Delta} T^{-i^{+\Delta}} Q^T \left( \dddot{u}_N + (1-\gamma) \Delta \dot{u}_N \right)^{-i^{+\Delta}} \mathbf{L} + \frac{i^{+\Delta} \mathbf{p}_E}{\Delta t} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[K = K_L + K_{NL}\]

Eq. (2.3.69) gives the final form of the above equation;

\[
\begin{align*}
+i^{+\Delta} & M + \gamma \Delta T^{-i^{+\Delta}} C^{-i^{+\Delta}} \left( K_L + K_{NL} \right) i^{+\Delta} \mathbf{Q}^{-i^{+\Delta}} Q^T \left( \dddot{u}_N + (1-\gamma) \Delta \dot{u}_N \right)^{-i^{+\Delta}} \mathbf{K} \left( \frac{1}{2} - \beta \right) \Delta t^{-2i^{+\Delta}} \dddot{u}_N + \Delta \dot{u}_N = \\
+i^{+\Delta} & T^{-i^{+\Delta}} C^{-i^{+\Delta}} \left( \dddot{u}_N + (1-\gamma) \Delta \dot{u}_N \right)^{-i^{+\Delta}} \mathbf{K} \left( \frac{1}{2} - \beta \right) \Delta t^{-2i^{+\Delta}} \dddot{u}_N + \Delta \dot{u}_N \\
+i^{+\Delta} & \frac{\gamma f}{k} i^{+\Delta} Q^T \left( \dddot{u}_N + (1-\gamma) \Delta \dot{u}_N \right)^{-i^{+\Delta}} \mathbf{L} + \frac{i^{+\Delta} \mathbf{p}_E}{\Delta t}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\alpha' = \frac{\gamma f}{g} \frac{\gamma f}{k} \gamma \Delta t\).

2.4 Demonstration of the Method

The cyclic elasto-plastic model and FE-FD coupled method for saturated sandy soil extended to three-dimensional analysis using updated Lagrangian method were introduced above. In this section, the effectiveness of this method is demonstrated with two simple classical examples. The advantage of three-dimensional analysis with finite
2.4.1 Dynamic Behavior of Saturated Sand with a single element

First, a single element model of saturated soil (shown in Fig.2.5) is used to simulate

![](image)

Fig.2.5 Dynamic simulation of single element

**Table 2.1 Parameters of Ensyunada sand with Dr about 40%**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial void ratio $e_0$</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression index $\lambda$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling index $\kappa$</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalized initial shear modulus $G_0/\sigma_{m0}$</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase transformation stress ratio $M_m$</td>
<td>0.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure stress ratio $M_f$</td>
<td>0.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient for hardening equation $B_0$</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient for hardening equation $B_1$</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient for hardening equation $C_f$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of dilatancy $D_0$</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of dilatancy $n$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference strain for plastic $\gamma_{ref}^p$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference strain for elastic $\gamma_{ref}^e$</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The second viscous coefficient $\lambda'$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the dynamic behavior of saturated soil with FE-FD coupled method considering large
deformation. As a classical example used in many researches, it is effective to test both
nonlinear models of saturated soil and analysis method. With this example, the
three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method with finite deformation theory is
demonstrated in dealing with liquefaction of saturated soil induced by strong vibration.

It is a one-meter cubic element, bottom nodes 1-4 are fixed, upper nodes 5-8 are
constrained with same displacement condition. All six surfaces of the cubic element are
undrained. The vibration is given in x-direction with a cyclic sin acceleration with
amplitude $9.81 \text{m/s}^2$. The parameters of saturated soil are given as Table.2.1, it is
Ensyunada sand which the relative density is 40%.

As introduced in section 2.2, it is not easy to get the values of the parameters from
$B_0$ to $C_d$ in test. In this case, these parameters are defined by trial and error to be able to
fit several experimental data the simulations as shown in Figs.2.6-2.9.

![Fig.2.6 Comparison between experiment and simulation (Shear strain)](image)

![Fig.2.7 Comparison between experiment and simulation (Pore water pressure ratio)](image)
The simulation results of the single element under strong vibration with three dimensional FE-FD coupled method using updated Lagrangian formulation are given in Figs. 2.10-2.13. The results without considering large deformation are also given as comparisons.
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Fig. 2.10 Comparison between small and large deformation (Shear strain)

Fig. 2.11 Comparison between small and large deformation (Pore water pressure ratio)

Fig. 2.12 Comparison between small and large deformation (Shear strain-shear stress)
Obviously, three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method based on updated Lagrangian method gives a good simulation result of saturated soil in a liquefaction process. In this example, the difference between the results of infinitesimal deformation assumption and finite deformation theory are very small since the deformation of this example is not large enough. Even as this, we can also find the effect of large deformation in the shear strain result shown as Fig.2.12. The evident effect of large deformation is shown in Chapter 4, some engineering examples with large deformation in liquefactions due to strong earthquakes.

![Fig.2.13 Comparison between small and large deformation (Effective stress paths)](image)

**2.4.2 Consolidation of Saturated Soil**

The second problem is one-dimensional finite elastic consolidation which was used in some researches (Babuska, 1971; Chen and Mizuno, 1990; Huang et al, 2001; Di and Sato, 2004). It is adopted here to test FE-FD coupled method with updated Lagrangian formulation. The saturated soil with ten meters depth is compressed by a uniformly distributed load at the top surface of the ground. The load is increased linearly up to $T$ during 2 second.
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Considering a soil column with the foursquare section, a model with ten cubic elements is created as shown in Fig. 2.14. The sides of the cubic are one meter long. The drainage is allowed only through the top surface. The boundary conditions imposed are that all element nodes are constrained horizontally, nodes at the bottom are fixed in the vertical direction, and the lateral boundary of the soil column is impermeable. The following material parameters make up the soil column: the elastic modulus of the ground $E = 1 \text{Gpa}$, the Poisson ratio $\nu = 0.0$, the initial soil porosity $n = 0.3$, and the specific permeability $k = 0.001 \text{m/s}$; moreover, the pore fluid is assumed as incompressible. Pressure at the top surface is assumed to be atmospheric. Four load levels of $T$ equal to 0.2GPa, 0.4GPa, 0.6GPa and 0.8GPa are considered.

*Fig. 2.14 One dimensional compression model*
The settlements of small deformation approach and large deformation approach at ground surface vs. the normalized time $t$ is shown in Figs.15 and 16 respectively. The types of curves represent different load levels. It is easy to find that, the larger the applied load, the more clear the difference between the numerical results of the two
approaches.

The theoretical relationships between the applied loads $T$ and final vertical settlements $W$, as well as the computed results from the developed program, are shown in Fig.2.17. The thin dashed line represents the results of small strain analysis, the solid one the theoretical solution for large deformation, the black dotted line large deformation computational result.

![Fig.2.17 Final settlement versus the applied load level](image)

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the author introduced the development of three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method with a cyclic elasto-plastic model of saturated soil and updated Lagrangian formulation. The cyclic elasto-plastic model is adopted to deal with material nonlinearity of saturated soil. Updated Lagrangian formulation is applied to three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method to deal with geometrical nonlinearity. The coefficient of porosity is updated according to the deformation of the soil skeleton and the coefficient of permeability is updated concerning with the void ratio in every time
Nonlinear Numerical Methods to Analyze Ground Flow and Soil-Pile Interaction in Liquefiable Soil

increment with updated Lagrangian formulation.

This three dimensional liquefaction analysis considering large deformation is demonstrated by two simple examples. The adaptation of this method to elasto-plastic analysis of saturated soil is tested by single element simulation example. It is found that this method describe the elasto-plastic behavior of saturated soil very well. One dimensional finite strain consolidation example is analyzed to test the updated Lagrangian formulation applied to three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method. The good agreement is found between numerical and analytical solutions.
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Chapter 3

3D Analysis of Liquefaction and Flow Process of Ground Using Updated Lagrangian Method

3.1 Introduction

In the process of liquefaction the states of soil are generally classified in three parts: the solid state before the onset of liquefaction, the fluid state after liquefaction, and the recovered solid state owing to dissipation of the excess pore water pressure and dilatancy caused by development of large shear strain. Analysis methods proposed so far solve the phase transfer with those three phases independently using proper constitutive models suitable to express different states, but it should be continuous processes that represent change from the solid to fluid state or from the fluid to solid state. Therefore, the total processes of the combined liquefaction-ground flow phenomenon should be treated as a series of processes of phase transformation between the solid and fluid states.

To deal with liquefaction and ground flow phenomenon, many constitutive models
have been developed for saturated or unsaturated soil based on such established solid mechanisms as the cyclic elasto-plastic model, elasto-plastic sub-loading surface model, densification model. These methods focus mainly on the stress-strain response of pre-liquefaction. The ground flow phenomenon that generates a large deformation is not considered.

A fluidal elasto-plastic model (Sato and Moon, 2001) has been developed recently based on mechanical and numerical modeling of seismic liquefaction and the ground flow phenomenon in saturated loose sandy soil in order to unify these phase transformations of saturated loose sand. It combines the cyclic elasto-plastic behavior of sand and the Newtonian viscous fluid characteristics of liquefied sand by defining the phase transformation-controlling function. This constitutive equation provides a unified constitutive equation to characterise the entire process of liquefaction from the initial to post-liquefaction state. It is well known that phase transformation between the solid and fluid states is irregularly distributed over time and in the space domain. It is impossible to simulate liquefaction and subsequent ground flow under complicated in-site field conditions by methods to deal with every states of liquefiable soil separately. But the fluidal elasto-plastic model can solve this kind of problems. With a phase controlling function, this model adapts to solid state or fluid state freely.

The fluidal elasto-plastic model has been used in liquefaction and ground flow analysis through a FE-FD coupled method. Updated Lagrangian formulation has also been applied to two-dimension FE-FD coupled method with the fluidal elasto-plastic model (Moon, 2002). The aim of this chapter is to extend this nonlinear numerical method to three-dimensional numerical analysis considering large deformation.

In this chapter, section 3.2 introduces the development of fluidal elasto-plastic model of saturated soil, the constitutive equation of this model is given using the cyclic elasto-plastic model and Newtonian viscous fluid constitutive equation; Section 3.3 presents the derivation of the three dimensional FE-FD equations with updated Lagangian method and the constitutive equation of fluidal elasto-plastic model; Section 3.4 demonstrates this new method with a simple examples, the flow simulation of liquefied soil using three dimensional Newtonian viscous fluid constitutive equation and the scheme of updated Lagrangian formulation.
3.2 Fluidal Elasto-Plastic Model of saturated Soil

According to solid mechanics, the relationship between the total stress and effective stress of a mixture using the component of pore water pressure is

\[ \sigma_y = \sigma_y' + p\delta_y \]  
(3.2.1)

where \( \sigma_y, \sigma_y', p \) are the total stress tensor, effective stress tensor, and pore water pressure, and \( \delta_y \) is the Kronecker delta.

When the solid skeleton of a mixture is assumed to be an elasto-plastic body, the effective stress, \( \sigma_y' \), in Eq.(3.2.1) becomes the stress, \( \sigma_y'' \), of the elasto-plastic body. And Eq.(3.2.1) becomes

\[ \sigma_y = \sigma_y'' + p\delta_y \]  
(3.2.2)

In contrast, the total stress of the viscous fluid in fluid mechanics generally is described as

\[ \sigma_y = \sigma_y'' + p\delta_y \]  
(3.2.3)

where \( \sigma_y'' \) is the viscous resistance stress tensor in the viscous fluid.

A comparison of Eqs.(3.2.2) and (3.2.3) shows that the component in which the pore water pressure is subtracted from the total stress tensor expresses the effective stress tensor in Eq.(3.2.2) and the viscous stress tensor in Eq.(3.2.3). This means that the viscous stress tensor in fluid mechanics coincides with the effective stress tensor concerned with the stiffness of a soil skeleton of a mixture.

Combining these two relationships, we propose a simple constitutive equation for loose saturated sand that expresses the phase transformation between the solid and fluid states during the liquefaction and ground flow processes. The newly proposed constitutive equation is called the fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive equation and defined as Eq.(3.2.4), and a schematic view of the constitutive equation is shown in Fig.3.1.

\[ \sigma_y = (1-\alpha)\sigma_y'' + \alpha \sigma_y' + p\delta_y \]  
(3.2.4)

where \( \alpha \) is the phase transformation-controlling function. The stress \( \sigma_y'' \) is evaluated by the cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive equation. The relationship is written as follows
by means of the incremental formulation

\[
d\sigma_{ij}^{op} = D_{ijkl}^{op} de_{kl}
\]

(3.2.5)

where \( D_{ijkl}^{op} \) is the fourth-order isotropic tensor concerned with the stress-strain relationship for the elasto-plastic constitutive equation, and \( de_{kl} \) is the strain tensor increment. The stress and strain in Eq.(3.2.5) are expressed by incremental formulation in order to describe the nonlinear property of the material.

The stress, \( \sigma_{ij}^{pf} \), is evaluated by a Newtonian viscous fluid constitutive equation as

\[
\sigma_{ij}^{pf} = D_{ijkl}^{pf} \dot{e}_{kl} + 2\mu'\dot{\varepsilon}_{ijy} + \lambda'\dot{\varepsilon}_{ijy}\delta_{ij}
\]

(3.2.6)

where \( D_{ijkl}^{pf} \) is the fourth-order isotropic tensor concerned with the stress-strain rate relationship for the Newtonian viscous fluid, \( \dot{e}_{kl} \) is the strain rate tensor, and \( \mu', \lambda' \) are the viscous and the second viscous coefficients.

In some investigation (Yasuda et al., 1994), the stress-strain relationships of sand after liquefaction was conducting torsional shear tests. In torsional shear tests, the cyclic loading was applied to the specimens in undrained conditions. The cyclic loading was terminated when the excess pore water pressure ratio, or FL, reached a prescribed value. Then, a monotonic loading was applied during undrained condition. Liquefaction occurred when the number of cycles during the cyclic loading exceeded 20, and the severity of liquefaction increased with the number of cycles. The severity of liquefaction was indicated by the factor of safety against liquefaction called the FL.

The stress-strain relationships and the pore water pressure-strain relationships during the monotonic loading under the various FL conditions are shown in Fig.3.2. From this result, recovery of stiffness is related to increase of effective stress due to the dilatancy.
In this viewpoint, the following researchers (Sato and Moon, 2001) assumed that phase transformation function is as a function of the effective stress through the whole progress of the occurrence of liquefaction, the flow phenomenon and the recovery of stiffness. Then the phase transformation function $\alpha$ is expressed by a function of the relative effective stress ratio (R.E.S.R.) throughout the process of liquefaction, ground flow and recovery of stiffness. The phase transformation function is expressed by

$$\alpha = 1.0 + \tanh(a \cdot (1 - \sigma'_m / \sigma'_0) - b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2.7)

where $\sigma'_m$, $\sigma'_0$ are current and initial mean effective stresses, $1 - \sigma'_m / \sigma'_0$ is the relative effective stress ratio (R.E.S.R.) and a, b are parameters.

This relationship between $\alpha$ and R.E.S.R. is shown in Fig.3.3. When R.E.S.R. is
more than 0.9, the value of $\alpha$ rapidly increases, and when the value reaches 1.0, $\alpha$ becomes 1.0 reversibly. $\alpha$ then rapidly decreases with recovery of the mean effective stress caused by seepage and dilatancy. Actuation of the fluid behavior modeled by a Newtonian viscous fluid is limited to a region in which the mean effective stress is very small. The shape of $\alpha$ is controlled by the values of ‘a’ and ‘b’ in Eq.(3.2.7).

3.3 Updated Lagrangian Formulation Applied to 3-D FE-FD Analysis of Porous Media of Which Constitutive Equation Defined by Fluidal Elasto-Plastic Model

A FE-FD coupled method with fluidal elasto-plastic model considering large deformation has been achieved in two-dimensional analysis (Moon, 2002). The governing equations were also derived with updated Lagrangian method. In this research, FE-FD coupled method with fluidal elasto-plastic model and updated Lagrangian formulation is extended to three-dimensional analysis. This section presents the derivation of the governing equations for three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method. Because that fluidal elasto-plastic model is a combination of the cyclic elasto-plastic model and Newtonian viscous fluid theory, and the equations of the cyclic elasto-plastic model are introduced in Chapter.2, the parts of derivation without concerning with fluidal elasto-plastic model are not rewritten here.

The derivative form of equilibrium equation and continuity equation for fluidal elasto-plastic model according to Biot’s two-phase mixture theory are same with those of cyclic elasto-plastic model since the stress used in the equations are not divided into the stresses from the cyclic elasto-plastic model and Newtonian viscous fluid. The constitutive equation in derivative form of fluidal elasto-plastic model is introduced in section 3.2. The introduction of governing equations is started from weak form.

3.3.1 The u-p Equations in Spatial Discrete Form

According to the concept of fluidal elasto-plastic model, the stress includes two parts from the elasto-plastic model and Newtonian viscous fluidal theory. The second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is also includes two parts and given as

\[ t+L1t S_{y} = t+L1t S_{y}^{ep} + t+L1t S_{y}^{vf} + t+L1t p\delta_{y} \]  
(3.3.1)

where \( t+L1t S_{y}^{ep} \) is the part given by the cyclic elasto-plastic model; \( t+L1t S_{y}^{vf} \) the part given by Newtonian viscous fluidal constitutive model.

Substitute Eq.(3.3.1) into Eq.(2.3.48), the weak form of equilibrium equation of fluidal elasto-plastic model is obtained as

\[ \int_{V} \rho \ddot{u}_{i} \dot{\delta}_{i} d^{4}V + \int_{V} t+L1t S_{y}^{ep} \delta E_{y} d^{4}V + \int_{V} t+L1t S_{y}^{vf} \delta E_{y} d^{4}V + \int_{V} t+L1t p \delta E_{u} d^{4}V = t+L1t F \]  
(3.3.2)

where \( t+L1t F \) is given as Eq.(2.3.49).

According to updated Lagrangian formulation, the part of stress from the cyclic elasto-plastic model is calculate by

\[ t+L1t S_{y}^{ep} = S_{y}^{ep} + dS_{y}^{ep} \]  
(3.3.3)

Using Eq.(2.3.14), Eq.(3.3.3) is rewritten as

\[ t+L1t S_{y}^{ep} = \sigma_{y}^{ep} + dS_{y}^{ep} \]  
(3.3.4)

The relation between the stress and strain velocity in the Newtonian viscous fluidal constitutive equation is linear. Assuming that the time increment is small enough in every calculation step, the part of stress from Newtonian viscous fluidal constitutive model \( t+L1t S_{y}^{vf} \) is approximated as

\[ t+L1t S_{y}^{vf} \approx t S_{y}^{vf} = \sigma_{y}^{vf} \]  
(3.3.5)

Substituting Eqs.(3.3.4) and (3.3.5) into Eq.(3.3.3) obtains

\[ \int_{V} \rho \ddot{u}_{i} \dot{\delta}_{i} d^{4}V + \int_{V} \dot{\sigma}_{y}^{ep} \delta (dE_{y}) d^{4}V + \int_{V} t+L1t dS_{y}^{ep} \delta (dE_{y}) d^{4}V + \int_{V} \dot{\sigma}_{y}^{vf} \delta (dE_{y}) d^{4}V + \int_{V} t+L1t p \delta (dE_{u}) d^{4}V = t+L1t F \]  
(3.3.6)

Using the relation from the assumption of infinitesimal displacement shown as follows

\[ \int_{V} dS_{y}^{ep} \delta (dE_{y}) d^{4}V \approx \int_{V} dS_{y}^{ep} \delta (dE_{y}) d^{4}V \]  
(3.3.7)

\[ \int_{V} t+L1t p \delta (dE_{u}) d^{4}V \approx \int_{V} t+L1t p \delta (dE_{u}) d^{4}V \]  
(3.3.8)
Eq. (3.3.6) is rewritten as

$$\begin{align*}
\int_{V} \rho \ddot{u}_i \partial_i d'V + \int_{V} \sigma_{ij}^{\partial} \partial_j (dE_{ij}) d'V + \int_{V} \partial_t \sigma_{ij}^{\partial} \partial_j (dE_{ij}) d'V + \\
\int_{V} \sigma_{ij}^{\partial} \partial_j (dE_{ij}) d'V + \int_{V} \partial_t \sigma_{ij}^{\partial} \partial_j (dE_{ij}) d'V = \int_{V} \partial_t \sigma_{ij}^{\partial} \partial_j (dE_{ij}) d'V = F
\end{align*}$$  

(3.3.9)

where \( dE_{ij} \) is Lagrangian strain tensor defined as

$$dE_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( du_{ij} + du_{ji} + du_{ki} du_{kj} \right)$$  

(3.3.10)

$$dE_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( du_{ij} + du_{ji} \right)$$  

(3.3.11)

$$dE_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( du_{ij} + du_{ji} \right)$$  

(3.3.12)

The further derivation gives

$$\delta (dE_{ij}) = \delta (\dot{e}_{ij}) + \delta (\dot{\eta}_{ij})$$  

(3.3.13)

$$\delta (\dot{e}_{ij}) = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \dot{\nu}_{ij} \dot{v}_{ij} + \dot{v}_{ij} \dot{\nu}_{ij} \right\}$$  

(3.3.14)

$$\delta \dot{\eta}_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \dot{\nu}_{k,i} \dot{v}_{k,i} + \dot{v}_{k,i} \dot{\nu}_{k,i} \right\}$$  

(3.3.15)

From Eq. (2.3.50), the part of the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor increment from the cyclic elasto-plastic model is calculated by

$$\dot{S}_{ij}^{\sigma} = \left\{ (1 - \alpha) D_{ijkl}^{\sigma} + \psi_{ijkl} \right\} \dot{E}_{ij}$$  

(3.3.16)

Substituting Eqs. (3.3.13)-(3.3.16) and Eqs. (2.3.52)-(2.3.54) into Eq. (3.3.9), the discretization of equilibrium in spatial domain is obtained as

$$\mathbf{M} \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_N + (\mathbf{K}_L + \mathbf{K}_{NL} + \mathbf{K}_{CNL}) \mathbf{u}_N + \mathbf{C} \dot{\mathbf{u}}_N + \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{p}_E = \mathbf{T}$$  

(3.3.17)

where the mass matrix \( \mathbf{M} = \int_V \rho N^T N d'V \);

$$\mathbf{K}_L = \int_V B_L^T \left\{ (1 - \alpha) D_{ijkl}^{\sigma} + \psi \right\} B_L d'V ;$$

$$\mathbf{K}_{NL} = \int_V B_{NL}^T A_{ijkl}^{\sigma} B_{NL} d'V ;$$

$$\mathbf{K}_{CNL} = \int_V B_{NL}^T A_{ijkl}^{\sigma} B_{NL} d'V ;$$

$$\mathbf{C} = \int_V \alpha B_L^T D_{ijkl}^{\sigma} B_L d'V ;$$

$$\mathbf{Q} = - \int_V \mathbf{B}_L^T d'V ;$$
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\[ T = e^{i \alpha} F - \int \psi B_L^T \sigma' d'V \]

where \( B_{NL}, B_L \) and \( \psi \) are referred to Eqs.(2.3.58), (2.3.56) and (2.3.51) respectively; and

\[
A^{ep} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{11}^{ep} & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12}^{ep} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13}^{ep} & \sigma_{1212}^{ep} & 0 & -\sigma_{13}^{ep} \\
\sigma_{22}^{ep} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{21}^{ep} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23}^{ep} & 0 & -\sigma_{21}^{ep} & \sigma_{23}^{ep} & 0 \\
\sigma_{33}^{ep} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{32}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{31}^{ep} & 0 & -\sigma_{32}^{ep} & \sigma_{31}^{ep} & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{12}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} s_{13}^{ep} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{13}^{ep} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{12}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{21}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13}^{ep} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{23}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{13}^{ep} \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{21}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} s_{32}^{ep} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{23}^{ep} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{21}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{31}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23}^{ep} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{21}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{32}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{12}^{ep} \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{31}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} s_{32}^{ep} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{32}^{ep} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{31}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{12}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{32}^{ep} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{31}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{13}^{ep} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{21}^{ep} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[ s_{ij}^{ep} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{ii}^{ep} + \sigma_{jj}^{ep}) \]

\[ \tau_{ij}^{ep} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{ii}^{ep} - \sigma_{jj}^{ep}) \]

\[
A^{vf} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{11}^{vf} & 0 & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12}^{vf} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13}^{vf} & \sigma_{1212}^{vf} & 0 & -\sigma_{13}^{vf} \\
\sigma_{22}^{vf} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{21}^{vf} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23}^{vf} & 0 & -\sigma_{21}^{vf} & \sigma_{23}^{vf} & 0 \\
\sigma_{33}^{vf} & 0 & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{32}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{31}^{vf} & 0 & -\sigma_{32}^{vf} & \sigma_{31}^{vf} & 0 & 0 \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{12}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} s_{13}^{vf} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{13}^{vf} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{12}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{21}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{13}^{vf} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{12}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{23}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{13}^{vf} \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{21}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} s_{32}^{vf} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{23}^{vf} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{21}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{31}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{23}^{vf} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{21}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{32}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{12}^{vf} \\
\frac{1}{2} s_{31}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} s_{32}^{vf} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{32}^{vf} & \frac{1}{4} \sigma_{31}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{12}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{32}^{vf} & -\frac{1}{2} \sigma_{31}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{13}^{vf} & \frac{1}{2} \tau_{21}^{vf} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[ s_{ij}^{vf} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{ii}^{vf} + \sigma_{jj}^{vf}) \]

\[ \tau_{ij}^{vf} = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_{ii}^{vf} - \sigma_{jj}^{vf}) \]

The discretization of continuity equation in spatial domain is same with Eq.(2.3.63), and rewritten here

\[ \rho^f Q^T \dot{u}_N - \frac{\nu^f}{k} Q^T \dot{u}_N - H p_E + L \dot{p}_E = 0 \]

rewritten(2.3.63)

### 3.3.2 Discrete Equations in Time Domain with Newmark-\( \beta \) Method

Adding the Rayleigh damping, the complete FE-FD coupled method equations at time \( t + \Delta t \) are given as
The Newmark method is used for the time domain integration, and the variables and their derivatives at time $t + \Delta t$ are expressed as functions of their values at time $t$ (Zienkiewicz et al., 1990 and 1995) as Eqs(2.3.65)-(2.3.67).

Substituting Eqs. (2.3.65)-(2.3.67) in Eq.(3.3.20), gives the discretized system of equations valid in each time step;

$$
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\left[ M_{t+\Delta t} + \gamma \Delta t\alpha C_{t+\Delta t} + \beta \Delta t^2 K_{t+\Delta t} \right] u_{t+\Delta t} \quad + \left[ Q_{t+\Delta t} L_{t+\Delta t} P_t \right] = T_{t+\Delta t}^T \left[ \Delta \ddot{u}_{t+\Delta t} \right]
\end{array} \right.
$$

$$
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\rho_{t+\Delta t} \left[ \left( \frac{\gamma f}{k} \right) \Delta t \right] u_{t+\Delta t} \quad - \left[ H_{t+\Delta t} + \frac{L_{t+\Delta t}}{\Delta t} \right] \frac{\Delta \dot{u}_{t+\Delta t}}{\Delta t} = 0
\end{array} \right.
$$

(3.3.20)

where

$$
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
M_{t+\Delta t} u_{t+\Delta t} + \gamma \Delta t\alpha C_{t+\Delta t} u_{t+\Delta t} + \beta \Delta t^2 K_{t+\Delta t} u_{t+\Delta t} + \left[ Q_{t+\Delta t} L_{t+\Delta t} P_t \right] = T_{t+\Delta t}^T \left[ \Delta \ddot{u}_{t+\Delta t} \right]
\end{array} \right.
$$

$$
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\rho_{t+\Delta t} \left[ \left( \frac{\gamma f}{k} \right) \Delta t \right] u_{t+\Delta t} - \left[ H_{t+\Delta t} + \frac{L_{t+\Delta t}}{\Delta t} \right] \frac{\Delta \dot{u}_{t+\Delta t}}{\Delta t} = 0
\end{array} \right.
$$

(3.3.21)

Equation (3.3.22) gives the final form of governing equation;

$$
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\left[ M_{t+\Delta t} + \gamma \Delta t\alpha C_{t+\Delta t} + \beta \Delta t^2 K_{t+\Delta t} \right] u_{t+\Delta t} \quad + \left[ Q_{t+\Delta t} L_{t+\Delta t} P_t \right] \quad = \left( \gamma f \Delta t^2 \right) \ddot{u}_{t+\Delta t}
\end{array} \right.
$$

$$
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\frac{\gamma f}{k} \left( \Delta t \right) u_{t+\Delta t} - \left[ H_{t+\Delta t} + \frac{L_{t+\Delta t}}{\Delta t} \right] \frac{\Delta \dot{u}_{t+\Delta t}}{\Delta t} = 0
\end{array} \right.
$$

(3.3.22)

where $\alpha = \frac{\gamma f}{\rho} - \frac{\gamma f}{k} \gamma \Delta t$. 
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3.4 Demonstration of the Method

After the introducing the concept of fluidal elasto-plastic model and the governing equations FE-FD coupled method for saturated soil extended to three-dimensional analysis using updated Lagrangian method and fluidal elasto-plastic model, the efficiency of this method is test with simple example in this section. Considering that the effectiveness of three dimensional FE-FD coupled method with updated Lagrangian method and the cyclic elasto-plastic model has been demonstrated in section 2.4, the task here is to test the three dimensional analysis using updated Lagrangian method and Newtonian viscous fluid model. The example is the simulation of a shaking table test with Newtonian viscous fluid model considering large deformation.

The lateral spreading experiment of liquefied sand in the inclined soil container on the shaking table was done (Hamada et al., 1994). In this experiment, the shaking was stopped after the model ground was liquefied, then the soil container was gradually inclined. Then the liquefied soil flew driven by gravity. The main feature of this experiment was that the lateral spreading occurred without excitation.

![Fig.3.4 Test overview](image)

The general view of the experiment is shown in Figs.3.4 and 3.5. The foundation ground was Enshunada sand (Dr=40%) whose parameters are same with the parameters in section 2.4.1 shown as Table.2.1. The model ground was set to be the homogeneous
loose condition using the boiling method in which the model ground was stirred by rapidly pouring water from the bottom of the soil container. The measurements of displacements and velocities were carried out in the center of the soil with three different depths, $d_1=0.03\text{m}$, $d_2=0.12\text{m}$, $d_3=0.21\text{m}$.

The fluidal elasto-plastic model is combination of the cyclic elasto-plastic model and Newtonian viscous fluid model with a phase-controlling function $\alpha$. This function is depending on the pore water pressure ratio as introduced in section 3.2. When liquefaction happens, the pore water pressure ratio becomes 1. At this time the function $\alpha$ is 1, and the liquefied soil behavior is only described by Newtonian viscous fluid. For the aim of the simulation is just to test the Newtonian viscous fluid model applied to three dimensional FE-FD coupled method with updated Lagrangian formulation, the simulation starts from inclining the soil container by neglecting of the shaking part. In this case, the input acceleration history is only representative gravitational force of shown in Fig.3.6.
As a comparison, the result of another simulation of this experiment (Uzuoka, 2000) with Eulerian analysis method is used here. The simulation result of velocities with three different depths using Eulerian method is given in Fig.3.7. It is found that the horizontal flow velocities of liquefied soil increases in the beginning and reaches a peak value. After that time, the velocities of flow slow down gradually until return to 0.

The mesh of simulation used in this section is shown as Fig.3.8. The size of the saturated soil in the container is 3 meters long, 2 meters wide and 0.3 meter high. For constraint of boundary condition, the bottom nodes are fixed, the nodes on the four vertical surfaces are free to move on the surfaces and upper nodes are free to move in three directions. Drainage is allowed only on the top surface of the mesh. The inclination happens gradually during the first two seconds. The angle of inclination of the soil container is 4.2%. About the viscous parameters of Enshunada sand used here, the viscous coefficient $\mu'$ is set to 0.3, the second viscous coefficient $\lambda'$ is set to 0.
The simulation results of velocities and displacements with Newtonian viscous fluid model based on the assumption of infinitesimal deformation are given in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 respectively. The simulation results of velocities and displacements with Newtonian viscous fluid model based on updated Lagrangian formulation are given in Figs. 3.11 and 3.12 respectively. The response values of three nodes are shown. The positions of three nodes are shown in Fig. 3.8. As shown in Fig. 3.11, using updated Lagrangian formulation, the flow velocities of liquefied soil increases in the first two seconds and reaches the peak value when inclining stops. Then the velocities decrease gradually and return to 0 finally. In Fig. 3.12, the displacements of soil increase quickly at first and slow down gradually after the first two seconds. At last flow stops and the displacements reach a stable value. Rather well agreement is obtained in changing trend of velocities between the results of simulation with updated Lagrangian method and the analysis results with Enlerian method.
It is evident that there are differences between the maximum values of these two methods. Some factors cause the differences. One is the difference load acting method. In Eulerian analysis, the load is acted by adding horizontal initial gravity force. In the three dimensional simulation using Newtonian viscous fluid model and updated Lagrangian formulation, the load is acted by input acceleration history.
On the other hand, the simulation results based on the assumption of infinitesimal deformation are different in a large degree from the results considering large deformation. For the flow of fluid driven by gravity, the final deformation is obtained when the top surface of liquefied soil becomes horizontal. The displacement of fluid stops when the fluid reaches to a balance state. With infinitesimal assumption, the configuration at any time $t$ is referred to the configuration at time $t=0$. The body force, gravity, is also referred to that at time $t=0$ without the effect of deformation. For this reason, the velocity keeps a constant value after reaching the maximum velocity caused by gravity as shown in Fig.3.9. The displacement increases linearly as shown in Fig.3.10. On the contrary, with updated formulation, the configuration at time $t+dt$ is referred to the configuration at time $t$. The body force due to gravity at time $t=dt$ is updated referred to the configuration at time $t$. The velocity driven by gravity force decreases gradually as the liquefied soil reaches to balanced condition as shown in Fig.3.11 and the displacement reaches to a constant value as shown in Fig.3.12.

It is evident that, the three-dimension FE-FD method using Newtonian viscous fluid model and updated Lagrangian method is adaptive to analyze liquefied soil. Comparing the demonstration of three-dimension FE-FD method with the cyclic elasto-plastic model and updated Lagrangian method, it is concluded that the FE-FD method using fluidal elasto-plastic model and updated Lagrangian method is effective to analyze liquefaction and following flow phenomena.
3.5 Conclusion

The process of liquefaction and ground flow phenomenon is divided into three phases: the solid state before onset of liquefaction, the fluid state of the liquefied soil, and the recovered solid state produced by dissipation of excess pore water pressure and recovery of dilatancy. Changes in the three phases are continuous not separate phenomena. Liquefaction and the ground flow phenomenon should both be treated as solid and fluid behaviors. The fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive equation, with which to simulate the dynamic response of saturated loose sand by combining a cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive equation based on the solid mechanism and the Newtonian viscous fluid constitutive equation based on fluid mechanism through a phase transformation-controlling function, is used. We developed the three dimensional FE-FD method using updated Lagrangian formulation and this fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive model. The governing equations in three-dimension are derived to be used for implementing to the FE-FD numerical scheme. Comparing with the governing equations of elasto-plastic model given in chapter 2, the constitutive equation of Newton viscous fluid is introduced to the governing equations of three-dimensional FE-FD method using updated Lagrangian formulation here.

Considering that the phase-transfer between solid and fluid is described by the combination of elasto-plastic model and Newton viscous fluid model, and the efficiency of elasto-plastic model using updated Lagrangian formulation had already been demonstrated in chapter 2, the validity of the fluidal elasto-plastic model using updated Lagrangian formulation was tested only by a simple three-dimensional example of Newton viscous flow considering large deformation. The results calculated by three-dimensional FE-FD method using updated Lagrangian formulation are compared with the results of FE-FD method with infinitesimal assumption. It is evident that this method is adaptive to analyze liquefied soil and the results are more reasonable than the later one. The results are also compared with that obtained by Eulerian method. Rather well agreement is obtained in time changing trend of velocities between the results of simulation using updated Lagrangian method and that obtained by Enlerian method. The simulation result of liquefaction with this method is much closer to a real liquefaction process, especially in the flow of liquefied soil.
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Chapter 4

3-D Dynamic Nonlinear Analysis of Embankment and Soil-Pile Interaction Considering Large Deformation

4.1 Introduction

Soil structures such as river dikes, high way embankments and earth dams have been frequently damaged during past major earthquakes. This damage was often mainly due to liquefaction of the embankment and foundation soils. The large displacement of the liquefied soil during the earthquake also caused damage to pile foundation severely. Liquefaction of soil shows strong nonlinearity which leads to large deformation. The effective constitutive model of liquefiable soil and the numerical methods dealing with large deformation are needed in the analysis of liquefaction.

In this chapter, two numerical examples of seismic analysis of embankment constructed on liquefiable soil and soil-pile interaction analysis are presented. Two constitutive model of saturated soil, the effective cyclic elasto-plastic model and the
fluidal elasto-plastic model are adopted in the examples to describe the material nonlinearity of the liquefiable soil. Three-dimensional nonlinear finite element method using updated Lagrangian formulation introduced in chapters 2 and 3 is used in order to deal with the large deformation due to liquefaction. The efficiency of this method is also demonstrated in this chapter.

4.2 Simulation of Earthquake Response of Embankment

4.2.1 Analysis Condition
As shown in Fig. 4.1, an embankment is constructed on saturated sand with 16m deep which is shaken by an earthquake acceleration time history in x-direction. The size is given in the figure.

![Fig. 4.1 Embankment example of 3-D analysis considering large deformation](image)

The embankment is a kind of filling soil without pore water. The foundation soil includes two saturated soil layers, the upper one is a kind of saturated sand classified as As1 and the bottom layer is saturated silt classified as Ac1. Sand is easy to liquefy but silt is not liquefied. They are the real soil layers in Oki, Miyagi-ken, Japan. The parameters of these soils are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Soil parameters of embankment example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material parameter</th>
<th>Sand</th>
<th>Silt</th>
<th>Filling soil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density $\rho (\text{t/m}^3)$</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>1.700</td>
<td>1.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of permeability $k (\text{m/s})$</td>
<td>1.0E-03</td>
<td>1.0E-06</td>
<td>1.0E-03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial void ratio $e_0$</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression index $\lambda$</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling index $\kappa$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial shear modulus ratio $G_0/\sigma_{m0}$</td>
<td>570.2</td>
<td>514.2</td>
<td>907.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over consolidation ratio $OCR$</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase transformation stress ratio $M_m$</td>
<td>1.158</td>
<td>1.336</td>
<td>1.158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure stress ratio $M_f$</td>
<td>1.013</td>
<td>1.169</td>
<td>1.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardening parameter $B_0$</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardening parameter $B_1$</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardening parameter $C_f$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic reference strain $\gamma^p$</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic reference strain $\gamma^E$</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilatancy parameter $D_0$</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilatancy parameter $n$</td>
<td>0.450</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The finite element mesh with 1134 elements is shown in Fig. 4.2. The displacement of bottom boundary are fixed. The nodes on the side boundary surfaces are allowed to slide on the surfaces. Drainage is allowed only on the top boundary surface of the mesh. The initial stresses of elements are calculated with gravity.

Fig. 4.2 Mesh of embankment example
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The input earthquake acceleration history is shown in Fig. 4.3. It is recorded during the Miyagi-ken-Oki earthquake on May 26, 2003. The maximum value of the acceleration is 443 gal.

![Fig. 4.3 Input acceleration history of embankment example](image)

The effective cyclic elasto-plastic model (Oka, 1992) and the fluidal elasto-plastic model (Sato, 2000) are used as the constitutive model of saturated sand in the analysis.

4.2.2 Result of Analysis Using Elasto-Plastic Constitutive Model

First, the analysis result using elasto-plastic model is introduced. In Figs. 4.4. (a) and (b), the final meshes with excess pore water pressure ratio contours are given. They are the results obtained using updated Lagrangian formulation and infinitesimal deformation assumption. We can find not so much difference between the distributions of EPWPR.

![Fig. 4.4.(a) Deformed meshes and EPWPR contours with EP model (t=15.0 sec)](image)
Fig. 4.4.(b) Deformed meshes and EPWPR contours with EP model (t=15.0 sec)

The responses of excess pore water pressure ratio in elements E1 and E2 are given in Figs. 4.5. (a) and (b) respectively. We can find that liquefaction occurs at time t=3.0 second. The values of EPWPR do not reach 1.0 indicates that the degree of the liquefaction is not high. In this two elements, the difference of EPWPR between the
result considering large deformation and that without considering large deformation is very small.

The displacements at node N1 and N2 in two cases are given in Fig. 4.6. For horizontal displacement, the differences between the two cases are not same order from node to node. The horizontal displacement at node N1 in the case of considering large deformation is larger than that in the case of without considering large deformation evidently. At node N2, the horizontal displacements of the two cases are very similar.

For vertical displacements at nodes N1 and N2, the results in case of large deformation are smaller than those in the case of small deformation. Considering analysis result of vertical displacement with FEM always gives higher value than the experimental results reported in some references, the results in the case of considering large deformation, which give smaller vertical displacement, are more reasonable and accurate.

Fig. 4.6 Displacements of embankment analysis with elasto-plastic model

4.2.3 Result of Analysis Using Fluidal Elasto-Plastic Constitutive Model

This example is also analyzed using fluidal elasto-plastic model. The final mesh deformations with the contours of phase-transfer function \( \alpha \) are given in Fig. 4.7. We can find the region treated as Newton viscous fluid or the region in phase transfer. This
will affect the dynamic behavior of the example model. We also can find the difference of the two cases, considering large deformation and without considering larger deformation, in the contours.

**Fig. 4.7** Deformed meshes and $\alpha$ contours with FEP model (t=15.0 sec)

The responses of $\alpha$ in elements E1 and E2 are given in **Fig. 4.8**. Element E1 is in phase transfer condition after time $t=5.0$ second, but have not reach the liquefied soil to the pure Newton fluid condition. In element E2, the liquefied soil is treated as Newton viscous fluid at time $t=10$ second. We also can find the final status of phase from the $\alpha$ contours in **Fig. 4.7**. In element E2, the liquefied soil behave like Newton viscous fluid in the case of considering large deformation a little bit later time than in the case of
without considering large deformation.

The displacements at nodes N1 and N2 are given in Fig. 4.9. The differences
between the case of considering large deformation and the case of without considering large deformation are similar to the results calculated using elasto-plastic model. In fluidal elasto-plastic case, the differences of the displacements between the two cases are larger than that calculated using elasto-plastic model. The reason is that the fluidal elasto-plastic model gives larger displacement than the elasto-plastic model.

In general, 3-D FE analysis with updated Lagrangian formulation is applied effectively to the seismic analysis of embankment to deal with the large deformation of ground flow due to liquefaction.

### 4.3 Simulation of Soil-Pile Interaction

#### 4.3.1 Analysis Condition

![Fig. 4.10 3-D soil-pile interaction example](image)

A concrete pile is derived in 12m-deep saturated sand and a 400kN mass is added on top of pile as the dead load from super structure as shown in Fig. 4.10. There are two kind of saturated sand, the upper one is saturated Edosaki sand 1 (Dr=40%) and the bottom one is the saturated silica. Edosaki sand 1 deforms in a large degree when liquefaction occurs, but the silica does not. The parameters of these saturated sands are
given in Table 6.1. The selected area of the soil is 42m long, and the diameter of the pile is 1.2m. The pile is resting in the center. The Yang’s modulus of the pile is $E=2.45\times10^7 \text{kN/m}^2$.

The effective cyclic elasto-plastic model developed by Oka and the fluidal elasto-plastic model developed by Sato are used as the constitutive model of saturated sand in this analysis. These two constitutive models of saturated sand are introduced in detail in chapters 2 and 3. The pile is described with an elastic solid column model.

Fig. 4.11 Finite element mesh for 3-D soil-pile interaction example

The finite element mesh with 2268 elements is shown in Fig. 4.11. The fixed
boundary condition is given for the bottom nodes. The nodes on four side boundary surfaces are allowed to slide on the boundary surfaces. Drainage is only allowed on the top surface of the mesh.

The input acceleration history is shown in Fig. 4.12 which is recorded during Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake. The maximum value of the input acceleration is 722 cm/sec^2.

4.3.2 Result of Analysis Using Elasto-Plastic Constitutive Model

At first, the effective cyclic elasto-plastic model is used in the seismic analysis of this soil-pile interaction system. Updated Lagrangian formulation is adopted in the finite element governing equation to deal with the large deformation of liquefied sand.

The final deformed mesh of soil-pile interaction system analyzed with infinitesimal deformation assumption and updated Lagrangian formulation are shown in Fig. 4.13. (a) and (b) respectively. The contours of the excess pore water pressure ratio are also shown in the figures. We can find the EPWPR values of almost all elements are larger than 0.8 and the soil is in liquefied condition.

Because of the peak and trough distribution of the input acceleration are not uniform, liquefied soil has residual deformation in x-direction. The pile also declines acted by the deformation of liquefied soil and the inertia of the mass on the pile head.

![Fig. 4.13.(b) Final deformed meshes and EPWPR contours with EP model](image-url)
The excess pore water pressure ratio response of the soil element E1 is shown in Fig. 4.14. We can find that liquefaction of this element starts at time $t=11.0-12.0$ seconds.

The horizontal displacements of the pile head calculated considering large deformation and without considering large deformation are shown in Fig. 4.15. Before the time $t=11.0$ second, the largest displacement is about 0.2m. At this time $t=11.0$
second, soil is liquefied according to Fig. 4.14. From this time, the displacements increase rapidly and reach to 0.5-0.57 m in a short time. The horizontal displacement value of pile head calculated with finite deformation theory is lower than that calculated with infinitesimal assumption.

![Displacements of pile head with fluidal elasto-plastic model](image)

**Fig. 4.15** Displacements of pile head with fluidal elasto-plastic model

### 4.3.3 Result of Analysis Using Fluidal Elasto-Plastic Constitutive Model

The fluidal elasto-plastic model is also used as the constitutive model of saturated sand in the seismic analysis of soil-pile interaction system. In this example, the viscous parameters in the constitutive equation of fluidal elasto-plastic model are \( \lambda' = 0 \), \( \mu' = 0.3 kPa \).

The final deformed meshes of soil-pile interaction system are given Figs. 4.16. (a) and (b). As an important index of fluidal elasto-plastic model, the contours of the phase transformation-controlling function, \( \alpha \), are shown in the figures. We can find that regions of liquefied soil behaves as Newton viscous fluid at where \( \alpha \) becomes 1.0. The large part of soil is in phase transfer regions. The \( \alpha \) value of these elements are larger than 0 and less than 1. Because the deformations are not very large, the difference of the mesh considering large deformation and that without considering large deformation is not evident.

The \( \alpha \) time history of element E1 are given in Fig. 4.17. We can find that element E1 is described by elasto-plastic model in the beginning. The phase transfer happens at time
t=11.0 second and soil turns to Newton viscous fluid at time 12.0 second with $\alpha = 1.0$.

(a) Fluidal elasto-plastic model

(b) Fluidal elasto-plastic model

*Fig. 4.16* Final deformed meshes and $\alpha$ contours with FEP model

The horizontal displacements of the pile head calculated with fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive model considering large deformation and without considering large deformation are given in *Fig. 4.18*. Before the time $t=11.0$ second, the largest displacement is about 0.2m as same as *Fig. 4.15*. At time $t=11.0$ second, soil is liquefied in a large degree and the phase transfer starts in large parts of the mesh as shown in *Fig. 4.15*. From that time, the displacements increase rapidly and reach to a value larger than
0.6 m. The horizontal displacement value of pile head calculated with finite deformation theory is lower than that calculated with infinitesimal assumption, as shown in Fig. 4.18.

Fig. 4.17α of soil-pile interaction analysis with fluidal elasto-plastic model

Fig. 4.18 Displacements of pile head with fluidal elasto-plastic model

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, two numerical examples are analyzed with two constitutive models of saturated soil and three-dimensional FE method using updated Lagrangian
formulation. The two constitutive models are used to describe the material nonlinearity of liquefiable soil and the FE method using updated Lagrangian formulation is used to deal with the geometric nonlinearity of liquefied soil with large deformation.

Three-dimensional FE method with updated Lagrangian formulation is adapted successfully to the two constitutive models of saturated soil, the elasto-plastic model and the fluidal elastic plastic model. The results of the two examples demonstrate that this three-dimensional FE method with updated Lagrangian formulation can effectively simulate the earthquake induced ground flow in the seismic analysis of soil structures and dynamic analysis of soil-pile interaction.
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Chapter 5

Adaptive Mesh Refinement for Liquefaction Analysis Using Updated Lagrangian Formulation

5.1 Introduction

As introduced in the chapters above, the effective cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive models was used to simulate the material nonlinear behavior of liquefiable soil. Updated Lagrangian formulation is implemented in FE-FD coupled scheme to deal with the geometrical non-linearity of liquefied soil. Although these algorithms are effective in simulating the nonlinear behavior of liquefied soil, some problems also should be noted. As a type of numerical approximation method, errors are inevitable in analysis results obtained by the finite element method. The finite element method solution does not always guarantee the desired accuracy, sometimes causing serious analysis problems. For example, in liquefaction analysis of saturated soil considering large deformation, when a coarse mesh is used to save time, error causes severe distortion of the elements and sometimes calculation stops unexpectedly. To maintain the accuracy of FEM during
the numerical analysis is a major concern to obtain stable computational results especially for the case of material nonlinearity and large deformation being involved.

The error treated in this chapter is that caused by discretization process in a FE method. Evidently, reducing the size of the elements uniformly during discretization minimizes error, but the number of nodes and elements are increased at the same time. That means a heavy burden of calculation. Our objective was to use a fine mesh in the area of large error and a normal or coarse mesh in the low error region. A method called the adaptive technique or adaptive mesh refinement has been developed successfully in many fields including solid and fluid mechanics, for linear and nonlinear problems, in order to solve static and transient behavior of 2 and 3 dimensional continua. The aim of this research is to apply the adaptive mesh refinement technique to the liquefaction analysis of soil considering large deformation.

An adaptive FE method, in which approximation is refined successively to reach a predetermined standard of accuracy, is essential for the effective use of finite element codes in practical analyses. The procedure, which refines the mesh of the finite elements according to an error indicator, has two parts: error estimate and mesh refinement. A main feature of this method is that it involves local, rather than global, refinement. In the error estimation, error is defined as the difference between the approximate and exact solutions of certain variables, such as displacement, stress, and strain. Generally, it is estimated by means of the energy norm or $L_2$ norm. Mesh refinement includes $h$-, $p$-, $hp$-, and $r$-refinement. $H$-refinement is the simple reduction of subdivision size, including remeshing and fission.

Here, $h$-adaptive mesh refinement method is applied to liquefaction analysis of saturated soil with updated Lagrangian formulation. The effective cyclic elasto-plastic model based on Biot’s two-phase mixture theory and the kinematic hardening rule was adopted as constitutive model of saturated soil. The $u$-$p$ formulation was used for the governing equations that describe the coupled problem in terms of soil skeleton displacement and excess pore water pressure. The updated Lagrangian method was used in the formulation to account for large deformation. The dynamic equations were solved by the Newmark-$\beta$ method. Linear four-node quadrilateral elements and linear 8-node hexahedral elements are used in the discretization of two-dimensional and three dimensional problems respectively. To estimate the error of saturated soil, a posteriori
error estimate procedure (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1992), which is carried out after the 
calculation of the incremental step. Error is evaluated by the $L_2$-norm of stress or strain. 
This error estimator depends on smoothing recovery techniques. Because it is 
impossible to obtain the exact value, the rather accurate variables is evaluated by a 
superconvergent patch recovery smoothing procedure (Zienkiewicz and Zhu, 1992) in 
order to make a comparison with the approximate solution. The calculation is very 
simple and easy to use in programming, and the result is reliable. A fission 
procedure\(^{18)-20)}\) belonging to $h$-refinement was adopted for mesh refinement. After the 
calculation of one step, elements which exceed a given acceptable error limit are 
fissioned and the next step processed. One parent element is fissioned into 4 children 
elements for two-dimensional problem and eight children elements for a three 
dimensional problem. The flow chart of this procedure is given in Fig.5.1. A posteriori error estimate and $h$-adaptive mesh refinement 
($\bar{\eta}$ is the desired limit of relative error)
The application of this procedure to the coupled FE-FD method using the effective cyclic elasto-plastic model and updated Lagrangian method is studied in two-dimensional problem as well as in three-dimensional problem. This procedure is also modified in order to apply to the soil-pile dynamic analysis.

In this chapter, section 5.2 introduces the concept of adaptive mesh refinement and the selection of error estimator and mesh refinement algorithm. Section 5.3 presents the method to estimate error, a posteriori error estimate procedure depending on $L_2$-norm of stress or strain and superconvergent patch recovery method. The convergence of this error estimator in two-dimensional problem and three-dimensional problem is studied in section 5.4 with two examples of locally loaded on the surface of saturated soil. Section 5.5 introduces $h$-refinement algorithm including in fission process in soil elements and the technique to deal with the soil elements beside concrete elements of piles. In section 5.6, some simple examples are analysed to demonstrate applicability of the $h$-adaptive mesh refinement method. The efficiency of this method for liquefiable soil analysis is shown. At last, the main points of this chapter are summarized in section 5.7.

5.2 Overview of Adaptive Mesh Refinement

Finite element analysis has been used in engineering design for more than 30 years, but the accuracy of the analysis is still a major concern, particularly where non-linear material response occurs, or where large deformations are involved. For such cases, it is also important to optimize the finite element mesh, in order to improve the accuracy of computation and to minimize computation times.

Adaptive mesh refinement was first introduced to finite element calculation by Babuska and Rheinbolt in the later 1970s. It is a process to optimize the mesh of finite element in order to minimize the error of finite element calculation depending on previous results at all stages. Since adaptive concepts based on error estimators were first applied to finite element problems, many research effort has been dedicated to develop more efficient error estimators and mesh refinement algorithms. For the applications of adaptive mesh refinement to nonlinear problems, three-dimensional
problems and dynamic problems, especially to seismic analysis, researches have not been matured yet. In this study, adaptive mesh refinement is applied to seismic nonlinear analysis of saturated soil including liquefaction process, in both two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems.

There are three sources of numerical errors in the solution of nonlinear problems with the finite element method, namely:

1) Errors due to the finite element mesh discretization;
2) Errors due to the step sizes of the incremental analysis;
3) Errors due to the iterative solution of the nonlinear system of equations.

In this work, however, only errors arising from the mesh discretization are considered.

All adaptive mesh refinement procedures in finite element analysis include three stages:

1) Obtain a solution with any existing mesh and estimate the error;
2) Predict the error distribution in whole mesh and select elements to be refined;
3) Implement refinement techniques to refine the selected elements and transfer parameters from old mesh to new mesh.

Error estimate is the first and most important procedure of adaptive FE analysis. It gives an indication of the next step, mesh refinement. The error for each element, which is due to spatial discretization in the FEM, is calculated in this step. The elements, which need to be refined, can be distinguished from the other elements by comparing the errors with an acceptable limit. FEM accuracy therefore is improved in addition to saving degrees of freedom. There are two distinct types of general error estimates, recovery-based and residual-based one. Some effective error estimates method have been developed in the last decade: (a) Zienkiewicz-Zhu\cite{12,14} simple error estimates criterion; (b) Belytschko-Tabbara\cite{21} strain-projection criterion; (c) Diaz-Kikuchi-Taylor\cite{27} interpolation criterion; (d) Zienkiewicz-Zhu\cite{26,28,29} a posteriori error estimate procedure depending on superconvergent patch recovery. In the research of adaptive FE analysis of saturated soil conducted by Hu and Randolph\cite{20}, a posteriori error estimate procedure based on strain-projection criterion using L2-projection of strain and superconvergent patch recovery was found worked well in evaluating the error to solve nonlinear soil response.
The main advantage of a posteriori error estimate procedure over other types of estimators is the simplicity of its implementation and its cost effectiveness. This is due to the fact that in practical finite element computations some smoothing procedures is always employed in the post-processing stage of the computing process to recover the derivatives of the finite element solution in order to achieve more acceptable approximations. Using such recovery derivatives, this error estimator can be calculated at a fraction of the total cost of the computation. In this research, a posteriori error estimate procedure based on L2-projection of strain is adopted in adaptive FE analysis of liquefiable soil.

Considering that the error estimator adopted here is depending on recovery techniques, the selection of recovery scheme is also an important factor which affects the accuracy of error estimates. The recovery procedures developed so far can be classified as local (i.e., element-level), patch-based, and global procedure. The simple averaging of nodal stresses from adjacent elements is an example of the simplest patch-based stress recovery. Early attempts to employ global least-squares procedures to obtain continuous stress fields were not widely adopted. Instead, local element-level least-squares approaches appeared to be more attractive because of their intrinsic computational efficiency. However, the local schemes do not recover a continuous stress field, and a subsequent nodal averaging is generally used to achieve the stress continuity along element interfaces. With the recognition that certain interior stresses exhibit superconvergent properties, there evolved a class of local procedures involving ‘projection’ of these stresses to the element boundary, although other local procedures were also proposed.

Recent developments in recovery procedures have largely been motivated by the superconvergent patch recovery procedure developed by Zienkiewicz and Zhu[26,28,29]. Various modifications of the approach have been proposed subsequently. These procedures generally attempt to recover from the superconvergent value points to a value field with superconvergent properties. The latest formulation by Boroomand and Zienkiewicz[13] explored yet another polynomial patch-based procedure which uses nodal equilibrium rather than superconvergent values. In general, patch procedures are used to recover the values at nodes. If a node belongs to multiple patches, an averaging procedure must be used. The continuous value field is then defined in an ad hoc manner.
by the nodal values and the finite element displacement interpolation functions. Superconvergent patch recovery procedure is applied to a posteriori error estimates in this research, and gives a recovered strain field of soil elements effectively.

If improvement of accuracy is taken as the target of the adaptive mesh refinement procedure and the error estimation gives a correct indication, then mesh refinement is the only way to the target. Various procedures exist for the refinement of finite element solution. There are four kinds of mesh refinement methods:

(1) $h$-refinement; reduce the size, $h$, of the elements in high error regions;
(2) $p$-refinement: increase the order, $p$, of the polynomial shape function in high error regions;
(3) $hp$-refinement: simultaneous application of both the $h$- and $p$-refinements;
(4) $r$-refinement: relocate the nodes.

Here, an $h$-adaptive technique is used in which the adaptive process is executed by element error measures in order to allocate elements for generating a mesh with the smallest number of elements and, at the same time, to obtain the required accuracy. The $h$-adaptive technique involves two methods: mesh regeneration and simple mesh refinement, a fission scheme.

Mesh regeneration is a means to regenerate a new mesh in the global mesh as indicated by the mesh density obtained in the error estimation process. Data transfer is needed also to move the elements and nodal variables from the old mesh to the new mesh. This of course can be expensive, especially in three dimensions where mesh generation is difficult for certain types of elements, and it also presents a problem of transferring data from one mesh to another.

The fission scheme refines the mesh by fissioning those elements with large error into smaller, equal-sized elements then transferring the variables of the nodes and elements from the old mesh to the new mesh by an interpolation procedure. Such a process is cumbersome as many hanging points are created where an element with mid-side nodes is joined to a linear element. On such occasions it is necessary to provide local constraints at the hanging points and the calculations become more involved. It is a direct refinement procedure used widely.

A comparison of these two schemes clearly shows that the latter involves less computation than the former. Data transfer in the latter scheme is local whereas in the
former it is global. Taking into account the thousands of time increment steps in the
dynamic analysis, the fission scheme saves computation and improves accuracy. In this
research, the fission procedure is applied to linear quadrilateral elements in
two-dimensional adaptive FE analysis and to linear hexahedra elements in
three-dimensional adaptive FE analysis.

5.3 Error Estimation Procedure

In this section, a posteriori error estimate procedure that depends on evaluating the
$L_2$-norm of variables error and superconvergent patch recovery procedure, applied in
this research, is introduced in detail. The formulations are derived for linear
quadrilateral elements and linear hexahedra elements in two-dimensional problem and
three-dimensional problem respectively. Two simple examples of compression of
saturated soil in two-dimension and three-dimension are analysed to discuss the
convergence of this error estimator.

5.3.1 Definition and Evaluation of Error

Error is defined as the difference between the exact solution and value of the finite
element approximation. Variables considered in the error estimate are displacement,
strain, and stress. For example, an error in strain is described as

$$e_\varepsilon = \varepsilon^* - \varepsilon^h \quad (5.3.1)$$

and an error in stress as

$$e_\sigma = \sigma^* - \sigma^h \quad (5.3.2)$$

where $\varepsilon^*$ and $\sigma^*$ are the exact solutions, $\varepsilon^h$ and $\sigma^h$ the values of the finite
element approximation.

To explain the approximate value of FEM and the exact solution, a one-dimensional
linear approximation of strain $\varepsilon^h$ and $\varepsilon^*$ is shown in Fig.5.2.
approximate values and exact solution

The direct definitions of error described in Eqs.(5.3.1) and (5.3.2) are not convenient for use in the process of error estimation. Usually, scalar norms, such as energy norms or L2 norms, are used to measure error. This scalar measure corresponds to the square root of the quadratic error. In this study, we used the L2 norm to measure error, as it can be associated with errors of any quantity. For the strain (or stress) in the element $i$, the L2 norm of the error, $\|e_i\|$, is defined as

$$\|e_i\| = \left( \int_{V_i} \{ e \}^T \{ e \} \, dv / V_i \right)^{1/2}$$

(5.3.3)

and the error of entire solution domain $\|e\|$ is calculated by summing up the error of each element.

$$\|e\| = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{nel} \|e_i\|^2 \right)^{1/2}$$

(5.3.4)

where $nel$ is the total number of elements.

In the practical adaptivity process, a relative percentage error generally is used because it is more easily interpreted. The relative percentage error of solution is estimated using the error norm and the strain L2-norm of entire solution domain. Its definition is

$$\eta = \frac{\|e\|}{\sqrt{\|e\|^2 + \|e^*\|^2}} \times 100\%$$

(5.3.5)

where

$$\|e^*\| = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{nel} \|e^*_i\|^2 \right)^{1/2}$$

(5.3.6)

The local error indicator for $i$-th element is defined in a similar way as
It is clear that the energy and $L_2$ norms are related to the strain energy. This relationship is shown as follows:

Considering the physical relationship between the stress and strain,

$$\{\varepsilon\} = [D]^{-1}\{\sigma\}$$  

(5.3.8)

The total potential energy, $A$, of a system predicted by the approximate solution of FEM is:

$$A = \frac{1}{2} \int_{Ω} \{\sigma^h\}^{T} [D]^{-1} \{\sigma^h\} dv - \int_{Ω^R} \{\sigma^h\}^{T} \{R\} dv$$  

(5.3.9)

where $\{R\}$ is the vector of the loads and the reaction acting on the nodes, $\{\varepsilon\}$ the vector of displacement on the nodes, and $[D]$ the stiffness matrix.

Assuming infinitesimal displacement $\{d\varepsilon\}$ on nodes, from the principle of virtual work,

$$\{R\}^{T}\{d\varepsilon\} = \int_{Ω} \{d\varepsilon\}^{T} \{\sigma^h\} dv$$  

(5.3.10)

Substituting Eq. (5.3.10) in Eq. (5.3.9), the total potential energy is:

$$A = \frac{1}{2} \int_{Ω} \{\sigma^h\}^{T} [D]^{-1} \{\sigma^h\} dv - \int_{Ω} \{\sigma^h\}^{T} \{\sigma^h\} dv$$

= $\int_{Ω} \{\sigma^h\}^{T} [D]^{-1} \{\sigma^h\} dv - \int_{Ω} \{\sigma^h\}^{T} [D]^{-1} \{\sigma^h\} dv$  

(5.3.11)

Eq. (5.3.11) can be rewritten:

$$A = \frac{1}{2} \int_{Ω} \{\sigma^h - \sigma^*\}^{T} [D]^{-1} \{\sigma^h - \sigma^*\} dv + c$$  

(5.3.12)

where $c$ is the constant without relation to nodal displacement.

Using another physical relationship between the stress and strain,

$$\{\sigma\} = [D]\{\varepsilon\}$$  

(5.3.13)

By the same derivation method, the same conclusion for error of strain is

$$A = \frac{1}{2} \int_{Ω} \{\varepsilon^h - \varepsilon^*\}^{T} [D]\{\varepsilon^h - \varepsilon^*\} dv + c$$  

(5.3.14)

From Eqs. (5.3.9) and (5.3.11), the total potential energy is interpreted as a weighted,
stress error squared quantity. When the size of an element is small enough, the un-weighted error squared quantity corresponds to the weighted error squared quantity. The relationship between the $L_2$ norm of error and the total potential energy is ensured. Because the $L_2$ norm of error is a positive definite function, the global $L_2$ norm of error is the sum of the local $L_2$ norms of error. Then the $L_2$ norm can be used to measure error, not only in the global mesh, but in a local element.

### 5.3.2 Smoothing Algorithm with Superconvergent Patch Recovery

In the error estimate process, the rather accurate values instead of the exact solution are used to calculate errors because the exact solution is not easy or impossible to obtain. Here, we use superconvergent patch recovery technique. It is a single and continuous polynomial expansion of the function describing the derivatives is used in an element patch surrounding the nodes at which recovery is desired. This expansion can be made to fit locally the superconvergent points in a least square manner or simply be an $L_2$ projection of the consistent finite element derivatives. In this technique, we assume that the nodal values belong to a polynomial expansion of the same complete order as the shape function and the polynomial expansion is valid over an element patch surrounding the particular assembly node considered. Such a “patch” represents a union of elements containing the vertex node. Illustration of typical patch for two-dimensional linear quadrilateral elements and three-dimensional hexahedra elements are shown in Fig.5.3 and Fig.5.4 respectively. This polynomial expansion will be used for nodal values of strain as:

$$\bar{\varepsilon}^* = \{P\}^T\{a\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.3.15)

where $\{P\}$ contains the appropriate polynomial terms and $\{a\}$ is a set of unknown parameters. For four nodes quadrilateral element in two-dimension, they are given as:

$$\{P\} = \{1, x, y, z, xy\} \hspace{1cm} (5.3.16)$$

$$\{a\} = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\} \hspace{1cm} (5.3.17)$$

and for eight nodes hexahedra element in three-dimension, they are given as:

$$\{P\} = \{1, x, y, z, xy, yz, zx, xyz\} \hspace{1cm} (5.3.18)$$

$$\{a\} = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_8\} \hspace{1cm} (5.3.19)$$
The unknown parameter \( \{ a \} \) of the expansion given in Eqs. (5.3.17) and (5.3.19) is determined by ensuring a least square fit of this expansion to the set of superconvergent or at least high accuracy sampling points existing in the patch considered if such points are available.

\[
F(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( e^h(x_i, y_i) - \bar{e}^*(x_i, y_i) \right)^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( e^h(x_i, y_i) - \{ P \}^T \{ a \} \right)^2
\]

(5.3.20)

where \((x_i, y_i)\) are the co-ordinates of a group of sampling points, \(n\) is the total number of sampling points. The minimization condition of \( F(a) \) implies that \( \{ a \} \) satisfies

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{n} \{ P \}^T (x_i, y_i) P(x_i, y_i) \{ a \} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} e^h(x_i, y_i) \{ P \}^T (x_i, y_i)
\]

(5.3.21)
This can be solved in matrix form as

\[ \mathbf{a} = \mathbf{A}^{-1} \mathbf{b} \quad (5.3.22) \]

where

\[ \mathbf{A} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mathbf{P}^T(x_i, y_i) \mathbf{P}(x_i, y_i) \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbf{b} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \mathbf{P}^T(x_i, y_i) \mathbf{e}^h(x_i, y_i) \]

The discrete expression form for quadrilateral elements in two-dimension is:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\sum P_1(\xi_i, \eta_i) P_1(\xi_i, \eta_i) & \cdots & \sum P_1(\xi_i, \eta_i) P_4(\xi_i, \eta_i) \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\sum P_4(\xi_i, \eta_i) P_1(\xi_i, \eta_i) & \cdots & \sum P_4(\xi_i, \eta_i) P_4(\xi_i, \eta_i)
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{a}_1 \\
\vdots \\
\mathbf{a}_4
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\sum P_1(\xi_i, \eta_i) \mathbf{e}^h_i \\
\vdots \\
\sum P_4(\xi_i, \eta_i) \mathbf{e}^h_i
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{5.3.23}
\]

where \((\xi_i, \eta_i)\) are the normalized coordinates of a group of sampling points, as shown in Fig.5.5, they are calculated by

\[
\xi_i = -1 + 2 \frac{x_i - x_{min}}{x_{max} - x_{min}} \quad (5.3.24)
\]

\[
\eta_i = -1 + 2 \frac{y_i - y_{min}}{y_{max} - y_{min}} \quad (5.3.24)
\]

**Fig.5.5** A patch of quadrilateral elements

The discrete expression form for hexahedra elements in three-dimension is:
where \((\xi, \eta, \zeta)\) are the normalized coordinates of a group of sampling points in three-dimension and are calculated by the same way as in two-dimension.

In the case that an interior patch includes the elements with different levels of fission, no matter the number of elements in patch is 4 and 8 in two-dimension and three dimension respectively or less than the numbers, the Gauss nodes are enough to solve the Eqs.(5.3.23) and (5.3.24).

A more difficult situation arises at the domain boundary where a local patch may involve only one or two elements in two-dimension, one or four elements in three dimension. In these cases, the numbers of elements in the patches are insufficient for determination of the parameters and the nodal values on the corner or boundary. It can be solved in another way. The values of the nodes on corners or boundaries are determined from an interior patch shown in Figs.5.6-5.7 and Figs.5.8-5.10 for two-dimension and three-dimension respectively. Then the patches need not to be created when the patch assemble nodes are on corners or boundaries. However, all the boundary nodes values can be determined by interior patches instead of boundary patches and the results are equally accurate.

Fig.5.6 A patch of quadrilateral elements in corner
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Fig. 5.7 A patch of quadrilateral elements in boundary

Fig. 5.8 A patch of hexahedra elements on a corner

Fig. 5.9 A patch of hexahedra elements on a side
5.3.3 Convergence of Error Estimator in Two-Dimension

The convergence of this error estimator is tested by the following example. In Fig.5.11, a saturated soil (the soil parameters are given in Table.2.1) block 4m long and 2m high is compressed at the top surface by a uniformly distributed load. The load increases linearly to 100kN/m until \( t = 10 \) second. The boundary conditions of right and left sides of the soil block are free for displacement and undrained for the pore water. The top surface boundary is free for displacement and drained for pore water. The bottom is fixed and has an undrained boundary.

Because of the symmetry, only the right half part of the model is analysed using meshes with 16 elements, 100 elements and 400 elements in the error estimation. The
meshes and its boundary conditions are shown in Figs.5.12-5.14.

Figs.5.15-5.17 show the relative error contours of stress in the whole mesh at time $t=10$ second for three cases of mesh number respectively. A comparison of the average relative errors of the 16, 100, and 400 elements shows clearly that a reduction of
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Element size reduces error.

Fig. 5.15 Relative error contour (16 elements, 25 nodes, t=10 second)

Fig. 5.16 Relative error contour (100 elements, 121 nodes, t=10 second)

Fig. 5.17 Relative error contour (400 elements, 441 nodes, t=10 second)
In Fig. 5.18, the lines give the relation in a doubled notched specimen between the node number and the average value of relative error calculated from different meshes. The rate of convergence in the $L_2$-norm of the stress is order $O(h^p)$, $p$ is the degree of the polynomial utilized in the finite element approximation, for linear element $p=1$; $h$ is the size of the element, and $h^{\text{ndim}}$ is proportional to the area, where $\text{ndim}$ is the number of spatial dimensions in the problem (for 2-dimensional case, $\text{ndim}=2$). The number of nodes and the number of elements are inversely proportional to the volume. Therefore, the rate of convergence is $O(h^{1/2})$. We can find that this error estimator gives a good rate of convergence as we expected.

![Fig. 5.18 Convergence of error estimator in two-dimension](image)

### 5.3.4 Convergence of Error Estimator in Three-Dimension

Another simple example is also calculated to test this error estimator in three-dimension. A saturated soil cubic block in a container which size is $3\times3\times3\text{m}^3$, and a vertical load is applied on the top surface locally shown in Fig. 5.19. The load is increased linearly up to $90\text{kN/m}^2$ until $t=0.3\text{second}$. Only upper surface is drained. There are two load cases as shown in Fig. 5.19. In case 1, the load is applied in an area with $1\times1\text{m}^2$ in corner. In case 2, the load is applied in an area with $1\times3\text{m}^2$ beside a side. Three meshes with 27 elements, 216 elements and 729 elements are analyzed. For boundary constraint of the meshes, the bottom nodes are fixed, the nodes on side
surfaces are allowed to slide on the side surfaces.

**Fig. 5.19** Local compression of soil with Load 1 and Load 2

**Figs. 5.20-5.22** give the meshes with 27, 216 and 729 elements and their error contour results for the case of Load 1 respectively.

**Fig. 5.20.** Mesh, load and error contour in Load 1 (27 elements)

**Fig. 5.21.** Mesh, load and error contour in Load 1 (216 elements)
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Fig. 5.22. Mesh, load and error contour in Load 1 (729 elements)

Figs. 5.23-5.25 give the meshes with 27, 216 and 729 elements and their error contour results for the case of Load 2 respectively.

Fig. 5.23. Mesh, load and error contour in Load 2 (27 elements)

Fig. 5.24. Mesh, load and error contour in Load 2 (216 elements)
In Fig. 5.26, the lines are the relation between the nodes number and average value of relative error calculated from different mesh. The rate of convergence in the $L_2$-norm of the stress is order $O(h^p)$, $p$ is the degree of the polynomial utilized in the finite element approximation, for linear element $p=1$. $h$ is the size of the element, and $h^{ndim}$ is proportional to the volume, where $ndim$ is the number of spatial dimensions in the problem (in three-dimension, $ndim=3$). The number of nodes or the number of elements is inversely proportional to the volume. Then, the rate of convergence is $O(h^{1/3})$. We can find that this error estimator gives good rate of convergent as that we expected.
5.4 Mesh Refinement Procedure

A fission procedure belong to $h$-refinement is applied to adaptive mesh refinement in this research. This section presents the details of this procedure including its implement for quadrilateral elements in two-dimension and for hexahedra elements in three-dimension. The application of this procedure to soil-pile interaction analysis is also illustrated. Some simple examples are calculated to test the adaptive mesh refinement with the fission procedure.

5.4.1 2-D Fission Procedure for Linear Quadrilateral Elements

In the refinement process, an acceptable relative error limit $\bar{\eta}$ must first be given. If the relative error, $\eta_i$, of the $i$-th element exceeds this limit, then the element is fissioned into four elements in two-dimension. This process is illustrated in Fig.5.27. The initial mesh is shown as mesh-a. After error estimation, the relative error for element 5 exceeds the error limit, and the element is fissioned into four elements: 5, 7, 8, and 9. Five new nodes, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17, are created in the mid of four sides and the centre of the element. The new mesh refined at the first step is shown as mesh-b. The parameters of element 5 in mesh-a are transferred to elements 5, 7, 8 and 9 in mesh-b, and the variables of the new elements are interpolated from the variables of element 2 in mesh-a. The pore pressure values of the new child elements are same as the pore pressure value of the old parent element. The displacement, velocities, and accelerations of the new nodes also are interpolated from the values of the old nodes in mesh-a. The next calculation step is based on mesh-b. In that step, element 2 exceeds the limit of error, and new elements and new nodes are created. The difference is that a node is created in the mid of side 7-6, a new node need not be created on this side. The refined mesh is shown as mesh-c.

When an element is fissioned next to an unfissioned one, hanging nodes are created, e. g., node 13 in mesh-b Fig.5.27. They are also called salve nodes. The motion of slave node 13 should be governed by the constraint of compatibility,
Fig. 5.27 Fission process for quadrilateral elements in two-dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mesh-a</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mesh-b</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mesh-c</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\[ \mathbf{V}_{13} = \mathbf{T} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{V}_6 \\ \mathbf{V}_7 \end{bmatrix} \]  

(5.4.1)

where \( \mathbf{T} \) is a linear operator which enforces compatibility and \( \mathbf{V}_6 \) and \( \mathbf{V}_7 \) are the velocities of the master nodes. When node 13 is midway between nodes 6 and 7, \( \mathbf{T} \) is defined by \([I/2,I/2]\), in which \( \mathbf{I} \) is a unit matrix. The equation of motion is not evaluated at the slave node. Instead the nodal forces at the slave nodes are added to the forces at the corresponding master nodes;

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{F}_6 \\ \mathbf{F}_7 \end{bmatrix}^* = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{F}_6 \\ \mathbf{F}_7 \end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{T}^T \mathbf{F}_{13} \]  

(5.4.2)

where \( \mathbf{F}_{13} \) are the nodal forces at the slave node and \( \{\mathbf{F}\}^* \) those at the nodes 6 and 7 prior to the consideration of \( \mathbf{F}_{13} \). This is the standard technique for treating constraints in explicit methods.

To clarify the interrelationship between the old and new nodes and elements, requires an elaborate data structure in the process of node and element creation.

To develop master and slave nodes during the fission process an important array \( \text{NABOR}(\text{NE},8) \), composed of the eight neighboring element numbers of a concerned element are used (Fig.5.28).

\[ \text{NABOR} \]

NE is the number of the element. To clarify the use of the array, consider mesh-b in Fig.5.27 with element 5 already fissioned into element 5, 7, 8, and 9. Also consider mesh-c obtained by fissioning the element 2 to element 2, 10, 11 and 12. The NABOR array for element 2 is given in Table 5.1 for both meshes. The first thing to note is that the zero entries for L1 and L2, indicate a boundary at the bottom of element 2. Therefore, a new node needs to be created (node 18) which is a master node. Next,
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L3=L4=3 indicates that element 3 extends along the entire side of element 2. Therefore a new node (node 19) must be created, which is a slave node. Now, L5=7 and L6=5, therefore a node already exists (node 13) which is a slave node in mesh-b, and, it becomes a master node when element 2 is fissioned.

Table 5.1 NABOR array for the element 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mesh</th>
<th>JE</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>L5</th>
<th>L6</th>
<th>L7</th>
<th>L8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Usually, in a region consisted of a single kind of material, only one slave node is permitted to be created between two master nodes. It is reasonable and effective to guarantee the accuracy in soil elements. But for the analysis of soil-pile interaction, in the interfacing surface between soil and pile, the effect of relative deformations of pile elements to soil elements is so small that we almost can neglect it because concrete is much harder than soil. For this reason, it is reasonable to create more than one slave nodes between the master nodes in the soil-pile joint surface. In this research, adaptive mesh refinement is only applied to soil elements. Since the deformation and error of soil elements near the pile elements are larger, we refine these soil element further and, if necessary, create more than one slave node between two master nodes in the soil-pile joint surface. Some special treatment is used here as mentioned below.

![Fig.5.29 Fission Process in joint surface between soil and pile elements](image)

If the left element is a pile element without refinement and the right fissioned elements need to be fissioned further, more than one slave node are created in the joint line $LM$ as shown in Fig.5.29. The motion of slave node $K_i$ should be governed by the
constraint of compatibility as

\[ V_{Ki} = T_i \begin{Bmatrix} V_L \\ V_M \end{Bmatrix} \]  

(5.4.3)

The nodal forces at the slave nodes are added to the forces at the corresponding master nodes by

\[ \begin{Bmatrix} F_L \\ F_M \end{Bmatrix} = \begin{Bmatrix} F_L \\ F_M \end{Bmatrix}^* + T_i^T F_{Ki} \]  

(5.4.4)

where

\[ T_i = \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_i' M & \gamma_i' M \\ \gamma_i' M & \gamma_i' M \end{bmatrix} \]  

(5.4.5)

\[ \gamma_i' = \frac{K_i M}{L M} \]  

and  \[ \gamma_i' M = \frac{K_i L}{L M} \]  

(5.4.6)

5.4.2 Modification of 2-D Dynamic Equations

In the governing equations, the motion of the slave nodes are not evaluated at slave node but the governing equations are modified according to Eqs.(5.4.2) and (5.4.3).

Here, The final governing equations of the FE-FD coupled method using the cyclic elasto-plastic model and updated Lagrangian formulation, Eq.(2.3.69), is represent briefly as

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \bar{K} & \bar{Q} \\ \bar{Q}^* & \bar{A} \end{bmatrix}^{t=t_0} \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{u}_N \\ p_N \end{bmatrix} = \begin{Bmatrix} f_u \begin{bmatrix} \dot{u}_N \\ \ddot{u}_N \end{bmatrix} \\ f_p \begin{bmatrix} \dot{u}_N \\ \ddot{u}_N \end{bmatrix} \end{Bmatrix} \]  

(5.4.7)

Modifying equations of soil mesh

As a sample, a slave node, fissioned elements and unfissioned elements are shown in Fig.5.30.

![Fig.5.30 Refined mesh of soil elements in two-dimension](image)

Eq.(5.4.1) is rewritten as the local mesh shown in Fig.5.30.

\[ \ddot{u}_s = \frac{1}{2} (\dddot{u}_s + \dddot{u}_s) \]  

(5.4.8a)
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\[ \ddot{u}_8 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_s \right) \]  

(5.4.8b)

The local governing equations for sample element 3 in refined mesh shown in Fig.5.30 are given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{\mathbf{K}}^3 & \tilde{\mathbf{Q}}^3 & \tilde{\mathbf{A}}^3
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_7 \\
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_2 \\
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_{11}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
f_n^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3 \right) \\
f_p^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \mathbf{p}^3 \right)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{0} \\
\mathbf{0}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(5.4.9)

Substituting Eq. (5.4.8) into Eq. (5.4.9) and considering that the motion of slave node 8 is not included in the general equations, the modified local equations are divided into two parts. The first part is the set of modified the governing equations which should be added to the general governing equations, given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{I} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \mathbf{I} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & \mathbf{I} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{\mathbf{K}}^3 & \tilde{\mathbf{Q}}^3 & \tilde{\mathbf{A}}^3
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_7 \\
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_2 \\
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_{11}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
f_n^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3 \right) \\
f_p^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \mathbf{p}^3 \right)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{0} \\
\mathbf{0}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(5.4.10)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_3 &= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2} \dot{\mathbf{u}}_7 + \frac{1}{2} \dot{\mathbf{u}}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \dot{\mathbf{u}}_{11}
\end{bmatrix}, \\
\ddot{\mathbf{u}}_3 &= \begin{bmatrix}
\ddot{\mathbf{u}}_7 \\
\ddot{\mathbf{u}}_2 \\
\ddot{\mathbf{u}}_{11}
\end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

Another part is the additional forces on the master nodes 2 and 5 due to the slave node 8. The forces from the stiffness matrix, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.11), are added to the places of nodes 2 and 5 in general stiffness matrix. The forces from the right parts of governing equations, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.12), are added to the places of nodes 2 and 5 in the right part of general governing equations.

\[
\Delta \mathbf{K}_2^3 = \Delta \mathbf{K}_5^3 = \frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & \mathbf{I} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{\mathbf{K}}^3 & \tilde{\mathbf{Q}}^3 & \tilde{\mathbf{A}}^3
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_7 \\
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_2 \\
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_{11}
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
f_n^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3 \right) \\
f_p^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \mathbf{p}^3 \right)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(5.4.11)

\[
\Delta \mathbf{f}_2^3 = \Delta \mathbf{f}_5^3 = \frac{1}{2} \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & \mathbf{I} & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
f_n^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3 \right) \\
f_p^3 \left( \dot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \ddot{\mathbf{u}}^3, \mathbf{p}^3 \right)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(5.4.12)

These steps are also calculated for element 4. Then the governing equations of the
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mesh shown in Fig.5.30 are modified.

**Modifying equations of soil-pile interaction mesh**

In adaptive mesh refinement analysis of soil-pile interaction, a modified mesh is shown in Fig.5.31. The same modification processes are implemented for slave node 8. The difference is that the other calculation elements are elements 6 and 7 but not element 4. The modification processes of governing equations of elements 6 and 7 for slave nodes 8 and 13 are introduced as follows.

![Fig.5.31 Refined mesh for soil-pile interaction in two-dimension](image)

The effective parameters of nodes 2 and 5 to node 13 are calculated by

\[
\gamma_{13}^2 = \sqrt{(x_{13} - x_2)^2 + (y_{13} - y_5)^2} / \sqrt{(x_2 - x_2)^2 + (y_2 - y_5)^2}
\]  
(5.4.13a)

\[
\gamma_{13}^5 = \sqrt{(x_{13} - x_2)^2 + (y_{13} - y_2)^2} / \sqrt{(x_2 - x_2)^2 + (y_2 - y_2)^2}
\]  
(5.4.13b)

The motion of the slave node, node 13, is governed by the motions of its master nodes 2 and 5, and it is calculated as

\[
\ddot{u}_{13} = \gamma_{13}^2 \ddot{u}_2 + \gamma_{13}^5 \ddot{u}_5
\]  
(5.4.14a)

\[
\dot{u}_{13} = \gamma_{13}^2 \dot{u}_2 + \gamma_{13}^5 \dot{u}_5
\]  
(5.4.14b)

The local governing equations for sample element 7 in refined mesh shown in Fig.5.31 are given as
Substituting Eq. (5.4.14) into Eq. (5.4.15) and considering that the motion of slave node 13 is not included in the general equations, the modified local equations are divided into two parts. The first part is the set of modified the governing equations which should be added to the general governing equations, given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{I} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{16} \\
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{13} \\
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{5} \\
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{14} \\
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{I} & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
    0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{f}_{u}^7(t \mathbf{u}^7, t \mathbf{u}^7) \\
    \mathbf{f}_{p}^7(t \mathbf{u}^7, t \mathbf{u}^7, t \mathbf{u}^7) \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5.4.16)

Another part is the additional forces on the master nodes 2 and 5 due to the slave node 13. The forces from the stiffness matrix, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.17), are added to the places of nodes 2 and 5 in general stiffness matrix. The forces from the right parts of governing equations, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.18), are added to the places of nodes 2 and 5 in the right part of general governing equations.

\[
\Delta \mathbf{K}_{i}^7 = \gamma_{13}^i \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{K}_{13}^T \\
    \mathbf{Q}_{13}^T \\
    \mathbf{\tilde{A}}_{13} \\
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{16} \\
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{13} \\
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{5} \\
    t+1 \mathbf{u}_{14} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5.4.17)

\[
\Delta \mathbf{f}_{i}^7 = \gamma_{13}^i \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
    \mathbf{f}_{u}^7(t \mathbf{u}^7, t \mathbf{u}^7) \\
    \mathbf{f}_{p}^7(t \mathbf{u}^7, t \mathbf{u}^7, t \mathbf{u}^7) \\
\end{bmatrix}
\] (5.4.18)

The modification process for element 6 is more complex. The local governing equations for element 6 is
Substituting Eqs. (5.4.8) and (5.4.14) into Eq. (5.4.19) and considering that the motions of slave nodes 8 and 13 are not included in general equations, the modified local equations are also divided into two parts. The first part is the set of modified governing equations which need to be added to the general governing equations, given as

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix}
I & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & I & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & I \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{K}^6 \\
\tilde{Q}^6 \\
\tilde{A}^6 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\bar{u}_{12}^{t+\Delta t} \\
\bar{u}_{13}^{t+\Delta t} \\
\bar{u}_{16}^{t+\Delta t} \\
\end{bmatrix}
&= 
\begin{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
f_6^T(t\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{p}_6^{t+\Delta t}) \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix}
f_6^T(t\bar{u}_6^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{p}_6^{t+\Delta t}) \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}
\]  
(5.4.19)

where

\[
\begin{align*}
t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_6^{t+\Delta t} &= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_6^6 &= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\text{and}
\begin{align*}
t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_6^6 &= \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \frac{1}{2}t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_2^{t+\Delta t} + \gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t} \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Another part is the additional forces on the master nodes 2 and 5 due to the slave nodes 8 and 13. The forces from the stiffness matrix, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.21), are added to the places of nodes 2 and 5 in general stiffness matrix. The forces from the right parts of governing equations, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.22), are added to the places of nodes 2 and 5 in the right parts of general governing equations.

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta K_{i}^{6-8} &= \frac{1}{2}\begin{bmatrix}
0 & I & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & I & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & I \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{K}^6 \\
\tilde{Q}^6 \\
\tilde{A}^6 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
t^{t+\Delta t}\bar{u}_6^6 \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}  
(5.4.21a)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta K_{i}^{6-13} &= \begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{K}^6 \\
\tilde{Q}^6 \\
\tilde{A}^6 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t}
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}  
(5.4.21b)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta f_{i}^{6-8} &= \frac{1}{2}\begin{bmatrix}
0 & I & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & I & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & I \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
f_6^T(t\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}) \\
f_6^T(t\bar{u}_6^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{p}_6^{t+\Delta t}) \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}  
(5.4.22a)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta f_{i}^{6-13} &= \begin{bmatrix}
\gamma_{13}^{t+\Delta t} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
f_6^T(t\bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}) \\
f_6^T(t\bar{u}_6^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{u}_5^{t+\Delta t}, \bar{p}_6^{t+\Delta t}) \\
\end{bmatrix} \\
\end{align*}  
(5.4.22b)

\[111\]
where \( i = 2, 5 \).

**Modifying permeance of pore water between elements**

If an unfissioned element besides a fissioned element, the usual permeance route crossing the intersurface should be modified as shown in Fig.5.32. The permeance between two unfissioned elements is taken place by the permeance between an unfissioned element and two fissioned elements. According to this reason, the terms describing the permeance of pore water in continuity equation is modified so easily. That it needn’t be written out.

![Usual permeance](image1)

![Modified permeance](image2)

**Fig.5.32 Modifying permeance of pore water in two-dimension**

### 5.4.3 3-D Fission Procedure for Linear Hexahedra Elements

In three-dimension, linear hexahedra elements are used in adaptive finite element analysis. When the error of an element is exceeds an acceptable limit, the element is fissioned into eight children elements. This process is illustrated in Fig.5.33. The initial mesh is shown as mesh-a. After error estimation, the relative error for element 3 exceeds the error limit, and the element is fissioned into eight elements: 3, 8-11. Nineteen new nodes, 19-37, are created in the mid of twelve sides, the centers of six surfaces and the center of the element. The new mesh refined is shown as mesh-b. The parameters of element 3 in mesh-a are transferred to elements 3, 5-11 in mesh-b, and the variables of the new elements are interpolated from the variables of element 3 in mesh-a. The pore pressure values of the new child elements are same as the pore pressure value of the old parent element. The displacement, velocities, and accelerations of the new nodes also are interpolated from the values of the old nodes in mesh-a. The next calculation step is based on mesh-b.
When an element is fissioned next to an unfissioned one, slave nodes are created, and they are constrained by the compatibility condition of master node. There are two
kinds of slave nodes. One is the slave node on the side of element shown in Fig. 5.34. The motion of slave node 0 should be governed by the master node 1 and node 2 as,

\[ V_3 = T \{V_1 \ V_2\}^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4.23)

where \( T \) is defined by \([1/2,1/2]\), in which \( I \) is a unit matrix.

The equation of motion is not evaluated at the slave node. Instead the nodal forces at the slave nodes are added to the forces at the corresponding master nodes;

\[ \{F_1 \ F_2\} = \{F_1 \ F_2\}^* + TF_3 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4.24)

where \( F_3 \) are the nodal forces at the slave node and \( \{F\}^* \) those at the nodes 1 and 2 prior to the consideration of \( F_3 \).

Another one is the slave node in the surface of element shown in Fig. 5.35. The motion of slave node 0 should be governed by the master node 1 to node 4 as,

\[ V_5 = T \{V_1 \ V_2 \ V_3 \ V_4\}^T \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4.25)

where \( T \) is defined by \([1/4,1/4,1/4,1/4]\), in which \( I \) is a unit matrix. The equation of motion is not evaluated at the slave node. Instead the nodal forces at the slave nodes are added to the forces at the corresponding master nodes as

\[ \{F_1 \ F_2 \ F_3 \ F_4\} = \{F_1 \ F_2 \ F_3 \ F_4\}^* + TF_5 \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.4.26)

where \( F_5 \) are the nodal forces at the slave node and \( \{F\}^* \) those at the nodes 1 and 2 prior to the consideration of \( F_5 \).
To define the relationship of neighbor elements, an array NABOR (NE, I, J) is used here. It is composed of the twenty-four numbers of neighbor elements on six joint surfaces with other elements. NE is the number of the element. I is the number of the surface and J is the number of neighbor element defined in Fig.5.36.

Fig.5.36 Nabor array for hexahedra element

To clarify the use of the array, consider mesh-a and mesh-b in Fig.5.33 with fission of element 3. The NABOR arrays for elements 1 and 3 are given in Table 5.2 for both mesh-a and mesh-b. The zero indicates a boundary at the surface of an element. The four same number in a surface indicates only one neighbor element on this surface. When an element besides fissioned elements, all numbers of the four neighbor elements on this surface are recorded in the array.
As adaptive mesh refinement in two-dimension, the difference between the fission levels of neighbor elements is 1 in three-dimensional adaptive mesh refinement in order to guarantee the accuracy in soil elements. But for the analysis of soil-pile interaction adaptive analysis, in the joint surface between soil and pile, the effect of relative deformations of pile elements to soil elements is so small that we almost can neglect it because concrete is much harder than soil. For this reason, the difference of fission level between soil elements and pile element is allowed to be more than 1 in the adaptive analysis of this research, shown as Fig.5.37. Some special treatment is used here as follows.

![Fig.5.37 3-D Fission Process in joint surface between soil and pile elements](image)

Considering a soil element besides two pile elements, after fissioned twice, the mesh is shown in Fig.5.38. In order to express the slave nodes on the joint surface clearly, soil elements and pile elements are drawn respectively. The calculation of slave nodes 5 and 6 on the surface and side respectively with fission level 1 can be implemented according
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to Eqs. (5.4.23) - (5.4.26).

Fig. 5.38. Slave nodes on joint surface between soil and pile elements

First, the effective parameters of master nodes to the slave nodes are calculated. Since the deformation of pile elements are not large, it is assumed that the vertical surfaces of pile elements are

\[
\gamma_4 = \sqrt{\left(x_7 - x_4\right)^2 + \left(y_7 - y_4\right)^2 + \left(x_7 - x_1\right)^2 + \left(y_7 - y_1\right)^2}
\]

(5.4.27a)

\[
\gamma_7 = \sqrt{\left(x_7 - x_4\right)^2 + \left(y_7 - y_4\right)^2 + \left(x_7 - x_1\right)^2 + \left(y_7 - y_1\right)^2}
\]

(5.4.27b)

\[
\gamma_{11}^4 = \sqrt{\left(x_{11} - x_4\right)^2 + \left(y_{11} - y_4\right)^2 + \left(x_{11} - x_3\right)^2 + \left(y_{11} - y_3\right)^2}
\]

(5.4.28a)

\[
\gamma_{11}^3 = \sqrt{\left(x_{11} - x_4\right)^2 + \left(y_{11} - y_4\right)^2 + \left(x_{11} - x_3\right)^2 + \left(y_{11} - y_3\right)^2}
\]

(5.4.28a)

\[
\gamma_8 = \gamma_7 \gamma_{11}^4, \quad \gamma_5 = \gamma_7 \gamma_{11}^3, \quad \gamma_8 = \gamma_7 \gamma_{11}^4, \quad \gamma_4 = \gamma_7 \gamma_{11}^4
\]

(5.4.29)

\[
\gamma_9 = \gamma_7 = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_7, \quad \gamma_9 = \gamma_7 = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_7
\]

(5.4.30)

\[
\gamma_{10} = \gamma_{10} = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_{11}^4, \quad \gamma_{10} = \gamma_{10} = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_{11}^4
\]

(5.4.31)
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The right elements are a pile elements without refinement and one of the left
fissioned elements is fissioned further, the slave nodes 7-10 with fission level 2 are
created on the joint surface and side as shown in Fig.5.38. The motion of slave nodes
7-10 should be governed by the constraint of compatibility as
\[ V_7 = T_i \begin{bmatrix} V_1 \\ V_2 \\ V_3 \\ V_4 \end{bmatrix}, \quad i = 7-10 \]
(5.4.32a)
\[ V_i = T_i \begin{bmatrix} V_1 \\ V_2 \\ V_3 \\ V_4 \end{bmatrix}, \quad i = 8-10 \]
(5.4.32b)
where
\[ T_i = \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_i^2 & \gamma_i^4 & I & I \\ \gamma_i & \gamma_i^3 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \gamma_i & \gamma_i^2 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \gamma_i \end{bmatrix} \]
(5.4.33a)
\[ T_i = \begin{bmatrix} \gamma_i^2 & \gamma_i^4 & I & I \\ \gamma_i & \gamma_i^3 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \gamma_i & \gamma_i^2 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & \gamma_i \end{bmatrix} \]
(5.4.33b)

The nodal forces at the slave nodes are added to the forces at the corresponding
master nodes 1-4 by
\[ \begin{bmatrix} F_1 \\ F_2 \\ F_3 \\ F_4 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} F_1 \\ F_2 \\ F_3 \\ F_4 \end{bmatrix}^* + \sum_{i=7}^{10} T_i^T F_i \]
(5.4.34)

where where \( F_i \) are the nodal forces at the slave node and \( \{ F \}^* \) those at the
corresponding master nodes 1-4 prior to the consideration of \( F_i \).

5.4.4 Modification of 3-D Dynamic Equations

The three-dimensional governing equations of adaptive analysis of saturated soil
and adaptive analysis of soil-pile interaction are modified. Eq.(5.4.7) is also used here.

Modifying three dimensional equations of soil mesh

For example, a refined are shown in Fig.5.39. The right elements are pile elements
without refinement and the left part is refined soil elements. Nodes 5 and 6 are slave
nodes and nodes 1-4 are their corresponding master node.

According to the Eqs.(5.4.23) and (5.4.25), the velocities and accelerations of slave
nodes 5 and 6 are defined as
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\[ \mathbf{\dot{u}}_5 = \frac{1}{4}(\mathbf{\dot{u}}_1 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_2 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_3 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_4), \quad \mathbf{\dot{u}}_5 = \frac{1}{4}(\mathbf{\dot{u}}_1 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_2 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_4 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_5) \]  

(5.4.35)

\[ \mathbf{\dot{u}}_6 = \frac{1}{2}(\mathbf{\dot{u}}_1 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_2), \quad \mathbf{\dot{u}}_6 = \frac{1}{2}(\mathbf{\dot{u}}_1 + \mathbf{\dot{u}}_2) \]  

(5.4.36)

Substituting Eqs. (5.4.35) and (5.4.36) into Eq. (5.4.37) and considering that the motion of slave nodes 5 and 6 is not included in general equations, the modified local equations are divided into two parts. The first part is the set of modified governing equations which should be added to the general governing equations, given as

\[ \mathbf{\ddot{\tilde{u}}} = \mathbf{f}'(\mathbf{\ddot{u}}, \mathbf{\ddot{u}}, \mathbf{\ddot{u}}, p) \]  

(5.4.37)

Substituting Eqs. (5.4.35) and (5.4.36) into Eq. (5.4.37) and considering that the motion of slave nodes 5 and 6 is not included in general equations, the modified local equations are divided into two parts. The first part is the set of modified governing equations which should be added to the general governing equations, given as

\[ \mathbf{\ddot{\tilde{u}}} = \mathbf{f}'(\mathbf{\ddot{u}}, \mathbf{\ddot{u}}, \mathbf{\ddot{u}}, p) \]  

(5.4.38)

where

Fig.5.39 Refined mesh for soil elements in three-dimension
Another part is the additional forces on the master nodes 1-4 due to the slave nodes 5 and 6. The forces from the stiffness matrix, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.39), are added to the places of nodes 1-4 in the general stiffness matrix. The forces from the right parts of governing equations, which are calculated by Eq. (5.4.40), are added to the places of nodes 1-4 in the right part of general governing equations.

\[
\Delta K_i^4 = \Delta K_i^4 = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \frac{1}{2} I & \frac{1}{4} I & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

These steps are also calculated for other fissioned elements. Then the governing equations of the mesh shown in Fig. 5.39 are modified.
Modifying equations of soil-pile interaction mesh

In three-dimensional adaptive mesh refinement analysis of soil-pile interaction, a refined mesh is shown in Fig.5.40. The same modification processes are implemented for slave nodes 5 and 6 as introduced above. The further modification of governing equations is also implemented considering the effects of the slave nodes 7-10 with fission level 2 to their corresponding master nodes 1-4. Here, for example, only the modification processes of governing equations due to the slave nodes 7, 8 and 10 concerning with element 7 is given. The other modification processes are implemented in the same way.

\[
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_7 = \gamma_7^1 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \gamma_7^4 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_4, \quad \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_7 = \gamma_7^1 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \gamma_7^4 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_4 \quad (5.4.41a)
\]
\[
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_8 = \gamma_8^1 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \gamma_8^2 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_2 + \gamma_8^3 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_3 + \gamma_8^4 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_4, \quad \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_8 = \gamma_8^1 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \gamma_8^2 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_2 + \gamma_8^3 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_3 + \gamma_8^4 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_4 \quad (5.4.41b)
\]
\[
\dot{\mathbf{u}}_{10} = \gamma_{10}^1 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \gamma_{10}^2 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_2 + \gamma_{10}^3 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_3 + \gamma_{10}^4 \dot{\mathbf{u}}_4, \quad \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_{10} = \gamma_{10}^1 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_1 + \gamma_{10}^2 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_2 + \gamma_{10}^3 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_3 + \gamma_{10}^4 \ddot{\mathbf{u}}_4 \quad (5.4.41c)
\]

where \( \gamma_i^j \) is the effective parameter defined by Eqs.(5.4.27)-(5.4.31), \( i \) denotes the number of slave node and \( j \) denotes the numbers of corresponding master nodes.

The local governing equations for the sample element 7 with fission level 2 in refined mesh shown in Fig.5.40 are given as

---

Fig.5.40 Refined mesh for soil-pile interaction in three-dimension
Substituting Eq. (5.4.41) into Eq. (5.4.42) and considering that the motion of slave nodes 7, 8 and 10 are not included in general equations, the modified local equations are also divided into two parts. The first part is the set of modified governing equations which should be added to the general governing equations, given as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\vec{K}^7 \\
\vec{Q}^7 \\
\vec{A}^7
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
t^{+A} \vec{u}^7 \\
t^{+A} \vec{p}^7
\end{bmatrix}
= 
\begin{bmatrix}
f^7_p(\vec{u}^7, \vec{u}^7, \vec{p}^7) \\
f^7_p(\vec{u}^7, \vec{u}^7, \vec{p}^7)
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(5.4.43)

where

\[
\vec{P}^7 = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Another part is the additional forces on the master nodes 1-4 due to the slave nodes 7, 8 and 10 concerning with element 7. The forces from the stiffness matrix, which are calculated by Eq.(5.4.44), are added to the places of nodes 1-4 in general stiffness
matrix. The forces from the right parts of governing equations, which are calculated by Eq.(5.4.45), are added to the places of nodes 1-4 in the right part of general governing equations.

\[
\Delta K_i = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & \gamma_i^1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \gamma_i^2 & 0 \\ \gamma_i^3 & \gamma_i^4 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \gamma_i^5 & 0 & 0 \\ \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} K_i^7 \\ Q_i^7 \\ \vec{A}_i^7 \\ \vec{p}_i^7 \\ \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} r_i^7 \\ q_i^7 \\ \vec{u}_i^7 \\ \vec{\tilde{u}}_i^7 \\ \end{bmatrix}
\]

(5.4.44)

\[
\Delta f_i = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & \gamma_i^1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \gamma_i^2 & 0 \\ \gamma_i^3 & \gamma_i^4 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \gamma_i^5 & 0 & 0 \\ \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} f_i^7 \\ \vec{f}_i^7 \\ \vec{\tilde{u}}_i^7 \\ \vec{\tilde{u}}_i^7 \\ \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} r_i^7 \\ q_i^7 \\ \vec{u}_i^7 \\ \vec{u}_i^7 \\ \vec{p}_i^7 \\ \end{bmatrix}
\]

(5.4.45)

where \( i=1-4 \), and \( \gamma_i^7 = \gamma_i^3 = 0 \).

**Modifying permeance of pore water between hexahedra elements**

By the same way as two-dimensional adaptive analysis introduced in section 5.2, the usual permeance route crossing the intersurface should be modified when an unfissioned element besides a fissioned element as shown in Fig.5.41. The permeance between two unfissioned elements is taken place by the permeance between an unfissioned element and four fissioned elements. The terms describing the permeance of pore water in three-dimensional continuity equation is modified according to this.

![Usual permeance and Modified permeance](image)

**Fig.5.41 Modifying permeance of pore water in three-dimension**

### 5.5 Demonstration of Adaptive Mesh Refinement

Some simple examples are calculated here to test the adaptive mesh refinement method applied to saturated soil analysis and soil-pile interaction analysis in two-dimension and three-dimension.
5.5.1 2-D Examples

*Localization of saturated soil*

This is an example of a simulation of saturated soil behavior for applied surface load taking into account large deformation, in which *h*-adaptive FE analysis is implemented within the period of compression. The soil block is 2m long by 2m high, and analysis begins with a 100-element mesh, as shown in Fig.5.42. Displacement of nodes perpendicular to the boundary side is constrained on the left and bottom. A drained boundary condition is placed only on the upper surface. A stepwise load is applied to the right side of the top surface of the block through a rigid plate, 0.8m long, without weight. The load is increased linearly to 20kN/m during t=2 seconds.

![Fig.5.42 Compression of saturated soil](image)

The saturated sand which is Ensyunada sand with relative density Dr=40% and initial void ratio $e_0=0.992$ is described by a cyclic elasto-plastic model. The parameters of soil are given in Table 2.1. Four-node quadrilateral element is used. Error of shear strain is estimated. The relative error limit $\eta$ is assigned to 5%. The relative error distribution before mesh refinement is given as Fig.5.43. A large shear strain region can be seen.

The refined meshes at time $t=1$sec and $t=2$sec are given in Fig.5.44, (a) and (b). The elements located in the large shear strain belt zone are refined.
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**Fig.5.43** Relative error before refinement

![Relative error before refinement](image)

(a) t=1sec, 178 elements  
(b) t=2sec, 274 elements  

**Fig.5.44** Refined meshes

![Refined meshes](image)

In this example, $h$-adaptive FE method is implemented in elasto-plastic analysis of saturated soil. When the large shear strain belt region is appeared, the error of shear strain is increasing evidently with increasing of shear strain. Error estimator evaluates errors successfully as shown in **Fig.5.43**. At the same time, fission scheme is used in the area with large error value indicated by error estimate. No doubt, our method is applicable to nonlinear analysis of saturated soil without liquefaction.

**Simulation of shaking table experiment**

The aim of this example is to check the efficiency of $h$-adaptive FE method applied to nonlinear analysis of liquefied soil. The shaking table experiment of saturated sand
(Hamada, 1994), in which flow process of liquefied soil was examined, is simulated by adaptive FE method. The detail of experiment is introduced in Chapter 3 in detail. First, a strong vibration applied to soil container with saturated sand, which maximum value of accelerate is 100 gal, though the shaking test table until time $t=7$ sec. This vibration causes the saturated soil liquefied. Then inclined the soil container to a certain angle (4.2%) in order to let the liquefied sand flow by gravity. The process of inclining begins from horizontal angle at time $t=8.7$ sec and reach to the angle 4.2% at time $t=10.6$ sec. Enshyunada sand with relative density $Dr=40\%$ and initial void ratio $e_0=0.992$ was used in the experiment.

The time history of acceleration shown in Fig.5.45 is used to simulate this experimental process.

![Fig.5.45 Time history of acceleration input](image)

$H$-adaptive FE analysis is applied to simulate this experiment. The initial mesh with 24 elements is shown in Fig.5.46. The upper surface is drained boundary. Linear quadrilateral element is used. Error of strain is evaluated in error estimation. Because the aim of this example is to check adaptive FE method in liquefaction process, the fission scheme starts at time $t=8.7$ sec.

![Fig.5.46 Initial mesh for liquefied sand flow](image)
After the strong vibration from $t=0$sec to $t=7.0$sec, the saturated soil in the container is liquefied. When liquefaction happens reduction of effective stress and lose of stiffness and strength of soil. Inclining the container, liquefied soil flows driven by gravity. The flow causes large deformation and high value of discretization error. In the time of vibration, the distribution of error is irregular and the value of error is not high, but in the time of liquefaction the high values of error concentrate in the regions with large deformation. For this reason, adaptive FE method is more effective in the flow of liquefaction. In this example, the adaptive mesh refinement for liquefied soil starts from the beginning of flow. The final refined mesh is given in Fig.5.47. The relative error limit $\eta$ is defined as 7%. We can find that the elements where large deformation occurs, in other words, where errors are large, are fissioned step by step and the sizes of these elements become small.

![Final mesh](image)

**Fig.5.47** Final mesh (number of elements 366)

The final surfaces of soil calculated for 3 cases were compared in Fig.5.48. In case a and c, 720 elements fixed mesh and 24 elements fixed mesh were used without adaptive mesh refinement. In case b, we used adaptive mesh refinement with 24 elements as the initial mesh. We can find that although the final surface calculated with fixed 24-element mesh is fluctuate, but the final surface calculated by $h$-adaptive FE method from 24-elements mesh is almost as fine as that calculated with fixed 720-element mesh. The calculation time in case a is about 20 hours, but the calculation time in case b is about 11 hours in the same computer. We can get the conclusion that the level of accuracy of finite element method is raised while the calculation work is reduced by using adaptive mesh refinement. This result can be explained easily by the mechanism of adaptive technique. In adaptive analysis, the local elements with large error but not global mesh are refined, thus the small-sized elements with fine accuracy are used in the
region where fine mesh is needed and number of degree of freedom is used efficiently. That’s the reason why the result in case b can reach almost same accuracy as the result in case a.

![Fig.5.48 Final soil surface](image)

From this example, we can find that h-adaptive FE method can be applied effectively to liquefaction period of elasto-plastic analysis.

### 5.5.2 3-D Compression of Soil Block

![Fig.5.50. Refined meshes and relative error contours at different steps](image)
A simple three-dimensional example is analyzed here to test the adaptive mesh refinement method. The example model is same with the example we use to check the error estimator in section 5.3.4, loading condition is Load 1. H-adaptive FE analysis starts from an initial mesh with 27 elements, the relative error limit is defined as 2%. The relative error contours and refined meshes at different steps are shown in Fig.5.50.

![Figure 5.51: Increase of node number](image1)

![Figure 5.52: Decrease of relative error](image2)
The elements whose relative errors are larger than the limit are fissioned well. From Fig.5.51, we can find the number of elements increases rapidly. With the same time, the relative error decreases as shown in Fig.5.52. By Fig.5.53, we demonstrate the efficiency of our method.

5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter the adaptive FE method is developed in two-dimension and three-dimension for saturated soil analysis considering large deformation including liquefaction phenomenon. A posteriori error estimate procedure based on L2 norm of strain or stress error was adopted in this research. It can estimate the error of elements after the calculation step in nonlinear FE analyses of soil effectively depending on superconvergent patch recovery algorithm. The fission procedure belong to the $h$-refinement was applied to quadrilateral elements and hexahedra elements in two-dimension and three dimension respectively. The approximation of finite element method was successively refined as to satisfy the predetermined standard of accuracy, and the efficiency of this method was confirmed in the finite element analyses. This method is easy to apply to solve practical and engineering problem.
The results of the three simple examples were given to demonstrate the efficiency of our method. These are: local compression of saturated sand caused by a stepwise loading, which are elasto-plastic analysis without liquefaction, in two-dimension; flow of liquefied sand problems considering large deformation in two-dimension; and local compression of saturated sand caused by a stepwise loading in three dimension. The results we have obtained show that this adaptive scheme is capable of achieving substantial improvements in accuracy under a limit computational effort. Generally, an adaptive mesh is capable of achieving one order higher level of accuracy as a fixed mesh with less than half of the computational resource.
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Chapter 6

Adaptive Analysis of Ground Flow and Pile-Soil Interaction Considering Large Deformation of Liquefaction

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the posteriori error estimates based on superconvergent patch recovery smoothing technique and the $h$-adaptive mesh refinement are applied to four practical examples of seismic analysis using finite deformation theory. These examples include two-dimensional and three-dimensional soil flow due to liquefaction as well as soil-pile interaction problems. The efficiency of the $h$-adaptive FE method is demonstrated by these practical examples.

Section 6.2 presents a two-dimensional example of embankment constructed on the liquefiable soil; section 6.3 presents a two-dimensional example of soil-pile interaction analysis; section 6.4 presents three-dimensional example of embankment seismic analysis; section 6.5 presents a three-dimensional example of soil-pile interaction
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Analysis.

Adaptive analysis results of mesh deformation, error distribution, average error history, displacement responses are calculated and compare with FEM results. For the examples of soil-pile interaction analysis, the displacement and the curvature of pile are also check in detail. Updated Lagrangian formulations are used in the governing equations to deal with the large deformation of liquefaction flow. In section 6.2, the results calculated with finite deformation theory are compared with those with infinitesimal assumption.

The approximation is successively refined to satisfy the predetermined standard of accuracy and the efficiency of this method is confirmed in the finite element analysis. This method is easy to apply for solving practical engineering problems.

6.2 2-D Adaptive Analysis of Embankment in Earthquake

The first numerical example is the seismic analysis of two-dimensional embankment. In this example, $h$-adaptive FE method using updated Lagrangian formulation is applied to an earthquake response analysis of embankment sitting on liquefiable soil. An overall elasto-plastic process including liquefaction is analyzed. The efficiency of $h$-adaptive FE method applied to two-dimensional liquefiable soil problem of practical engineering is checked.

![Fig.6.1 Two-dimensional example embankment](image)

The model of embankment and soil layer is shown in Fig.6.1. The embankment is
2m wide on the top and 20m wide in the bottom. There are two kinds of soil without pore water in the embankment, Edosaki sand 1 and crushed stone. The soil region we considered is 60m wide and 12m deep. There are two kinds of saturated soil, Edosaki sand 2 and silica in the soil layers. The dynamic parameters of these soils are given in Table 6.1. The initial stresses of elements are calculated with gravity.

Table 6.1 Parameters of soil (t, m, s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material parameter</th>
<th>Edosaki sand 1</th>
<th>Crushed stone</th>
<th>Edosaki sand 2</th>
<th>silica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density $\rho$ (t/m$^3$)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.857</td>
<td>1.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of permeability $k$ (m/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.7E-5</td>
<td>2.5E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial void ratio $e_0$</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression index $\lambda$</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling index $\kappa$</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial shear modulus ratio $G_0/\sigma_{m0}$</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>829</td>
<td>1280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over consolidation ratio OCR</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase transformation stress ratio $M_m$</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Failure stress ratio $M_f$</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardening parameter $B_0$</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardening parameter $B_1$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardening parameter $C_f$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plastic reference strain $\gamma^p$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic reference strain $\gamma^e$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilatancy parameter $D_0$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilatancy parameter $n$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The linear quadrilateral element with four nodes is selected in the initial mesh with 216 elements shown as Fig.6.2. The elements in liquefiable soil layers are 2.5 m long and 1.5 m high. The displacement of bottom boundary are fixed, side boundary is fixed in horizontal direction. Drainage is allowed only on the top boundary surface of the mesh.

We use a time history of horizontal acceleration shown in Fig.6.3 as input load. It was recorded during Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake, the maximum value is 722 gal. Only 9 seconds is used in our analysis.
Fig. 6.2 Initial mesh of embankment with 216 elements

Fig. 6.3 Input acceleration

The curve of extra pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR) of element 1 is given in Fig. 6.4 for two cases, infinitesimal deformation assumption (small deformation) and finite deformation assumption (large deformation). When the value of EPWPR turns to 1.0, the effective stress in the element turns to 0 and the stiffness of the element loses completely. At this time the soil is liquefied and we can find that the soil begin to turn into a stable liquefaction state at time $t=6.0$ second. We give the analysis results from $t=0.0$ second to $t=9.0$ second. In this period, the saturated soil shows all states of a liquefaction process, from elastic state to plastic state.

Fig. 6.4 EPWPR of element 1
In this analysis, a posteriori error estimates algorithm depending on superconvergent patch recovery technique is used. The $L_2$-norm of strain is selected to evaluate the error. It indicates the zone, where the gradient of strain or the deformation is larger, with higher error value. Of course, fine mesh is needed in this zone. The mesh refinement is carried out according to the distribution of relative error. As a reference variable of error estimates, strain is better than stress because strain gives much smoother distribution of relative error.

![Large deformation (216-elem)
Time: 7.0 sec](fig6a.png)

![Large deformation (216-elem)
Time: 8.0 sec](fig6b.png)

![Large deformation (216-elem)
Time: 9.0 sec](fig6c.png)

**Fig.6.5** Results of fixed coarse mesh and relative error (Large deformation)

In **Fig.6.5**, (a), (b) and (c), the deformed meshes and their distributions of relative errors at $t=7.0$, $8.0$ and $9.0$ second analyzed with fixed 216-element mesh are given respectively. The deformation and strain in the regions besides the foot of embankment
and under the embankment are larger than other regions. The values of relative error in these regions are increased. The elements in this region are also with large deformation and strain. They are the main part of the whole mesh that effects the displacement of the embankment.

The excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR) at time $t=7$ second for fixed 216-element is also given in Fig.6.6. From this, we can find large part of saturated soil is liquefied.

![Large deformation (216-elem)
Time: 7.0 sec](image)

**Fig.6.6** Excess pore water pressure ratio for fixed coarse mesh (Large deformation)

In the $h$-adaptive FE analysis of this example, the adaptive mesh refinement process starts at the time $t=5.9$ second from the initial coarse mesh with 216 elements shown as Fig.6.2. The limit of relative error is 0.03. Another important thing is how to select the frequency of refinement. High frequency leads a smooth improved relative error curve showing stable decrease of relative error. This causes the heavy calculation burden. In order to control the number of elements, the level of refinement is also controlled. In this example, only two level of refinement is allowed, that means an initial element is only allowed to be refined two times. After two times refinement, even the value of relative error is larger than the limit, refinement will not be carried out in this zone refined two times.

In **Fig.6.7**, (a), (b) and (c) refined meshes analyzed by $h$-adaptive FEM using updated Lagrangian method are given. The elements in the region with large error, as same as where we mentioned before, are refined step by step. The relative error values of refined mesh decrease in a large degree. The mesh becomes fine while the number of elements is increasing. In this example, after two level refinements, the value of relative error in the whole mesh is less than the limit of 0.03.
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Adaptive FE (Large deformation)
Time: 7.0 sec

678 elements

Adaptive FE (Large deformation)
Time: 8.0 sec

816 elements

Adaptive FE (Large deformation)
Time: 9.0 sec

987 elements

Fig.6.7 Refined mesh and relative error with adaptive FE (Large deformation)

In order to check the efficiency of adaptive FE method, we also analysed the same example with fine mesh, fixed 864-element mesh without adaptive procedure. The meshes with relative error distribution at time \( t=7.0 \), 8.0 and 9.0 second are given as Fig.6.8.(a), (b) and (c) respectively. It is evident that the value of relative error of the fine mesh is much less. The distribution of the relative error is also depending on the deformation of the elements. The regions near the foot of embankment or under it are in higher value of relative error than other regions. It is evident that refinement of these elements improves the accuracy of the embankment displacement response.
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Large deformation (864-elem)
Time: 7.0 sec

Large deformation (864-elem)
Time: 9.0 sec

eta: 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11

Fig. 6.8 Results of fixed fine mesh and relative error (Large deformation)

Excess pore water pressure ratio for fixed fine mesh (Large deformation)

Fig. 6.9 Excess pore water pressure ratio for fixed fine mesh (Large deformation)

The excess pore water pressure of this mesh at time $t=7.0$ second is shown in
Fig. 6.9. The distribution of excess pore water pressure obtained by using fine mesh is a little bit different from that obtained by using coarse mesh.

In Figs. 6.10 and 6.11, the horizontal and vertical displacements of node 1 for the adaptive FEM case are compared with the fixed coarse mesh case and the fixed fine mesh case without adaptive procedure considering large deformation. For horizontal displacement of the top of the embankment, the result of fixed fine mesh case is larger than the result of the coarse mesh case as shown in Fig. 6.10. But for the vertical displacement of the top of the embankment, the result of fixed fine mesh case is less than the results of coarse mesh case in contrast as shown in Fig. 6.11. With the elements in the region with large error being refined from the time $t=5.9$ second, the results of horizontal and vertical displacements turns to close to the results of fixed fine mesh cases. The horizontal displacement in adaptive FE case turns larger than before and close to the result in the fixed fine mesh case as shown in Fig. 6.10. The vertical displacement in adaptive FE case turns smaller than before and close to the result in the fixed fine mesh case as shown in Fig. 6.11. From the comparison between the horizontal and vertical displacements lines in the three different cases, it is easy to find that $h$-adaptive FE method considering large deformation improves the analysis result efficiently.

Fig. 6.10 Horizontal displacement of node 1 for large deformation
The average relative errors of whole mesh in large deformation case are given as Fig.6.12. It is indicates that the average relative error of fixed coarse mesh with 216 elements is larger than the value of fixed fine mesh with 864 elements. In the analysis of adaptive FE considering large deformation, the value of average relative error decreases after adaptive procedure starts at time t=5.9 second. With the adaptive process going on, the value of average relative error closes to the value of fixed fine mesh with 864 elements and exceeds it to reach a new lower level. The aim of adaptive procedure is to improve the accuracy of finite element analysis via reducing the size of elements. As an effective evaluate index of mesh quality, the reduction of average relative error demonstrates the efficiency of the adaptive procedure.
As a comparison with the results considering large deformation, we also give the results of adaptive FE analysis basing on the assumption of infinitesimal deformation. At first, deformed mesh of the fixed coarse mesh at time $t=7.0$, $8.0$ and $9.0$ second are given in Fig. 6.13. The contours of relative error are also included in the figures. Although the general deformation due to liquefaction are not so large, but there are some region with large deformation, especially in the areas near or under the embankment.

![Fig.6.13 Results of fixed coarse mesh and relative error (Small deformation)](image)

We can find the difference between the two results of the infinitesimal assumption and finite deformation assumption by comparing Fig. 6.5 with Fig. 6.13. The vertical
deformation of the last case shown in Fig.6.13 are larger than the deformation of the other case shown in Fig.6.5, and the relative errors of the last case are larger.

The excess pore water pressure ratio (EPWPR) at time $t=7.0$ second for fixed 216-element with infinitesimal deformation assumption is given in Fig.6.14. We can find liquefied level of saturated soil is almost same with the result obtained by finite deformation theory given in Fig.6.6.

![Large deformation (216-elem) Time: 7.0 sec](image1)

**Fig.6.14** Excess pore water pressure ratio for fixed coarse mesh (Small deformation)

The refined meshes with relative error contours at time $t=7.0$, 8.0 and 9.0 second are given in Fig. 6.15. The refined regions are similar to the results of finite deformation theory given in Fig. 6.7. The elements numbers of refined mesh in Fig. 6.15 are less than that in Fig. 6.7. Considering the vertical displacement of finite deformation theory are larger than that of infinitesimal assumption and the relative error is larger too, it is reasonable that more elements are needed in the analysis based on infinitesimal deformation assumption than that in the analysis based on finite deformation theory.

![Adaptive FE (Small deformation) Time: 7.0 sec](image2)

(a) 687 elements

**Fig.6.15.** (a) Refined mesh and relative error with adaptive FE(Large deformation)
The FE analysed results of the same example with the fine mesh in the condition of infinitesimal deformation assumption are compared with adaptive FE results. The meshes with relative error distribution at time $t=7.0$, $8.0$ and $9.0$ second are given as in Fig. 6.16.(a), (b) and (c) respectively. Comparing Fig. 6.15 with Fig. 6.16, we can find adaptive technique is also effective in two-dimensional analysis with infinitesimal deformation assumption. The excess pore water pressure of this mesh at time $t=7$ second is given in Fig. 6.17.

Fig.6.15.(b,c) Refined mesh and relative error with adaptive FE(Large deformation)

Fig.6.16.(b),(c) Results of fixed fine mesh and relative error (Small deformation)
The horizontal and vertical displacements of node 1 in the adaptive FEM case are compared with the fixed coarse mesh case and the fixed fine mesh case without adaptive procedure in small deformation case shown in Figs.6.18 and 6.19. The same phenomenon shown in Figs.6.10 and 6.11 occurs although the deformed meshes, number of refined elements and the displacements are not same as those in large deformation case. The adaptive technique improves the accuracy of coarse mesh and makes the displacement curves close to the curves of fixed fine mesh in two-dimensional analysis with infinitesimal assumption.
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**Fig.6.18** Horizontal displacement of node 1 for small deformation

![Graph showing horizontal displacement](image)

**Fig.6.19** Vertical displacement of node 1 for small deformation

![Graph showing vertical displacement](image)

The average relative errors of whole mesh in small deformation case are also given as **Fig.6.20**. It is indicates that the average relative error of fixed coarse mesh with 216 elements is larger than the value of fixed fine mesh with 864 elements. In the analysis of adaptive FE in small deformation case, the value of average relative error decreases after adaptive procedure starts at time $t=5.9$ second. With the adaptive process going on, the value of average relative error closes to the value of fixed fine mesh with 864 elements and exceeds it to reach a new lower level. The aim of adaptive procedure is to improve the accuracy of finite element analysis via reducing the size of elements. As an effective evaluate index of mesh quality, reducing of average relative value demonstrates the efficiency of the adaptive procedure.
By this example, $h$-adaptive FE method is demonstrated to be effective in application to two-dimensional elasto-plastic analysis of saturated soil including an overall liquefaction process. No matter with finite deformation theory or with infinitesimal deformation assumption are used, this method works well.

6.3 2-D Adaptive Analysis of Pile-Soil Interaction System

In this section, a two-dimensional numerical example, seismic response analysis of a soil-pile interaction system using adaptive FE method is introduced. The efficiency of $h$-adaptive FE method applied to two-dimensional soil pile interaction analysis is checked.

6.3.1 Introduction of 2-D soil-pile interaction example

As shown in Fig. 6.21, a concrete pile shown as the shadow elements, which is driven in 18m-deep saturated Ensyunada sand (Dr=40%). The Yang's modulus of the pile is $E=2.45\times10^7$ kN/m$^2$. The parameters of this saturated soil are given in Table 6.2.
A 400kN mass is added on top of pile as the load from super structure. The selected area of the soil is 42m long, and the diameter of the pile is 1.2m. The pile is resting in the center. The constitutive model of soil is an effective cyclic elasto-plastic model. The
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elements of soil are linear four-node quadrilateral elements with 2m length and 2m width. The pile is described by an elastic column model. The displacement of two sides boundaries is allowed in the vertical direction only. The fixed boundary condition is given for the bottom nodes. Drainage is only allowed on the top of the soil. The initial mesh of adaptive FE analysis is a coarse mesh with 198 elements as shown in Fig.6.22.

Fig. 6.22 Initial mesh of soil-pile interaction system

Two load cases are used in the adaptive FE analysis as shown in Fig. 6.21. The first one is a horizontal force acting on the top of pile. The value of the force increases gradually to 100 kN during 2 seconds. It is used to demonstrate the error estimates and adaptive FE method. Another load is an acceleration time history recorded during Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake. It is used to check the efficiency of adaptive FE method applied to seismic response analysis of soil-pile interaction.

In adaptive analysis of soil-pile interaction, only soil elements are refined because that large deformation of soil elements makes relative error larger. The refinement of these elements improves the accuracy of soil-pile interaction analysis effectively.

6.3.2 Result of analysis with horizontal force for 2-D soil-pile interaction

The refinement starts from time t=1.0 second. The relative error contour at this time is given in Fig. 6.23. The relative error near the head of the pile is large because the large deformation of pile causes the large deformation of surrounding soil elements as shown in the figure.
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Fig. 6.23 Relative error contour of the fixed coarse mesh (t=1.0 second)

$H$-adaptive refinement is carried out with error limit 0.01. The elements with the relative error larger than this limit are fissioned. In Fig. 6.24. (a)-(c), the refined meshes at time $t=1.0$, 1.5 and 2.0 second are given. The mesh is refined one time per 0.1 second. The refinement level is three, that means an initial soil element is allowed to be fissioned three times if necessary. The elements in the region with large relative error value are refined well step by step.

Fig. 6.24.(a),(b) Refined mesh and relative error contour with $dt=0.1$ second

(a). $t=1.0$ second, $dt=0.1$ second, 282 elements

(b). $t=1.5$ second, $dt=0.1$ second, 861 elements

153
Fig. 6.24.(c) Refined mesh and relative error contour with \(dt=0.1\) second.

Fig. 6.25 gives another refinement result with a different frequency of refinement, one time per 0.5 second. Comparing the refined meshes with different frequency, it is easy to find that higher refinement frequency cases results in finer quality of mesh.

(a). \(t=1.0\) second, \(dt=0.5\) second, 282 elements

(b). \(t=1.5\) second, \(dt=0.5\) second, 441 elements

Fig. 6.25.(a),(b) Refined mesh and relative error contour with \(dt=0.5\) second
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Fig. 6.25.(c) Refined mesh and relative error contour with $dt=0.5$ second

The quality of a mesh is evaluated by the average relative error calculated in the whole mesh. Here we compare the values of average relative error calculated with the fixed coarse mesh and that of adaptive analysis for two different adaptive frequency cases shown in Fig. 6.26. The two error values of adaptive analysis are lower than the value of fixed coarse mesh after adaptive process starts at time $t=1.0$ second. The efficiency of adaptive FE method is demonstrated. Comparing the two error curves calculated with different adaptive frequency, we can find that a stable reduction of mesh error is obtained when we use a high adaptive frequency. The reduction of mesh error with a low frequency is not as stable as that with high frequency. Anyway, adaptive analyses with these two frequencies improve the accuracy of the mesh effectively. Considering the burden of calculation, the author recommends to use an appropriate value of adaptive frequency, not too high, to improve the accuracy and save calculation time.

Fig. 6.26 Average relative errors of soil elements
In the two-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis with a monotonous load, adaptive FE method improves the accuracy of the mesh effectively. The motion of the pile cases the surrounding soil near the head of pile deforming evidently. It is easy to find high relative values in these elements.

6.3.3 Result of seismic analysis

The second case is a seismic analysis of soil-pile interaction. The input acceleration time history is shown in Fig. 6.27 with a maximum value of 722 cm/sec². The excess pore water pressure ratio response of the soil (depth=3m, 11m) is shown in Fig. 6.28. We can find that liquefaction starts at time \( t = 5.0 - 6.0 \) seconds.

![Fig. 6.27 Input acceleration](image)

![Fig. 6.28 Excess pore water pressure ratio response of soil for 2-D soil-pile interaction](image)

The contour of EPWPR at time \( t = 6.0 \) second is shown in Fig. 6.29. The upper part of soil is almost in liquefied condition. For comparison, responses without adaptive process are also calculated with the fixed coarse mesh with 198 elements and the fine
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mesh with 756 elements.

The analysis result of the fixed coarse mesh without adaptive process and their relative error contours are shown in Fig. 6.30. As a dynamic process of a soil-pile interaction system, the region with high error value does not only concentrate near the head of the pile, but distributes in the upper part of soil with large deformation. That is the difference between the results of dynamic analysis and analysis with monotonous load. But the region near the head of pile has higher error value than other regions.

Fig. 6.30 EPWPR of the fixed coarse mesh for 2-D soil-pile interaction

Fig. 6.30.(a) Results of fixed coarse mesh and relative error for 2-D soil-pile interaction
In adaptive analysis, the limit of relative error is 0.03. The mesh refinement starts from time $t=5.0$ second and is carried out one time every 0.5 second. The refined mesh at time $t=6.0$, 10.0 and 15.0 second are shown in Figs. 6.31. (a)-(c) respectively. Comparing refined meshes with the relative error contours at these times shown in Figs. 6.30. (a)-(c), we find that the elements with large error are refined effectively using our method. In this adaptive analysis, we limit the number of refinement to be not more than 2 times in order to reduce the number of elements. That means the elements those are refined twice will not be refined even if the error in them exceeds the limit of relative error.
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Fig. 6.31 Refined meshes and relative error contours of 2-D soil-pile interaction
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The seismic analysis of this soil-pile interaction system is also carried out with a fixed fine mesh with 756 elements. The results including the relative error contour at time $t=6.0, 10.0$ and $15.0$ second are given in Figs. 6.32. (a)-(c). It gives a more accurate result than the coarse mesh. Because it is impossible to get the analytical solution of this problem, the numerical result calculated with a fine accuracy is useful in evaluating the effectiveness of the adaptive FE method. Comparing Fig. 6.31 with Fig. 6.32, it is found that the refined meshes and the upper surfaces of adaptive analysis result are close to the results of FE analysis with the fixed fine mesh.

![Fig. 6.32](image)

**Fig. 6.32.** (a),(b) Results of fixed fine mesh and relative error for 2-D soil-pile interaction
Fig. 6.32.(c) Results of the fine mesh and relative error for 2-D soil-pile interaction

The EPWPR at time $t=6.0$ second calculated with the fixed fine mesh is given in Fig. 6.33. It is similar to the result calculated with the coarse mesh. That means the quality of the mesh does not affect the liquefaction history.

The horizontal displacement response of pile head is shown in Fig. 6.34. In two-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis, the difference of horizontal directional displacements on the pile head in three cases is evident, and the result of the adaptive calculations gives a different displacement value on the pile head comparing with the result of finite element analysis without adaptive process. In general, the horizontal
displacement of the fixed fine mesh is less than the value of the fixed coarse mesh. The value of adaptive FE analysis reduces after the beginning of mesh refinement at the time t=5.0 second and turns to close to the value of the fine mesh.

Fig. 6.34 Horizontal displacement of pile head for 2-D soil-pile interaction

Fig. 6.35 Displacements and curvatures of pile for 2-D soil-pile interaction (t=7.5 sec)
We compare the horizontal displacements and curvatures of the pile at the time \( t = 7.5 \) second calculated in the three cases as shown in Figs. 6.35. (a) and (b). The deformation of the pile calculated with the fixed coarse mesh is larger than that with the fixed fine mesh. The adaptive refinement of soil elements improves the accuracy of the coarse mesh and makes the horizontal displacement approach the value of the fine mesh.

![Fig. 6.36 Average relative error of soil for 2-D soil-pile interaction](image)

Fig. 6.36 gives the comparison of the average relative errors between the results of adaptive procedure and the results of the finite element analysis with the fixed coarse mesh and the fixed fine mesh. In a seismic analysis, the average relative error of the mesh fluctuates with the input acceleration. After the liquefaction occurs the error value increases. The error value of the coarse mesh is larger than the value of the fine mesh. In adaptive FE analysis, before the adaptive process starts, the error value is same as the value of the initial coarse mesh. After the adaptive mesh refinement starts, the error value decreases with the mesh refinement going on. It even reaches a new lower value than the value of the fixed fine mesh.

The results of these two examples demonstrate the efficiency of \( h \)-adaptive FE method applied to two-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis. With this method, the soil elements with large error are refined well and the accuracy of analysis is improved effectively.
6.4 3-D Adaptive Analysis of Embankment During Earthquake

In this section three-dimensional seismic analysis of embankment with $h$-adaptive FE method is introduced. Updated Lagrangian formulation is adopted in the governing equations of finite element method to deal with the large deformation of liquefied soil. An effective cyclic elasto-plastic model is used to describe the material nonlinearity of saturated soil.

An embankment constructed on saturated sand is shaken by an earthquake in $x$-direction. The initial mesh with 168 elements and the size are shown in Fig. 6.37. The embankment is 8m wide on the top and 16m wide in the bottom. It is a kind of soil without pore water in the embankment, composed of Edosaki sand 1. The foundation soil region we considered is 48m wide, 12m thick and 16m deep. There are two kinds of saturated soil, Edosaki sand 2 and silica in the soil layers. The upper layer is Edosaki sand 2 with 12m deep. The bottom layer is silica with 4m deep. The dynamic parameters of these soils are given in Table 6.1. The initial stresses of elements are calculated with gravity.

![Fig. 6.37 Initial mesh of 3-D embankment model](image-url)
soil layers are cubic elements with 4.0 m sides. The displacement of bottom boundary are fixed, side boundary is fixed in horizontal direction and allowed to slide on the surface. Drainage is allowed only on the top boundary surface of the mesh.

Input earthquake acceleration is a modified earthquake acceleration history with 60% of maximum acceleration of original record as shown in Fig. 6.38. The maximum value is 433 gal.

Fig. 6.38 Input acceleration for 3-D embankment

![Input acceleration for 3-D embankment](image)

Fig. 6.39 EPWPR response of 3-D embankment example

Fig. 6.39 gives the time history of EPWPR of soil with 6m depth. We can find liquefaction occurs at about 6 second.

First, the deformed meshes and their distributions of relative errors at t=7.0, 11.0 and 15.0 second analyzed with fixed coarse mesh are given in Fig.6.40. (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The L2-norm of strain is used to evaluate the error. The deformation and strain in the regions besides the foot of embankment and under the embankment are larger than other regions. The values of relative error in these regions are increased.
Fig. 6.40 Results of the coarse mesh and relative error for 3-D embankment
The adaptive mesh refinement process starts at the time $t=6.5$ second from the initial coarse mesh with 168 elements. The limit of relative error is 0.07. The adaptive mesh refinement is carried out one time per second. Only two levels of refinement are allowed. The refined meshes analyzed by $h$-adaptive FEM using updated Lagrangian method at time $t=7.0, 11.0$ and $15.0$ second are given in Fig. 6.41. (a), (b) and (c) respectively.

(a) Time: 7.0 sec, 756 elements

(b) Time: 11.0 sec, 1897 elements

Fig. 6.41. (a) Final mesh using adaptive mesh refinement

Fig. 6.41. (a),(b) Final mesh using adaptive mesh refinement
The elements in the region with large error are refined step by step as same as the case of two-dimensional adaptive analysis of embankment. The relative error value of refined mesh decreases as the elements are fissioned. In three-dimensional adaptive analysis, as the mesh becomes fine, the number of elements is increasing rapidly. The relative error value larger than the limit 0.07 can not be found in the mesh with the adaptive level lower than 2 in Fig. 6.41. (a) and (b). But we can find in Fig. 6.41. (c). The reason is that the last step of adaptive mesh refinement is not carried out at time $t=14.5$ second, but the mesh is at the time $t=15.0$ second.

This example is also analysed with a fixed fine mesh. The mesh is 1344 elements and the elements of liquefiable soil are cubic elements with 2m long sides. The meshes with relative error distribution at time $t=7.0$, 11.0 and 15.0 second are given in Fig. 6.42. (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The relative error value of the fine mesh is lower than the value of the fixed coarse mesh. The top surface of liquefiable soil is much smoother. The distribution of the relative error is also in the regions near the foot of embankment or under it where the elements in large deformation and strain. The meshes of adaptive FE analysis are similar as the meshes calculated with the fixed fine mesh. It is evident that refinement of these elements improves the accuracy of the embankment displacement result.
Fig. 6.42 Results of fixed fine mesh and relative error
In Figs. 6.43 and 6.44, the horizontal and vertical displacements on top of embankment of the adaptive FE analysis are compared with those of finite element analysis with the fixed coarse mesh case and the fixed fine mesh case without adaptive procedure considering large deformation. The horizontal displacement on the top of the embankment calculated with the fixed fine mesh is larger than that with the coarse mesh as shown in Fig. 6.43. The vertical displacement on the top of the embankment calculated with the fixed fine mesh is smaller than that with the coarse mesh in contrast as shown in Fig. 6.44.

**Fig. 6.43** Horizontal displacement on the top of embankment for 3-D analysis

**Fig. 6.44** Vertical displacement on the top of embankment for 3-D analysis

With the mesh refinement going on, the horizontal displacement calculated with
adaptive FE method becomes large and vertical displacements becomes small. They more close to the displacement values of fixed fine mesh. From the comparison of the horizontal and vertical displacements lines of the three different cases, we can get the conclusion that $h$-adaptive FE method considering large deformation improves the accuracy efficiently.

![Graph showing average relative error over time](image)

**Fig. 6.45** Average relative error of 3-D analysis of embankment

In Fig. 6.45, the accuracies of three different cases are compared by showing the three curves of the average relative errors. The average relative error of fixed coarse mesh with 168 elements is larger than the value of fixed fine mesh with 1344 elements. In the analysis of adaptive FE, the average relative error value decreases after adaptive procedure starts at time $t=6.5$ second. With the adaptive process going on, the value of average relative error closes to the value of fixed fine mesh. The reduction of average relative error demonstrates the efficiency of the adaptive procedure. The effectiveness of adaptive FE method is evident.

By this example, $h$-adaptive FE method is demonstrated to be effective in application to three-dimensional elasto-plastic analysis of embankment constructed on the liquefiable soil. It improves the accuracy of finite element analysis via reducing the size of elements with large error.
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6.5 3-D Adaptive Analysis of Pile-Soil Interaction System

The last numerical example is a three-dimensional seismic response analysis of a soil-pile interaction system with adaptive FE method. The efficiency of h-adaptive FE method applied to three-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis is demonstrated.

6.5.1 Introduction of 3-D soil-pile interaction example

We use the same soil-pile interaction model as the one introduced in section 4.3. The general condition of the model is introduced in that section. Two load cases are analyzed with the adaptive FE method. As shown in Fig. 6.46, the first one is a horizontal force acting on the top of pile. The value of the force increases gradually to 100 kN during 2 seconds. It is used to demonstrate the error estimates and adaptive FE method. Another load is an acceleration time history as same as that introduced in section 4.3. It is used to check the efficiency of adaptive FE method applied to three-dimensional seismic analysis of soil-pile interaction.

As same as the adaptive analysis of two-dimensional soil-pile interaction, only soil elements are refined because that large deformation of soil elements makes relative
error larger. The refinement of these elements is effective to improve the accuracy of soil-pile interaction analysis. The initial mesh of adaptive FE analysis is a coarse mesh with 198 elements as shown in Fig.6.47.

![Fig. 6.47](image)

**Fig. 6.47** Initial coarse mesh of 3-D soil-pile interaction system with 198 elements

6.5.2 Result of analysis with horizontal force for 3-D soil-pile interaction

![Fig. 6.48](image)

**Fig. 6.48** Relative error contour of the coarse mesh with 330 elements (t=1.0 sec)

The relative error contour at the time t=1.0 second is given in **Fig. 6.48**. The
refinement starts from time $t=1.0$ second according to this distribution of the error. The relative error of the elements surrounding the head of the pile is large because the large displacement of pile causes the large deformation of surrounding soil elements as shown in the figure.

Fig. 6.49.(a),(b) Refined meshes of 3-D soil-pile interaction in case 1 with $dt=0.5$ sec
The error limit of $h$-adaptive refinement is 0.05. The elements with the relative error larger than the limit are fissioned. Two adaptive frequencies are used in this adaptive analysis. In Figs. 6.49. (a) and (b), the refined meshes at time $t=1.5$ and $2.0$ second are given. The mesh is refined one time per 0.5 second. The refinement level is two. Any initial element is not allowed to be refined more than twice. The elements, whose relative error value shown in Fig. 6.48 are larger than the limit, are refined well step by step.

The refined meshes with another frequency of refinement, one time per 0.2 second are given in Fig. 6.50. The element numbers of refined mesh in Fig. 6.50 are more than those in Fig. 6.49. It shows that higher refinement frequency cases finer quality of mesh.

In Fig. 6.51, the values of average relative error calculated in three different cases are compared. The two error values of adaptive analysis becomes lower than the value of fixed coarse mesh after adaptive process starts at time $t=1.0$ second. The efficiency of adaptive FE method applied to three-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis is
demonstrated. The adaptive analysis with high refinement frequency gives a quick and stable improvement of accuracy as shown in the figure. At the same time, more elements are created. In the refinement of three-dimensional mesh, one element fission to eight elements. The increase speed of element number is very fast than the speed of two-dimensional adaptive analysis.

![Image of a three-dimensional mesh](image)

$t=2.0\ \text{sec, 2206 elements}$

**Fig. 6.50.(b)** Refined mesh of 3-D soil-pile interaction in case 1 with $dt=0.2\ \text{sec}$

In three-dimensional analysis of soil, high level of refinement can not give further evident improvement of accuracy but cases heavy burden of calculation. With improving the accuracy, it is necessary to control the calculation work via giving the limit of mesh refinement level and reducing the frequency of mesh refinement.

The example of three-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis with a monotonous load demonstrates the efficiency of adaptive FE method. The method improves the accuracy of the mesh effectively by refining the soil elements with large error surrounding the head of pile. The error estimator can find these element effectively.
6.5.3 Result of seismic analysis of 3-D soil-pile interaction

The second case is 3-D seismic analysis of soil-pile interaction with adaptive FE method. The input acceleration history is shown in Fig. 6.27 with a maximum value of 722 cm/sec². For comparison, responses without adaptive process are also calculated with the fixed coarse mesh with and the fixed fine mesh.

The analysis result of the fixed coarse mesh without adaptive process and their relative error contours are given in Figs. 6.52. (a)-(c). The relative error values of upper elements are large especially the elements surrounding the head of the pile. This distribution is more regular than that of two-dimensional case. The movement of the pile cases the large deformation of the soil and the large deformation cases the large relative error.

In adaptive analysis, the limit of relative error is 0.07. The mesh refinement starts from time t=5.5 second and is carried out one time every 0.5 second. The limit the refinement is 2. The refined mesh at time t=6.0, 10.0 and 15.0 second are shown as Figs. 6.53. (a)-(c) respectively. It is easy to find that the elements in the region with large error shown in Figs. 6.52. (a)-(c) are refined well. The element number increases quickly with the mesh refinement.
Fig. 6.52 Results of fixed coarse mesh and relative error for 3-D soil-pile interaction
Adaptive FE
Time: 6.0 sec, 939 elements

Adaptive FE
Time: 10.0 sec, 1296 elements

Adaptive FE
Time: 15.0 sec, 2108 elements

Fig. 6.53 Refined meshes and relative error contours of 3-D soil-pile interaction
The results of the fixed fine mesh with 2268 elements are also given to check the adaptive analysis results. The deformed fine meshes at time $t=6.0$, 10.0 and 15.0 second are given in Figs. 6.54. (a)-(c). In general, the relative error of the fine mesh is small than that of the coarse mesh. Comparing Fig. 6.53 with Fig. 6.54, we can find that the refined meshes and the upper surfaces of adaptive analysis result are close to the results of finite element analysis with the fixed fine mesh.

Fig. 6.54.(a),(b) Results of the fine mesh and relative error for 3-D soil-pile interaction
Fig. 6.54.(c) Results of the fine mesh and relative error for 3-D soil-pile interaction

Fig. 6.55 shows the horizontal displacement curves of pile head. The displacement of coarse mesh is larger than that of the fine mesh. With improvement the accuracy of the mesh using adaptive FE method, the displacement approaches to the result of fine mesh evidently. The three-dimensional analysis gives more stable displacement curve of pile. The three-dimensional model is more suitable for soil-pile interaction analysis.

Fig. 6.55 Horizontal displacement of pile head for 3-D soil-pile interaction

The final horizontal displacements and curvatures of the pile calculated in the three cases are compared in Figs. 6.35. (a) and (b). The pile deformation of the fixed coarse
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The adaptive refinement of soil elements improves the accuracy of the coarse mesh and makes the horizontal displacement to approach the value of the fine mesh.

Figs. 6.56 Displacements and curvatures of pile for 3-D soil-pile interaction (t=15 sec)

In a usual way, the average relative errors of the three cases are compared between the results of adaptive procedure and the results of the finite element analysis with the fixed coarse mesh and the fixed fine mesh in Fig. 6.57. The error value of the coarse mesh is larger than the value of the fine mesh. In adaptive FE analysis, before the adaptive process starts, the error value is same as the value of the initial coarse mesh. The adaptive mesh refinement lowers the error value to reach a new lower the value to a satisfied value.

The results of these two examples demonstrate the efficiency of h-adaptive FE method applied to three-dimensional soil-pile interaction analysis. With this method, the soil elements in large deformation are refined well and the accuracy of analysis is improved effectively.
6.6 Conclusion and remarks

This chapter presents four numerical examples including two-dimensional seismic analysis of embankment, two-dimensional analysis of soil-pile interaction system, three-dimensional seismic analysis of embankment and three-dimensional analysis of soil-pile interaction system. The displacement, deformation and relative error results of adaptive FE method are compared with the results of the coarse meshes and the fine meshes. The posteriori error estimator based on superconvergent patch recovery technique evaluates the error successfully. The $h$-adaptive FE method refines the mesh according to the distribution of the error and improves the accuracy of the finite element method effectively. These numerical examples demonstrate the efficiency of the $h$-adaptive FE method applied to the practical seismic analysis.

The $h$-adaptive FE method is suitable to the elasto-plastic analysis of saturated soil, especially to those problems including liquefaction analysis. By refining the elements with large deformation or large error due to liquefaction flow, the accuracy of the nonlinear numerical analysis is improved effectively.

The $h$-adaptive FE method is suitable to three-dimensional dynamic analysis. By giving the limit of adaptive level and selecting a suitable adaptive frequency, the
calculation work is reduced and the level of the accuracy is increased.

The $h$-adaptive FE method is suitable to the analysis of soil-pile interaction system. The refinement of the soil elements surrounding the pile gives more accurate motion and deformation of the pile.

All the results we have obtained show that this adaptive scheme is capable of achieving substantial improvements in accuracy under a limit computational effort. Generally, an adaptive mesh is capable of achieving one order higher level of accuracy as a fixed mesh with less than half of the computational resource.
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Concluding Remarks

The effort of this research is focused on the numerical analysis methods of liquefiable soil. The aim is to improve the approximate quality of nonlinear numerical simulation of liquefaction process with large deformation. Two main parts are included in the thesis: three-dimensional FE-FD analysis of liquefiable soil considering large deformation using the cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive model and the fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive model; h-adaptive FE analysis of liquefiable soil. The new methods proposed here are suitable to solve the problems of the seismic analysis of soil structures and soil-pile interaction in liquefiable soil with large deformation. The major works and conclusions obtained in this thesis are summarized as follows.

(1) 3-D Analysis of Liquefiable Soil Considering Large Deformation

In the first part, the author introduced the development of three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method using updated Lagrangian formulation. The cyclic elasto-plastic model and the fluidal elasto-plastic model were adopted as the constitutive model of
liquefiable soil to deal with material nonlinearity. The governing equations of three-dimensional FE-FD method for the cyclic elasto-plastic constitutive model and the fluidal elasto-plastic constitutive model are developed using updated Lagrangian formulation. Updated Lagrangian formulation is used in the governing equations of three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method to deal with geometrical nonlinearity caused by large deformation. Although this research has been achieved in two-dimensional problems, the development of this method in three-dimensional analysis was the first time and showed special worth to practical engineering.

Some simple examples were analyzed to demonstrate the efficiency of this method. The adaptation of this method to elasto-plastic analysis of saturated soil was tested by single element simulation example. It was shown that this method could simulate the elasto-plastic behavior of saturated soil. One dimensional finite strain consolidation example was analyzed to test the updated Lagrangian formulation applied to three-dimensional FE-FD coupled method considering large deformation. The good agreement was found between numerical and analytical solutions of this example. The example of liquefied soil flow was also simulated to test the updated Lagrangian formulation applied to Newton viscous fluid. The result of this analysis was shown to be able to obtain numerical results close to that obtained by Enlerian method.

The results of two practical three-dimensional examples were given. Two examples demonstrated that this three-dimensional FE method using updated Lagrangian formulation could effectively simulate the earthquake induced ground flow in the seismic analysis of soil structures and dynamic analysis of soil-pile interaction.

(2) Adaptive Mesh Refinement for Dynamic Analysis of Liquefaction

The second part of the thesis was application of adaptive technique to non-linear FE analyses of saturated soil considering large deformation including liquefaction phenomenon. In previous researches, adaptive techniques were used to solve the static or transient problems with monotonous loads. In this research, adaptive FE method was applied to a seismic analysis in which the loads was an earthquake acceleration history including few thousands steps of time increments and cyclic vibration. The author used fission procedure belonging to the $h$-refinement indicated by the error estimates of
elements in adaptive FE method. The application was developed not only in
two-dimension but in three-dimension. It was also applied to the soil-pile interaction
analysis. The special treatment of slave nodes in the joint sides or side surfaces was
proposed in the fission procedure of soil-pile interaction analysis. In a standard fission
procedure, the difference of adaptive levels between neighbor elements was limited no
more than 1. That means only one slave node was allowed to create in a joint side or
side surface considering the compatibility of the neighbor elements with same material.
In the adaptive analysis soil-pile interaction, pile is much harder than the soil and the
compatibility constrain is satisfied in the joint sides or side surfaces between the pile
and soil. For this reason, more than one slave nodes were allowed to create in one joint
side or joint side surface. The approximation was successively refined as to satisfy the
predetermined standard of accuracy, and the efficiency of this method was confirmed in
the finite element analyses. This method is easy to be applied to solve practical and
engineering problem. In transient analysis, the limits of error are from 1%-5%. Although there have been a few researches to introduce adaptive mesh refinement to
dynamics analysis, the limits of error in dynamics analysis are 2%-7%. The selection of
an appropriate adaptive frequency is recommended.

This method was tested with some simple examples. First the examples of vertical
compression in two- and three-dimension were calculated. The efficiency of this method
to saturated soil within un-liquefied state is demonstrated. Then, adaptive analysis of
shaking table test is conducted to demonstrate the efficiency of this method to the soil in
liquefaction state. In these examples, the meshes were refined well according to the
distribution of the error and the average error of the whole mesh was reduced.

A posteriori error estimate based on \( L_2 \) norm of strain error was adopted in the
adaptive FE method. It could estimate the error of elements after every step of
calculation in nonlinear FE analyses of soil effectively. Superconvergent patch recovery
technique was used in the error estimates. The convergence of this error estimates
method was tested with two- and three-dimensional examples with different quality
meshes in two- and three-dimension. The convergence ratios were some as the values
predicted. This method is easy to implement into any code and the calculation based on
this method is very simple as well as the advantage in saving computation time is
evident. This is a reliable indicator for mesh refinement.
Four practical examples of seismic analysis with finite deformation theory were calculated with adaptive FE method at last. These examples include two-dimensional and three-dimensional, soil flow due to liquefaction and soil-pile interaction problems. Adaptive analysis results of mesh deformation, error distribution, average error history, displacement responses were calculated and compared with FEM results. For the examples of soil-pile interaction analysis, the displacement and the curvature of pile were also checked in detail. The efficiency of the \( h \)-adaptive FE method was demonstrated further by these practical examples.

The \( h \)-adaptive FE method is suitable to the elasto-plastic analysis of saturated soil, especially to those problems including liquefaction analysis. By refining the elements with large deformation or large error due to liquefaction flow, the accuracy of the nonlinear numerical analysis is improved effectively. The \( h \)-adaptive FE method is suitable to three-dimensional dynamic analysis. The application of adaptivity to three-dimensional nonlinear analysis of saturated soil is also a valuable attempt in the developments of adaptive techniques. By giving the limit of adaptive level and selecting a suitable adaptive frequency, the calculation work is reduced and the level of the accuracy is increased. It is also suitable to the analysis of soil-pile interaction system. The refinement of the soil elements surrounding the pile gives more accurate motion and deformation of the pile. All the results we have obtained showed that this adaptive scheme was capable of achieving substantial improvements in accuracy under a limit computational effort. Generally, an adaptive mesh is capable of achieving one order higher level of accuracy than a fixed mesh with a half of the computational resource.
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